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FOREWORD

This Final Technical Report summarizes the work
accomplished through June 1982 by Rockwell International's
North American Aircraft Operations on Air Force contract
F33615-79-C-3615, Airplance Actuation Trade Study. The
contract was initiated under Project Number 2403 entitled
"Flight Control System Development". The USAF Project
Engineers for the trade study are Greg Cecere of AFWAL/F1GL
and Kenneth Binns of AFWAL/POOS. This report covers work
performed between 25 June 1979 to I July 1982.

The principal contributors to this activity at
Rockwell International were C. W. Helsley Jr., A. Davanzo
and W. Frantz.
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INTRODUCTION

I.1 Status - Current aircraft are characterized by two main forms of on-board
secona-ry power generation distribution, and utilization, i.e., electrical power
and hydraulic power. In general, hydraulic power is generated, distributed, and
utilized for the majority of the high power output actuation functions such as
primary and secondary flight control surfaces, landing gear extension and retrac-
tion, brakes, nose wheel steering, etc. and electrical power is used for every-
thing else. This division of functional responsibility developed over the years,
largely as a result of the ever increasing demands of high performance aircraft
for higher levels of controllability in the presence of high "G" forces, thus
making it necessary to amplify pilot forces with poweT actuators. The accepted
fact that hydraulic actuators have enjoyed many advantages ever electromechanical
actuators for high torque, high horse power application shifted the pendulum in
their direction. In the interim, since hydraulic actuation was accepted approxi-
mately twenty five years ago, many changes have occurred. These changes are dis-
cussed more fully in paragraph 1.3 but they lead up to the objectives of this study
which are stated here: "Establish advantages/disadvantages and life cycle cost
impact of hydraulic actuation and power-by-wire actuation of aircraft in the 1990 +
time frame." A secondary objective of this effort was to identify technology needs
and development requirements for future aircraft actuation systems.

1.2 Scope - This program was conducted to satisfy the objectives listed above
under the following guide lines.

1.2.1 Conduct a trade-off study betwieen a power-by-wire actuation airplane and one
that retains an engine-driven hydraulic syste for actuation. NOTE; A power-by-
wire actuation airplane was defined as either (1) removal of all engine driven
hydraulic pumps and hvdr:ulic power distribution systems and replacement with elec- I
trical power generation and distribution systems to the actuator location where
electrical power was then converted to hydraulic power for actuation or (2) same as
above except that the electrical power was converted to mechanical power for
actuation directly or (3) some combination of (1) and (2). Hybrid systems re-
taining engine driven oumps for specific functions were considered viable options.

1.2.1.1 Use the ATS concept as the point of reference airplane on which the trade
study was to be conducted.

1.2.1.2 Use the 1990+ t ime frame as a design reference for all system options
included above.

1.2.1.3 Include other utility functions such as environmental control systems if
they became relevant to the basic trade.

1.2.1.4 Assess the trade on the basis of performance, reliability, maintainability,
weight, life cycle costs, g-cowth potential, survivability, and environmental
constraints.

1.3 Background - Tho advent of jet engines in the early fifties greatly increased
the performance of military aircraft and made it necessary to supplement pilot con-
trol forces dith power amplification (actuators) at the control surfaces. At the
time these actuators became necessary there was, as there is now, two possible
power choices, electrical or hydraulic. A-s the weight and space penalties were
examined to make the choice, i.e., hydraulic or electrical actuation, there was no
real contest. Hydraulic actuation was clearly superior, if not indispensable. The
development of hydraulic actuation had reached the point whtnre primary control sur-
face actuation had become s\-non\.-Mous with h.draulic actuation. Nor was hydraulic
actuation limited to primary control surface;; landing gear retraction and extension,

I I ' . . . . . i . . . . . . .. i .. . . . .• . . . . 1 . . . . i • -1



1.3 (cont.)

brakes, flaps and slats operation,, and auxiliary functions such as nose wheel
steering, etc. were all conventionally done with hydraulic actuation on most air-
planes. The development of engine driven hydraulic power systems to service these
actuation needs had therefore also evolved and matured over the years and had
reached a high degree of refinement. However, looking down the road to future
design, several significant factors were emerging which suggested that primary
flight control actuation, as well as other actuation functions, need not continue
to be done in the conventional manner.

Perhaps the single greatest factor that was stinulating the need to examine power-
by-wire actuation, as an alternative to conventional hydraulic actuation, was the in-
creasing importance of avionics and in particular fly - by-wire. Fly-by-wire signal
transmission dictates absolute electrical power reliability as a paramount design
requirement for future airborne electrical power systems. There was, and is, a di-
rect conflict between the independent redundancy required for electrical powet
support of fly-by-wire and the longstanding independent hydraulic power redundancy
requirements to support flight control actuation. For example, on a single engine
airplane, with a four channel fly-by-wire system, if carried to the extreme, this
approach could have resulted in four engine driven electrical generators plus the
normal two hydrauliP. pumps.

A second factor was the mounting cost to design, develop and maintain the engine
driven hydraulic power and distribution systems that were being implemented to
utilize the generally admirable qualities of hydraulic actuators. These hydraulic
systems were plaged with leaks, conta mination, flammability and generally high
life cycle costs, particularly maintenance costs.

A third factor concerned the credibility of power-by-wiro actuation as an alter-
nate to conventional hydraulic actuation, i.e., hydraulic actuators supplied by
engine driven hydraulic systems. In the twenty-five years since the adoption of
hydraulic actuators, several technologies in the electrical and electromechanical
area had emerged which warranted a reinvestigation of electromechanical actuation
for application to primary flight control and other actuation systems. Some of
these advancements were high voltage power supplies, permanent magnet motors using
rare earth magnets, electronic comnmutation and an improvement in solid state power
switching devices.

2



2.0 STUDY AIRCRAFT DEFINITION

2.1 Baseline Air-to-Ground Tactical Fighter Requirements - An integrated base-
line set of 1990 tactical air-to-ground fighter mission requirements was selected
and is presented in this section. This set of baseline requirements provided
a foundation and framework within which the trade studies could be conducted.
The selection was based on recent studies (reference 31 through 33) and
"represent a very likely set of requirements ior the time period.

Z.1.1 Design Mission Profile Requirements - The baseline "most probable"
1990's Iadvanced tactical mission profile requirements turned out to be a high
altitude supersonic design mission with a mach 2.0 class penetration speed
supplemented by an alternate low level terrain following profile capability
in the high subsonic speed category. The specifics of the design sizing
profile and the alternate capability profile are presented in figure3 2-1 and
2-2. The mach 2.2 penetration for the high altitude profile was selected
because it represented the approximate upper speed boundary for use of the
composite materials generally expected to be employed in the time period.
The mach 0.9 penetration selected for the alternate capability low level mission
was selected as a reasonable compromise between higher speeds providing better
survivability and lower speeds providing better target acquisition. The two
penetration design points selected also presented moderately high requirements
to the aircraft actuation system design in terms of hinge moments, temperature
environment and actuation rate requirements. Thus, these baseline design
profiles, while representing expected future mission requirements, also pre-
sented moderate challenges to actuation system technology without preselecting
a particular type of actuation system through selection of extreme combinations
of requirements. The remaining requirement particulars indicated on figures
2-1 and 2-2 (distances, payload, combat allowances, takeoff and landing dis-
tances, etc.) were selected as nominal representative values from recent
industry/government studies (reference 31 through 33). These latter factors
influenced size of the aircraft but had only secondary influence on secondary
power and actuation systei, concepts, design and technology requirements.

Other mission profiles considered prior to selection of the mach 2.0 class
aircraft were; mach 3.0 high altitude penetrator, 0.7 low level penetrator,
and mach 1.2 low level penetrator.

2.1.2 Additionai Design Criteria - The following paragraphs presert additional
design criteria tiat have signlfcant effects on actuation system designs.
They have b, en derived from the same industry/govermnent studies (reference
31 through 33) that established the basic mission profiles and were selected
for their compatibility with the specific basepoint design mission profiles.

2.1.3 Service Life and Usage Criteria - The total service life requirement
for this type of aircraft was 8000 total flight hours, based on current DOD
policy to maintain a major aircraft in the inventory for 15 years plus the
assumption of one major short war. The combat usage consisted of 60 flights
of each of the combat profiles illustrated in figures 1 and 2.

Training usage was developed around the philosophy of providing adequate flight
time to complement a significant ground simulator training program. Limited
actual supersonic flight and low-level terrain following were scheduled to

- .. . . •tl l l l| ~ l r II ... ' ! .. ... i - • •i• ! ... r :: |3
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T.O. £ LDG DISTANCE: _<,3000 FT GNO ROLL MISSION RADIUS - 550 N MI

(A/G + A/A WEAPONS) WEAPONS PAYLOAD - 5,680 LBS
(A/G WPNS + FAIRINGS) PAYLOAD DROPPED - 5,030 LBS

D SISTANCE f ALTITUDE TIME
MISSION SEGMENT (N MI) MIACH (FT) end (MIN)

A. TAKEOFF AND ACCEL TO
INITIAL CLIMB VELOCITY 0-0.81 015.8

S. CLIMB AND ACCEL TO
CRUISE CONDITION 38.0 0.81-0.9 31,500 4.2

C. CRUISE-OUT 244.2 0.9 32,800 27.8

0. CLIMB AND ACCELERATE
TO DASH CONDITION 67.8 0.9-2.Z 59,000 3.9

E. DASH TO TARGET 200 2.2 60,100 9.5

F. COMBAT ALLCWANCE* 0 22 50,000 2.8

G. DASH - TARGET TO
INITIATION OF RETURN 200 2.2 62,300
DESCENT/DECEL 0

H. RETURN DESCENT/DECEL 185.7 2.2-0.9 39,600 13.3

I. RETURN CRUISE 164.3 0.9 40.300 19.0

J. LANDING/LOI.TER 0 0.4-0 0 20.0

* CONMBAT ALLOWANCE

3600 TURNI AT Ps = 0, MAX A/B
2.2M/50,000 FT

Figure 1. Basepoint Nigh Altitude Design Profile Performance
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350 165

T.O. £ LOG DISTANCE; --=3O00 FT G?40 ROLL MISSION RADIUS - MAX ACHIEVABLE

(A/G + A/A WEAPONS) WEAPONS PAYLOAD - 5.680 LSS
(A./G WPNS + FAIRINGS) PAYLOAD DROPPED - 5,030 LBS

DISTANCE ALTITUDE TIME
MISSION SEGMENT (N MIi) MAC" (FT) I N)

A. TAKEOFF AND ACCEL TO 0-0.81 0 0.8
INITIAL CLIMB VELOCITY

B. CLIMB AND ACCEL TO
CRUISE CONDITION 38 0.81-0.90 0-31500 4.2

C. CRUISE-OUT 312 0.90-0.9. 31500-33000 35.50

0. DESCENT TO DASH
CONDITION 0 33000-0 0

E. DASH TO TARGEf 165 0.9 0.0 16.6

F. COMBAT ALLOWANCE* 0 0.9 0.0 0.45

G. DASH - TARGET TO
IN!TIATION OF RETURN 165 0.9 0.0 16.6

CL I MB

H. RETURN CLIMB 26 0.9-0.9 0.0-39000 2.8

I. RETURN CRUISE 324 0.9-0.9 39000-40200 37.5

J. LANDING/LO!TER 0 0.38 0 20.0

* COMBAT ALLO'.'ANCE:
SCM - BEST CRUISE MACH

360' TURN AT P5 •O , M.AX A/B CA - BEST CRUISE ALTITUOF
0.g,/O.O FT BLM - BEST LOITER MACH

Figure 2. Basepoint Alternative Performance Evaluation Mission



minimize structural temperature and fatigue design requirements, however,
adequate airborne experience was accumulated in high- and low-level missions,
navigation, inflight refueling weapon delivery tactics, etc, Allowances were
included for the extra landings due to touch-and-go practice and routine
around-the-field maintenance checkout flights, etc. Six basic training mission
profiles were developed based on current tactical fighter training schedules,
modified as appropriate for the capabilities and tactical employment envisioned
for the advanced fighter. The field-go-around profile was added to the other
profiles or conducted independently to represent touch-and-go training activi-
ties or short maintenance checkout flights, etc. The basic mission character-
istics are illustrated in figure 3.

The average number of flights flown per aircraft each year on each of these
profiles were:.

Mission Profile Avg. No. of Flights/Yr.

Ground attack tactics 54.2
Mission support 21.0
Low-level strike with refueling 20.1
High-level strike 16.9
High-level strike with refueling 12.3
Supersonic combat profile 2.4
Extra field-go-around plus landing 153.1

28 0. 0

The flight operations indicated above impose 4320 ground-air-ground cycles
on the average aircraft for the specified usage. The flight-hour usage
accumulated in each of the mission legs illustrated by the totality of flight
operations indicated in figure 3 plus the combat operations was the basis
for projecting the structural fatigue life spectra, thermal environment design
criteria and secondary power and actuation system component duty cycle require-
ments. Estimated vehicle total lifetime hours usage is shown on table 1.

Based on the usage presented in table 1, a single composite mission was
developed which if repetitively flown would produce approximately the same
cumulative individual leg usage as noted in the table. This composite mission
profile is presented in figure 4. Use of a single design mission of this
type facilitated development of detailed design criteria for the aircraft usage.
Because aircraft actuation system component duty cycles are influenced by the
maneuvering and gust upset restoring requirements by mission leg, the load
factor spectra was developed based upon the data of MIL-A8866B for the cumu-
lative life of the aircraft as flown over the composite mission. Table 2
presents this design data. The spectrum includes the effects of long-term,
peacetime training usage and an allowance for a representivc high-intensity,
short-duration wartime employment. The combined flight and ground-air-gronmd
cycle design spectra resulting from this usage is presented as a flight-by-
flight composite mission load spectrum containing an appropriate amount of
flight time in each of the mission legs in table 1. The composite mission
has a duration of slightly over 2.7 hours. A total of 2,935 such missions with
an extra field-go-around and landing on every o-h.: flight provides the total
design life usage.

6
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TABLE 2. BASEPOINT FLIGHT-BY-FLIGHT COMPOSITE LOAD FACTOR SPECIFRUl
(COMBINED COMBAT AND TRAINING MISSIONS)

L0_LOAD FACTOR

MISSION SEGMENT MAX MIN 1 CYCLES/MISSION

1. Taxi 1.3 0.7 1
1.2 0.8 is

2. Takeoff'- Climb 3.3 1.0 0.01
2.7 1.0 0.1
2.1 1.0 1.1

1.9 1.0 2
1.7 1.0 4
1.5 1.0 8

1.3 1 1.0 16

3. Enroute Navigation, Outbound 4.6 1.0 0.01
4.5, 1.0 0.01
4.2 1. 0.1

4.1 i.00 0.1
3.0 1.0 1
2.8 1.0 1
2.5 1.0 2
2.3 1.0 z
2.0 1.0 4
1L7 1.0 4
1.4 o8

i1 0

4. Aerial Refuel 1.7 0 4 0.01
1.5 0:6 0.1

1.3 i 0.7 1
1.3 0.7 2
1.2 0.8 1 28

5. Low Level Terrain Following 2.2 0.4 0.01
2.1 0.4 0.21

2.0 0.4 1
2.0 0.5 !
1.9 0.5 4
1.8 0.5
1.7 0.5 I4
1.6 0.6 8

1.5 0.6 8
1.4 1 0.6 16 i
1.2 0.8 16

6. Supersonic Climb/Accelerate I 2.3 1.0 0.01
1.6 1.0 0.1

10
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TABLE 2. BASEPOINT FLI(l-T-BY-FLIGIrT COMP)SITE LOAD FACTOR SPECTRUM

(COMBINED COMBAT AND TRAINING MISSIONS) (CONTINUED)

LOAD FACTOR

MISSION SEGMENT MAX MIN CYCLES/MISSION

7. Ground Attack Tactics 7.4 -0.3 0.01

6.3 0.1 0.1
5.2 0.4 1

4.8 0.5 2
4.3 0.6 4

3.6 0.7 8
2.7 0.8 16
1.7 0.9 27

8. Supersonic Cruise 2.9 1.0 0.01
2.8 1.0 0.01

2.6 1.0 0.01
9. Weapon Delivery Turn 7.1 -0.1 0.01

5.9 0.2 0.1
4.1 0.5 I1
4.1 0.6 2
3.4 0.7 4
2.5 0.8 8

1.7 0.7 11

TO. Fl ight Maneuver 4.2 1 1.0 0.01

4.1 1.0 0.01

3.1 1.0 0.2
2.0 .D.0 1
I1.9 I1.0 1
1.5 i.0 2 I
1 .4 I1.0 2 I

II. Supersonic Weapon Delivery 4.4 1.;0 0.01

3.8 1.0 0.1

2.3 1 0 1.0
2.1 0:7 I 1.0

12. Suoersonic Descent I 2.3 1.0 0.01
13. Enroute Navigation, Return I 4.5 1.0 0.01

4.0 1.0 1 0.1
2.7 10 0

2.1 1.0 2
1.6 1.0 4

14. Subsonic Descent 4.5 1.0 0.012,3"9 1 I0 i 0.1

S2.9 I1.0 1
2.4 1.0 j 2

____1.7 1.0 4

t 11
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2.1.4 Structural Maneuvering Design Criteria - The structural design load
factor requirements were typical standard values for Air Force air-to-ground
tactical fighters.

Subsonic +7.33g -3.Og

Supersonic +6.Sog -3,0g

Maximum maneuver roll rate for structural design was 270 degrees per second.

2.l.S Temerature Dsigni Data - Flight design temperature data were developed
to conpTlemnt the composite design mission leg described above. Table 3
presents the design temperature data. The design standard-day temperatures
for each leg of the composite design mission are presented for critical and
typical locations on the wing/fuselage structure; e.g., upper and lower surface,
1 foot and 3 feet back from the leading edge. Total stagnation temperature
would exist inside the engine inlet duct.

2.1.6 Vibration/Acoustics - Approximate prediction of the vibration/acoustic
environment was made using the basepoint aircraft flight envelope and operating
characteristics of the propulsion system. Predictions for boundary layer and
maximum power engine noise, and weapons bay acoustic environment are shown in
figure 5.

2.1.7 Reliabilit - Air vehicle subsystem reliability, maintainability, and
survivability characteristics were considered very important to operating
costs and effectiveness of a tactical air-to-ground fighter. Design goals
in these areas could significantly affect selection of subsystems concepts
arrangements. Overall mission reliability allocation is shown in table 4.
The basis for these allocations is reference 4.
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TABLE 3. BASEPOINT COMPOSITE MISSION FLIGHT DFSIGN TEMPERATURE DATA
STANDARD DAY CRITICAL SOLAR EFFECTS INCLUDED

DESIGN TEMP -F
REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL FUSELAGE WI NG

MISSION SEGMENT MACH/ALT TEMP

1. Taxi 0 / SL 59 59 59

2. Takeoff & Climb
Low 0.39M/SL 75 74 74
High O.9M/32K' 12 16 15

3. Enroute Navigation
Low 0.9M/31K' 16 20 19
High O.9M/36K' -6 0 -1

4. Aerial Refuel 0.7M/25K' 12 18 17

5. Low Level Terrain Following C.9M/SL 143 139 138
i,,

6. Supersonic Climb/Accel I

Low 0.9M/36K' 2 7 6
High 2.2M/5WK' 242 230 229I ,

7. Ground Attack Tactics 0.9M/SL 143 139 13811

B. Supersonic Cruise
Low 2.2M/39K' 242 226 225
High 2.2M/51K' I 242 230 229

9. Weapon Delivery Turn
Low 0.95M/49K,' 1 7 6
High 0.95M/51K' I 1 14 13

10. Flight Maneuver
Low O.9M/31K' 16 20 19
High O.9M/36K' -6 0 -o

]I. Supersonic Weapon Delivery
Low 2.2M/39K' 242 226 225

High 2.2M/51K' 242 230 229

12. Supersonic Descent
Low 0.3M/36K' -6 0 -1
High 2.2M/51K' 242 230 229

14
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TABLE 4. 2.2M MISSION RELIABILITY ALLOCATION PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS (Ps)

Subsystem Baseline Ps

1. Avionics 0.9811
2. Power Plavt 0.9934

3. Structure 0.9989

4. Armament 0.9983
5. Flight Controls 0.9964

6. Fuel 0. 9947
7. Environmental 0.9947
8. Landing Gear 0.9976
9. Actuation 0.9976

10. Electrical 0.9984
11. Displays/Lighting 0.997
12. Auxiliary Power 0.9993
13. Crew Accomnodations -0.9995
14. Other 0.998

Total 0.95

17



2.2 Basepoint Tactical Fighter Configuration

2.2.1 General - A representative airplane concept designed to the baseline
mission requirements was established. Figure 6 illustrates the general
appearance and features of the airplane. The airplane is primarily designed
and sized to the high altitude 2.2 Mach number penetration mission but has
significant alternate capability on the terrain following 0.9 Mach number
mission. The propulsion system elements and blended wing body shaping are
optimized for continuous supersonic operation. A retractable canard in
combination with a vectoring 2-D nozzle provides good takeoff and landing
performance with a modest installed thrust to weight ratio. The wing, canard
and empennage are fabricated from advanced integral graphite/epoxy composite
materials. The forward fuselage uses advanced super aluminum alloys primarily.
High stress concentration areas and the aft portions of the fuselage, designed
by the high ambient temperatures of the propulsion system and APU installa-
tions, are constructed of advanced superplastic formed/diffusion bonded
titanium, including silicon-carbide fiber reinforced filament technol --y in
selected areas. The wing is aeroelastically tailored and employs va:3able
geometry features. The engine employs 3000'F turbine inlet temperatures,
carbon/carbon nozzle technology and selected other advanced internal component
design and material improvements. Thrust reverse capability is provided and
facilitated by the 2-D nozzle configuration. The avionics installation
includes a full complement of advanced technology offensive, defensive and
M&TC equipment to deal with the sophisticated dual mission target and threat
systems requirements. Advanced tandem mounted conformal weapons that pro-
vide standoff weapon deliveries against heavily defended targets are carried
on the lower fuselage centerline. An advanced cockpit, designed around al
increased seatback angle and multiple-function integrated displays to con-
serve space and fuselage depth, provides suitable forebody wave drag charac-
teristics and low radar cross section (RCS) with a gold flashed canopy. The
general fuselage shaping, inlet location, use of special antenna design
treatments and radar absorbent materials at critical locations provides low
RS characteristics.

The flight control system is characterized as a digital 3-channel fly-by-wire

system with selected 4-channel portions for critical functions. The flight
control will function as part of an integrated flight/fire/propulsion control
system. Relaxed static stability control requirements are prescribed because
it is believed that, by the 1990"s, virtually all new tactical aircraft will
incorporate this beneficial feature.
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2.2.2 Power Requirements, General - In determining the power requirements
the following approach was used. Aircraft power needs were generalized and
established in three categories.

I Housekeeping Loads (see paragraph 4.1.4 and Appendix E)

Communicat ions
Engine
Environmental Control
Lighting
Fuel System
Information Management
Navigation
Target Acquisition
Defensive Avionics

II Actuation Loads (see paragraph 4.1.4 and Appendix E)

Flight Controls
Utility

Armament

III Total Power Needs

Sum of Housekeeping and Actuation Loads

With the exception of environmental control, all loads under the Housekeeping
Load heading were assumed to remain constant throughout the study. This was
done because they represented power supplied to static (avionic black box)
type of devices and thus were not considered actuation functions. All the
loads under the actuation load heading plus the environmental control system
loads were assumed to involve actuation functions. As such they were ini-
tially considered proper subjects for this study and ones in which the type
and quantity of the power supplied would vary as different actuation methods
v ere used during the trade study activities.

in accordance with the contract an electrical load analysis was made per
MIL-E-7016 in which it was assumed that all loads were powered electrically.
It was further assim~d -chat the electrical system was 270 VDC since this
t) e of electrical power appeared to be a likely candidate for application
to 1990's aircraft. The various aircraft mission segments considered and

.._ir coding for the load analysis are as follows:

ý K-l Engine start
K-2 Warm-up/take-off
K-3 Climb
K-4 Cruise
K-S Penetration
K-6 Combat (including gun operation)
K-7 Descend
K-8 Landing
K-9 Emergency (one of the two generators failed)

21



Rockwell procedure for encoding this information is available in reference 36.
The data was processed by a series of computer programs, and resulted in
Power Source Utilization graphs such as figure 7, 8 and 9 of this report.
The solid line in these figures represent the load, which is generalized into
power expressed as amperes at 270 V. (The load can also be plotted as KVA
or kilowatts with equal facility). The other (dotted) lines represent system
capacity and interval ratings as indicated in sheet 1 of figure 7.

A separate power source utilization graph was created for each of the following
Housekeeping Loads (fig. 7), actuation loads (fig. 8) and combined house-
keeping plus actuation loads (fig. 9). These loads represent power supplied
at the input terminals of the various output electrical devices, whether they
are static black boxes or actuators. However, for the actuators their load
was defined by their output (i.e. the load incident to driving compressors,
powering control surfaces, etc.) and, therefore, until the type of actuator
was defined, an actuator efficiency (or internal Dower loss) was assumed to
determine the power required at the input terminals. For the purpose of this
initial electrical load analysis an overall efficiency of 60% was assumed for
all actuators.

The three horizontal dotted lines on each of figures 7, 8, and 9 were
the interval ratings of the generator and represented;

1200 A14PS continuous capacity at 100% generation output
(two 600 ANT 270 volt D.C. generators)

1800 AMPS available for 2 minutes
(150% total generator capacity, derated to .91.5%)

2400 AMPS 5 second overload capability
(200% generator capacity, derated to 91.5%)

Note the short term overload capability of electrical power supplies compared
to mechanically powered hydraulic systems whose overload capability and
continuous load capacity are essentially equal.

The initial electrical load analysis was documented in Appendix A of refer-
ence 8 is included as Appendix E of this report. A breakdown of the actua-
tion loads, which provided the basis for the "lumped" actuation load shown
in reference 8, is shown in table 5.

2.2.3 Flight Control System - The aircraft is a variable stability, Control
Configured Vehicle (CCV) that employs variable camber leading and trailing
edge devices, a 2-D vectorable nozzle, and a variable area canard. Static
longitudinal stability is set with the canard fully extended at 6C /6C = +.020
and M = 0.2. Aircraft stability is varied by canard e'tension or Tetr~ction.
This feature allows a higher trimmed CLMAX with canard extended, and a reduction
in wetted area for low CL penetration and acceleration legs. Extension of the
canard for transonic maneuvering allows the variable camber devices to deflect
in the proper direction for both low drag and trim. Supersonic flight will
require some canard extension to minimize trum drag. Table 6 summarizes

22
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"-A I.1 o. C\NARi) POSIl IONS

MISSION LEG CANARD POSITICN

Takeoff and Landing Fully Extended I00%

Subsonic Cruise Retracted 0%

Transonic Maneuver Fully Extended 100%

Supersonic Cruise Half Extended 500%j

Supersonic Maneuver Fully Extended 100%.1

Supersonic Penetration Retracted O%
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canard positions versus mission legs, and table 7 sunmarizes surfaces/
devices.

The wing trailing edges are used for pitch and roll control and, as variable
camber devices with the inboard trailing edge device, the primary pitch control
for longitudinal trim. The trimnming function is intended to be compatible
with the variable camber function of each device. A primary aerodynamic
advantage of an unstable aircraft is that control deflection needed for
proper camber variation is in the positive lift direction. Nose-up moments
produced by an unstable aircraft as it increases angle of attack requires
downward deflection of a trailing edge flap for trim and to produce the
increased camber for reduced induced drag. Camber variations require a
different 'neutral' setting for each flap depending on mach number. A Cmo
chang., can be provided by scheduling the 2-D nozzle versus M. Therefore,
the inboard trailing edge device should have the 'neutral' point scheduled
versus M and a deflection versus angle of attack schedule which itself may
be a function of M. This variable camber system 'automatically' produces
the highest C, available with the given planforms and control surfaces. Take-
off and landing require different flap deflections to maximize lift at zero
angle of attack, CLo. This second scheduling replaces conventional 'flap'settings and requires deflections of the canard and 2-D nozzle.

The midspan trailing edge flap, in addition to the inboard, is used for
pitch trim and variable camber. Also, this flap is used for high speed roll
control and may supplement the outboard trailing edge flap for low speed roll
control. This midspan surface is used for high speed roll control in order
to avoid any control reversal on the outboard surface at high q.

The outboard trailing edge is the primary low speed roll control Its function
as a variable camber device is somewhat restricted in low speed flight in
order not to use up control authority needed for the low speed time-to-roll
requirement. Aileron 'droop' in the takeoff and landing mode can be considered
useful.

The leading edge devices are primarily variable camber devices requiring
scheduling versus M and angle of attack. A fixed takeoff and landing position
has advantages.

The thrust vector vane is primarily a moment producing device. It optimizes
flap deflections to obtain minimum drag and maximum lift. This requires
scheduling as a function of M and angle of attack.

2.2.3.1 Flight Control Actuator Requirements - In arriving at the flight
surface hinge moments, use was made of HiMAT generated data. The HiMAT wing
planform is similar to the baseline vehicle, The ATS hinge moment data was
estimated by ratioing the relative areas, chords and dynamic pressures, i.e.,

(M)~T ~(S)ATS (C)ATS (q)ATS R MAT( ATS -(S)IiMAT (C)HiMAT (qHi2AT9
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TABLE 7 SUINARY OF CONTROL SURFACES/DEVICLS

Control Travel

I. INBOARD TRAILING EDGE -30o, +450

a. Primary pitch control f(M ,K)

b. High lift device and decambering f(M

2. MIDSPA4N TRAILING EDGE -30o, +450

a. Pitch control f(M ,dk)

b. High lift device and decambering f(M j

c. High and low speed roll control

2. OUTMOARD TRAILING EZGE +250

a. Primary low speed roll control

b. Decambering device f(M

4. CANARD

a. Variable stability device - see table I

5. LEADING ECGE DEVICE

a. Variable canter device f(M o,)

6. THRUST VECTOR 'lANE +200

a. Pitch trim f(M ,4 )

7. RUDDERS +250

a. Dire'ctional control

b. Speed brakes
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The ATS rudder hinge moments were computed from the ATS midspan trailing edge

flaps (the HiMIAT has all movable flip-flcp verticals). The ATS canard loads
were estimated from the canard lift force calculated at maximum design load

factor (7.3 g's) at maximum dynamic pressure (1750 PSF). The leading edge
design loads were based on an assumed 10 psi maximum pressure acting on an
arm equal to one half the flap chord. The thrust vector actuator loads were

taken from NASA CR 135252 which used an exhaust nozzle and engine similar to

the baseline ATS.

Three of the trailing edge control surfaces were examined for flutter stiff-
ness. Estimates of frequency were derived from empirical data. For the in-
board flap, the frequency was estimated to be 47.9 hz, 95.8 hz for the upper
rudder. The mach ntunber used was 1.25 while for the aileron the Mach number
was .95. The stiffness computed from the empirical data was increased by
50 percent to account for surface wind up. The backup structure was thus
assumed to have equal stiffness with the actuator. The stiffness require-
ments for the three surfaces considered are given in table 8 which presents
the performance requirements for the actuation systems for the various flight
control surfaces/devices identified for the baseline vehicle.

The actuation requirements listed in table 8 need not be satisfied simul-
taneously. For a worst case analysis, the simultaneous requirements are:
1) .70 percent for inboard and midspan flaps, 2) 50 percent for the rudders,
and 3) 100 percent for the allevns. The other flight control actuation
devices can be assumed to be stationary during this simultaneous demand.

As indicated earlier, the flight control system is a fly-by-wire design with
fail-operate-twice capabilities for the flight critical surfaces. These
surfaces are at least triple redundant, electrically and mechanically.

For the other surfaces/devices, triple redundancy is provided electrically
but only dual redundancy mechanically. For the flight critical surfaces
full actuation performance is required after any two electrical or mechanical
failures or any combination of single electrical and mechanical failures.
Any further failure will not produce a hardover deflection. For the non-flight
critical surfaces/devices, full actuation performance is required after any
single failure. After any further failure, the surface/device will be capable
of being recentered and locked.

The actuator position loop closures and the monitoring/switching provisions
will be included in the actuation system. Electrical digital signal inputs,
when used, will be 5 volts.

Table 8 specifies frequency response in two methods. Method one establishes
actuator output response requirements for a fixed hiput signal of increasing
frequency, and method two establishes output response requirements for fixed
amplitude output at increasing frequency response. Loads are considered to
be essentially inertia. For purposes of this study linear load variation
with stroke/rotation will be considered.

2.2.3.2 Utility Actuation - Table 9 summarizes utility actuation character-
istics.
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2.2.4 Environmental Control System - The environmental control system (ECS)
in the aircraft provides proper conditions for crew, avionics, and missiles.
The crew requires cockpit pressurization, heating, cooling, and ventilation
in addition to windshield and canopy defog, windshield anti-ice and rain
removal. The missiles require air for pre free flight conditioning and the
avionics requires the removal of self generated heat. A breakdown of the
maximum continuous heat loads imposed on the ECS are shown in Table 10.

In order to provide the necessary data for the initial electrical load analysis
(see Appendix E) an ECS system, felt to be representative of the type which

might result from this study, was hypothesized. The resulting system is
shown in figure 10. The system derives most of its input power from
shaft inputs at its various compressors, pumps, and blowers. These shaft
inputs could be supplied either directly from the engine or via electric or
hydraulic motors. A small amount of power (<10%) was derived from bleed air
to pressurize the cockpit and provide makeup air.

Figure 10 shows that the maximum continuous power required per the electrical
load analysis was 80.17 K.W. This loading was considered to exist during
penetration and combat. During all other mission segments the maximum
continuous load was considered to be 44.22 K.W. The five second peak loads
were 136% of these values and were 109.03 K.W. and 60.14 K.W., respectively.
Figure 10 also shows that heat is rejected to fuel and lists some of the
salient features of the system.

2.2.5 Aircraft Configuration - The inboard profile for the aircraft selected
as the b neor the stuy is shown in figure 22. The figure also lists
most of the major subsystem components used in the aircraft as it was originally
conceived. Further discussion of this configuration will be found in para-
graph 4.1.3.

2.2.6 Armament Subsystem - The gun carried by the aircraft was a GE430 four
barrel, 30 nmn Gatling type. The gun required 22 hp steady state while the
linear linkless feed system (LLFS) required 25 hp. The total gun requirement
was 47 hp.

Air-to-air (ATA) missiles were semisubmerged on the underside of the fuselage.
The missiles were launched by forcible ejection; jettison mode was provided
for emergency release. Electrical, hydraulic and environmental air conditioning
lines run through the fuselage to connect with the missile for preflight
conditioning and release.

Design mission air-to-ground weapons were conformnal and were carried in tandem.
Standard ejectors supported the weapons and provided forcible ejection for
safe separation under all aircraft flight conditions.

2.2.7 Engine Starting Loads - Figure 11 shows the starting characteristics
for the F404 GE 400 Engine. This was a 16000 lb S.L..S. thrust engine which
required 125 starting horsepower on a Standard Day for a 35 second start. The
F-18 Sundstrand Starter ATM08 used on the engine could generate 167 HP on a
standard day.
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TABLE 10. ECS HFAT LOAD

Subsystem Heat Load KW

Cockpit 3.51

Avionics
Armament 2.11
Communications 1 .93
Engine .79
Information Mgmt. Sys, 2.62
Navigation .59
Target Acquisition 14.67
Defensive Subsystem 21.50
A/V Electrical System .50

44.76
25% Growth 11.19 J

55.95 55.95

59.46

Cockpit Pressurization 4.27

63.73
*Composite circulation loop efficiences .935

Required output of pumps & blowers 68.18

* 0.93 Freon Loop
0.98 Air Loops
0.95 Liquid Loops
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The ATS engine SLS thrust is 9912 lbs and, proportionately scaling starting
H.P., would call for slightly more than 105 H.P. However, accessory drag
will not decrease proportionately, therefore, for purposes of this study,
starting horsepower was established at 120 H.P. (89.5 K.W.).
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2.3 Historical Review

2.3.1 Data Revisions and Additions - Subsequent to the definition of the
baseline aircraft, as discussed in paragraphs 2.1 an 2.2 certain baseline
aircraft requirements data were revised or expanded and clarified. These
data items are discussed in the following paragraphs:

2.3.1.1 Ground Cooling Fuel Heat Sink Door - The ground cooling fuel heat
sink was originally included but was subsequently eliminated as an item in
the trade study. This arose from the fact that the power requirement was
so small that it would not have been practical to perform the function hy-
draulically. The smallest motor it is feasible to manufacture delivers
approximately 700 times the power required for this application. A linear
actuator sized to perform the function would have been so small that the
port bosses necessary for providing extend and retract pressure would have
represented more that 50% of the total volume of the actuator. These
small power functions have historically been, and will continue to be
operated electrically. Therefore, it was assumed that this function would
be performed electrically on both baseline aircraft. This is shown in the
"comments" column of Table 9.

2.3.1.2 Canopy - The canopy was also originally included and later elimi-
nated as an actuation function. Extensive study indicated that the cano-
pies should be opened and closed manually and thus should not be a utility
actuation function. The decision to return to manual operation came
during a rather detailed analysis, in terms of weight and reliability, of
the actuation system (electrical or hydraulic) necessary to open or close
the canopies. This analysis considered the requirements with the power
supply system failed or during ground maintenance with no power

on the power supply system. To meet these requirements the system
became very complex and heavy, particularly when meeting the range of con-
ditions which could reasonably be expected during normal operation. Com-

plicated as it was such an actuation system would have been necessary had
the canopy system consisted of one large canopy rather than two separate
smaller canopies. However, since the canopy system was broken into two
canopy units the airloads acting on each unit and the weight of each was
considerably less. Thru the use of counter balancing, in the form of tor-
sion bars or gas springs, the static deadweight loads could be nearly eli-
minated and each canopy unit could be handled easily under all but the
severest gust load conditions. Since each canopy unit was automatically
locked open (manual unlock to close) and manually locked closed, all func-
tions were manual. Even though opening the canopy against the most severe
adverse wind loads would take considerable physical effort, the fact that
the unit locked open automatically meant that this level of effort had to
be sustained for only a short period of time.

Manual operation of the canopy offered many benefits to the aircraft a few

of which were as follows:

A. Reduced aircraft weight

B. Simplified power distirbution and utilization system whether
electrical or hydraulic.

C. Improved aircraft reliability wuider normal operating conditions.
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D. Improved maintainability arising from both the simplified actuation
system and from improved access to the cockpit during routine
maintenance (i.e. the canopy can be opened and closed an indefinite
number of times without the need for batteries, accumulators or
ground power.

E. Improved emergency access or egress.

2.3.1.3 Utility Engine Actuation Functions - Two of the three major power
users during-the critical combat phase (i.e. the operational phase which
determined power generation system size) were the plug-throat and the thrust
reverser. Figure 12 shows the actuation mechanism wihich operates these
functions plus the e::ternal flap and thrust vector vane. It will be noted
that the plug-throat, the thrust reverser and thrust vector vane were all
operated via various power trains driven by actuation devices mounted in the
sidewall at the ends of the rectangular engine exhaust duct. The plug-
throat was driven by a shaft running down the center of the intermediate
sidewall cross tie while the thrust reverser was powered by a shaft mounted
on the front face of the aft side wall cross tie. In this way the motors or
linear actuator (i.e. the power transducers) could be mounted in the rela-
tively cool sidewall area while the shafts, gearboxes and ballscrews, which
were more temperature tolerant, were mounted in the hot (400*F with cooling-
10000• without) nozzle area.

Originally it had been hoped that the thrust reverser power transducing de-
vices, for the electrical system or the hydraulic system or both, could be
mounted in the hot area. This would have made possible the elimination of
all, or a large part of, the existing power train in the hot area and thus
would have reduced complexity and weight. Towards this end an envelope was
given in Figure 2-12 defining thrust reverser installation requiren.-ats as-
suming all actuation devices were in the hot area. Subsequent studies how-
ever, indicated that the ductwork necessary for, and the induced drag in-
crease associated with, attempting to cool the envelope area down to 400*F
max would offset most of the potential weight savings and this approach
was dropped. It was finally assumed that the thrust reverser and the plug-
throat would both be operated by 10,000 MI motors (electric or hydraulic)
mounted in the relatively cool engine exhaust nozzle side wall.

2.3.1.4 Egvironmental Control System - As previously pointed out (para-
graph 2.2.4) an ECS System was hypothesized to make possible the determina-
tion of ECS loads in case the ECS system became an integral part of the
trade study. It was also pointed out that the system derived most of its
input power from shaft inputs at its various compressors, pumps and blowers.
These shaft inputs could have been supplied either directly from the engine
or via electric hydraulic motors. A small amount of power (4.27 KW) was
derived from bleed air to pressurize the cockpit and provide makeup air.
The balance was supplied in the form of shaft power inputs.
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Figure 10 shows that the maximum continuous power required was 80.17 KN of
which 9.27 KY must be carried by the electrical system. This loading was
considerd to exist during penetration and combat. During all other mission
segments the nmximum continuous load was 44.22 KW.

After considerable study it was determined that the ECS system for the aircraft
which were to be traded (i.e., aircraft I and aircraft II, see paragraph 2.4.6
for definition) could, and should, be identical and thus should be dropped as
an item in the trade study. The factors which led to this determination were
as follows.

1. The heat loads seen by the ECS system in both aircraft were identi-
cal. This was true because the only heat load variations between air-
craft were those generated by the actuation systems and all actuation
systems, whether electro mechanical, hydraulic or integrated actuator
package type, reject heat to their surrounding ambient (air or fuel)
and not to the ECS system. The heat load represented by cockpit,
avionics (air) and avionics (liquid), Figure 10, was unchanged for all
study aircraft. Hence, the blowers, pumps and heat exchangers servic-
ing these heat loads were unchanged. In effect the ECS dropped out as
a trade study item except for the impact of its small load requirement
on the two different types of electrical power generation systems used
in each aircraft. The only additional factor which was considered was
the diffences between actuation approaches with reference to their heat
load impact on the fuel. For those approaches which tended to overheat
the fuel, a weight/cost/reliability penalty was assessed in term of
increased condenser size and/or the addition of auxiliary fuel cooling
equipment.

2. The compressors were shaft driven. This approach was selected be-
cause direct shaft power extraction was much more efficient than having
an intermediate hydraulic or electrical transmission link (97% shaft vs
72%1 with electrical or hydraulic). Since the compressor represented by
far the major load imposed on the propulsion system by the ECS system,
this increased efficiency was greatly to be desired. The desireability
of direct shaft power extraction was further enhanced by the fact that
the compressor should be close to the condenser, which must be in the
final fuel inlet line to the engine, which, in turn, was adjacent to
the AMld (see Figures 17 and 22).

3. All blowers and circulating pimps were electric motor driven in both
aircraft I and aircraft II. This decision was based on historic data
and B-1 aircraft experience. Historically, on most aircraft, ECS
blowers and ECS coolant circulating pumps have been electric motor
driven and the results have been generally very satisfactory. In con-
trast, on the B-1 aircraft, several blowers-and coolant pumps were hy-
draulic mctor driven. The results have not been satisfactory. The
mo•tor ripple frequency interacting with vibrational frequencies gene-
rated by the coolant pumps and blowers have caused erratic Lupredictable
premature failures. This fact, plus the fact that the individual pump
loads (.87 KW) were so small that they are well below the power capa-
bility of the smallest 8000 psi hydraulic motor it will be practical to
manufacture in the 1990+ time period (i.e. practical minimum 4.0 KW),
indicated quite clearly that these motors should be electric. The
blower motor loads were also marginal but the deciding factor in this in-
stance was the fact that the blowers were in pressurized compartments
(avionics and cockpit) where it was desireable not to have fluid leaks.
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2.3.1.5 Redundancy Definitions and Percent Output Load Requirements - A table
was prepared (Table 11) to define what constituted fail safe for the various
flight control actuation functions. The same table also more accurately de-
fined the actual output load requirements for the various flight control func-
tions in the presence of failures. This definition stated in essence that
after first failure all actuation functions must retain 100% load capability.
This was in line with the overall air vehicle requirement that the aircraft
be able to complete its mission after any single power generation and/or dis-
tribution system failure (hydraulic or electric). The refined definition also
conformed with air vehicle requirement by stating that after any second
failure, each critical actuation function must retain sufficient power capa-
bility to allow the aircraft to recover from any manuver and return to base.
For this purpose the residual power capability of each actuation function Must
range from 50 to 70%. The amplified and redefined load requirements are shown
in Table 2-11. It can be seen in this table that the rudders required only
50% capability after two failures while the inboard (and midspan) flaps re-
quired 70%.

2.3.1.6 Installation Enveloes - In order to more accurately define the pro-
blem of installing actuation devices in the ATS aircraft three installation
envelopes were provided as additional requirements data. These envelopes were
for the outboard trailing edge (Figure 13), the inboard trailing edge (Figure
14), and the thrust reverser (Figure 12). The outboard trailing edge re-
presented the smallest chordal thickness application, the inboard trailing edge
represented the highest hingemoment and highest power application, and the
thrust reverser represented the hottest operating environment in the flight
control system. It was felt that, if satisfactory actuation levices could be
provided for these applications, a satisfactory actuation device could bc pro-
vided and defined for all flight control and utility functions on the aircraft
without the need for detailed design in every instance.

2.3.1.7 Baseline Utility Actuator Requiremer.ts - In the course of the analysis
leading to the preparation of Table 9 certain changes were made which im-
pacted the basic study. The changes made were as follows:

1. It was decided that the brake system would remain hydraulic for
both versions of the study aircraft (hydraulic and electrical).
The reasons for this decision are discussed in paragraph 4.2.1.2.

2. It was decided that the standard (UARRSI) inflight refuel recep-
tacle would be used in both aircraft I and II. The impact of
this decision is discussed in paragraph 4.2.1.3.

3. As discussed in paragraph 2.3.1.1 the ground cooling fuel heat
sink door actuation was eliminated as a trade study item. Table
2-8 reflects this fact by noting that this function is always
electrically operated.

4. As discussed in paragraph 2.3.1.2 the canopy was eliminated as
an actuation function.

5. Table 2-8 reflects the revised interface load requirements re-
sulting from the decision relating to utility engine actuation
functions discussed in paragraph 2.3.1.3.
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TABLE 11. ACTUATOR OUTPUT LOAD REQUIRBvES

REDUNDANCY PERCENT OF OUTRJT ACTUATI o IW ACTUATORS

REQUIREMENT LOAD (E-S'iAG. IN NA- FUNCTIONS PER
79-378-12rTAeLE 3- AFFECTED SURFACE
R-EQ'P PER ACTUATOR

FAIL OPERATE- (i) INOAR9D F'LAP 3

FAIL OPERATE- 70 o (I) MIDSPAN FLNPP 5
FAJL SAFE

(FOP- -F-5)
FAIL OPERATE- (1) UPPER RUDDER 3
FAIL OPERATE- 507o
FAIL SAFE (1) LOWER RUDDER 3
(FOE- F5) _ SPEED BRAKE

FAI L OPERATE-
F SAIL5tFE 1OOC% (4) CANARD Z

(i - Fs) (•i) AILERON z

FAIL OPERATE,-
.FAILL 5FE (4) 33 LEADING

(FO-F5) 3 LEDGE F.P

- FAIL SAFE DEFINED AS FOLLOW 5
(!) LOCKED IN TRAIL OF, FLOATtNG WITH DAMPING
(2) LOCK(ED IN FAILED POSITION
(3) LOCKED IN BLOWBACKl< POSITION

- TPZLE 3-3 (L.F. NA79-/378-iZ) LOND5 ARE CLAIFIED A5 FOLLOW5:
(4) LOADS ARE "TOSE FORT, IE COMPLETE LFADING EDGE FLAP

ON ONE WiNG (POWEREO BY 6 ACTULATOR5). A 5 A"4

ALTERNATE THE FLAP5 ON EACH WING MAIY B1E BROLKEN
DOWN (1,47O 5 ,SEG KENT5 PWVF-•EP 5Y Z NCT(UNATO-5
PFgF. 5F-•,mEwT
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6. Table 9 defined the types of actuators which will be used
in aircraft I (electrical) and aircraft II (hydraulic). The
selection of these actuator types is based on the analysis
made in paragraph 4.2.1.6.

2.3.1.8 Baseline Flight Control Actuator Requirenments - Table 12 was created
as an amplification of Table 8. It added-data defining "Power at Interface"
(explained in footnotes of Table 12), data on "Actuator Type" and additional
functional information in the comments column which did not appear in Table 8.
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2.4 Trade Study Ground RUles

2.4.1 Hydraulic System Burst Factors - Burst factor is essentially a safety
factor applied to hydraulic System components and represents the ratio be-
tween the system's normal operating pressure and the minimn pressure at
which any component in the system will burst. The higher the factor the
thicker the walls of pressure containing components, such as valves, tubing,
fittings etc., tend to become. For this reason burst factors are a major
determinant of hydraulic system component size and weight. As discussed
later (paragraph 4.2) 8000 PSI was selected as the normal operating pressure
for the hydraulic system in aircraft II. Since 8000 PSI is considerably
higher than the current standard operating pressure of 3000 PSI, it was felt
that a study should be conducted to determine whether the burst factor for
an 8000 PSI system should be higher, lower, or the same as the burst factor of
4.0 currently used for the design and test of 3000 PSI systems. Such a
study was conducted.

The results of this study are summarized in Table 13 and show that a burst
factor slightly less than 3 can be used in an 8000 PSI system (a burst fac-
tor of 4 is the standard requirement for conventional 3000 PSI hydraulic
systems). The study was based on an aircraft pressure change duty cycle as
follows:

1. 5000 system start-up, shut-down cycles

2. 200,000 rapid valve closures and openings

3. 1 X 1011 pump ripple cycles

Item 1 above represented the number of times the system was pressurized and
depressurized, both prior to and after flight and on the ground during ground
servicing. Item 2 above represented a composite of all the wide ranging
pressure excursions which occur in the system predominantly as a result of ra-
pid opening and closing valves. The composite pressure changes (200,000 cy-
cles) were based upon rapid valve closure in a line in which fluid was flowing
at 25 ft per sec. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the pres-
sure perturbations caused by valve action (whether large or small) were pri-
marily a function of fluid flow velocity and were relatively little effected
by the increased bulk modulus and density which resulted from increasing the
system's operating pressure from 3000 to 8000 PSI. Because flow velocity had
no direct relationship to rated system operating pressure, it was assumed
that flow velocities were.equal (i.e. 25 ft/sec) for all system pressure
levels considered in this study. As a result the pressure variations (and
hence the stress cycling which occurs in the tubing) were of nearly constant
amplitude independent of the system's rated pressure.

As an example; the valve operation pressure variation cycle amplitude (See
Table 13 for an 8000 PSI system was only 12% greater than that for a 3000
PSI system. The net effect of this was that the valve operation pressure
variations degraded the tubing much less (in terms of fatigue life) in the
relatively heavy walled 8000 PSI tubing than they did in the 3000 PSI tubing.

Item 3 above represented a composite of the pump ripple induced pressure varia-
tions plus those which might have been induced by other sources such as hy-
draulic motors and servo valves. These had the same general characteristics as
valve operation in that the magnitude of this type of pressure change did not
increase in proportion to system pressure increase. As an example, in Table
13 when the rated pressure was increased from 3000 PSI to 8000 PSI (a 2.66
factor), the pump ripple amplitude, as measured in actual pump tests (Reference
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3), increased from 350 PSI to only 500 PSI (a 1.43 factor). This also tended
to reduce the fatigue life impact of this type of pressure variation on the
tubing as rated system pressure increased.

It can be seen in Table 2-13 that, working with the duty cycle outlined above,
the percent of tubing life used was 45.4% at a 4 burst factor in 3000 PSI
system. When the system pressure was increased to 8000 PSI and the burst
factor was simultaneously reduced to 3 the life used reduced to 7.6%. Actually
the burst factor could be reduced to 2.5 before the tubing performance would
be-reduced to equal that in the 3000 PSI system. However, to err on the con-
servative side, and to allow for increases in flow velocity in some 8000 PSI
subsystems, a burst factor of three was used in the study.

The data for the percent life used column in Table 13 was derived from the
ratio of the cycles imposed on the tubing (ninth column in Table 13) to the
life expectancy of the tubing under the type of cycles imposed (eighth column
in Table 13). The actual life expectancy data was derived from the appro-
priate Goodman diagram (Figure 15), with the data point number shown on the
Goodman diagram being the same as the "Plot Point Number" shown in the last
column of Table 13. The Goodman diagram was based on 3AL 2.5V titanium with
an ultimate tensile strength (Ftu) of 130,000 -.ST and an assuied notch factor
(Kt) of 3. This notch factor was representative of the stress risers which
occur in tube to fitting joints and around oval crossection bends. These were
the points where experience has shown that most tube failures occur.

2.4.2 Hydraulic System Design Pressures - Based largely on the results of the
burst factor study a revised set of design pressure requirements, applicable
to an 8000 PSI system, were created. These requirements are shown in Table
14 and are arranged in the same general format as that used in NIIL-H-5540.
Conventional 3000 PSI system pressures, from MiL-H-5540, are shown in the
table for comparison purposes. It will be noted that the percent system
pressure for an 8000 PSI system was in no cases greater, and in several cases
less, than those used in a 3000 PSI system. This reduction in pressure ratio,
where it occurs, was justified based on an extension of the burst factor data
generated in paragraph 2.3.1.

2.4.3 Hydraulic System Design Criteria - The definition of the baseline hy-
draulic system for aircraft II was based on the following criteria:

1. System configuration was to be in accord with MIL-H-5440.

2. MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid was to be used where fluid soak
temperatures would not be less than -20'F, MIL-H-5606 was to
be used at lower temperatures.

3. Rated system pressure was to be 8000 PSI

4. Aircraft mission was to be as defined in paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.2,
and 2.1.3.

5. Aircraft functional configuration was to be in accord with Figure
6 (Sheet 1 and 2) except as revised in this report.

6. Aircraft physical configuration (inboard profile) was to be as
shown in Figure 22 except as modified elsewhere in this report.

7. Actuation loads were to be as defined in Table 8 and 9 and as
expanded upon in Table 12.
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TABLE 14. SYsrTE PRESSURES
1 of 2

3000 PSI SYSTEM 8000 PSI SYSTEM

CHARACTERISTICS NOMINAL % SYST. NOMINAL % SYST.
'PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE

PUMP (VARIABLE VOLUME)

a. PUMP UNLOADING PRESSURE 3000 PSI - - - 8000 PSI - - -

b. MAX. LIMIrOF FULL FLOW PRESSURE 2950 PSI - - - 7900 PSI - - -

c. MAX. SYSTEM RELIEF VALVE SETTING 3850 PSI - - - 8850 PSI - - -

AT MAX. SYSTEM FLOW

THERMAL RELIEF VALVE SETTING (MAX.)

a. EQUAL TO SYSTEM RELIEF VALVE 150 PSI - - - PSI - - -

SETTING PLUS VALUES NOTED

PROOF PRESSURE (MIN.)

a. LINES FITTINGS AND HOSES 6000 PSI 200 % 14000 PSI 175 %

b. COMPONENTS CONTAINING GAS UNDER 6000 PSI 200 % 14000 PSI 175 %

PRESSURE

€. PUMP SUCTION AND CASE DRAIN LINES 150 % OF - - - 150 % OF - -

RESERVOIR RESERVOIR
COMPONENTS AND RESERVOIRS (BOOT STRAP OPERATING OPERATING

PRESSURE PRESSURE
TYPE)

d. COMPONENTS UNDER SYST. PRESSURE ONLY 4500 PSI 150 % 12000 PSI 150 %

AND PRESS. CIRCUITS (INCLUDING LINES,

FITTINGS, AND HOSES WHICH ARE A PART

OF THE COMPONENT)
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"TINBLE 14. SYSTEIM PRESSURES (CONCL) 2 nf _

3000 PSI SYSTEM 8000 PS!SSE

CHARACTERISTICS NOMINAL Z SYST. NOMINAL % SYST.
PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE

PROOF PRESSURE (MIN.) (CONTINUED) .. ... _ _ _____.. ..

e. COMPONENTS UNDER RETURN PRESS. ONLY 2250 PSI 75 % 6000 PSI 75 %

AND RETURN CIRCUITS (INCLUDING LINES,

FITTINGS, AND HOSES WHICH ARE A PART

OF THE COMPONENT)

BURST PRESSURE (MIN.)
-- . .ii m

a. LINES FITTINGS AND HOSES 12000 PSI 400 % 24,000 PSI 300 %

b. COMPONENTS CONTAINING AIR AND FLUID 12000 PSI 400 % ?4,000 PSI 300 %

I UNDER PRESSURE

c. PUMP SUCTION AND CASE DRAIN LINE 300 % OF 300 % OF
RESERVOIR RESERVOIR

COMPONENTS AND RESERVOIR (BOOT STRAP OPERATING OPERATING
PRESSURE PRESSURE* TYPE)

d. COMPONENTS UNDER SYST. PRESSURE ONLY 7500 PSI 250 % 20,000 PSI 250 %

AND PRESS. CIRCUITS (INCLUDING LINES,

FITTINGS, ANU HOSES WHICH ARE A PART

OF THE COMPONENT).

e. COMPONENTS UNDER RETURN PRESS. ONLY 4500 PSI 150 % 12,000 PSI 150 %

AND RETURN CIRCUITS (INCLUDING LINES,

FITTINGS, AND HOSES WHICH ARE A PART

OF THE COMPONENT)
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8. Tubing material for all pressure return and suction tubing was
to be 3AL 2.5V titanium.

9. The landing gear system was to meet operating requirements at
-40'F and all other systems were to meet operating requirements
at+20"F.

2.4.4 Peak Actuation Loads - It was assumed, based on experience, that during
maxinum actuation powerdeiniand for any mission segment no more than 2/3 of all
actuators would '"eak" simultaneously. It was, therefore, assumed that, for
both aircraft I and II, the peak actuation power demand would be 2/3 of the
theoretical sum of all short term actuation power demands occurring during a
given mission segment.

2.4.5 Actuation Configuration - Where rotary shaft input power using motors
was indi-•ated as the best solution for aircraft II actuation functions, motors
were also to be used on aircraft I. All elements downstream of the common
mounting pad (interface) for these motors were to be identical between aircraft
I and aircraft II. All actuation functions which use hydraulic linear actua-
tors in aircraft II were to use linear ballscrew actuators attaching to the
same end points in aircraft I.

2.4.6 Trade Study Aircraft - The trade study aircraft configurations were
designated as aircraft I and aircraft II. Aircraft I was the "all electric"
power-by-wire version in which essentially all secondary power on board the
aircraft was generated and utilized electromechanically and was transmitted
electrically. Aircraft II was the baseline aircraft which employed a conven-
tional power split between hyaraulic and electrical power generation, distribu-
tion and utilization. Figure 16 flowcharts the candidate configuration concepts.
The basic concepts, which were traded, are represented by boxes 2 and 6 in Figure
16 with box 6 representing the baseline configuration. The other concepts
shown in figure 16 (boxes 1, 3, 4, and 5) were examined in some depth but were
gradually eliminated as the study progressed.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECCO44ENDATIONS

3.1 Conclusions - Based on the study results it was concluded that the
"All Electric"a-pproach, to aircraft secondary power system design, did not
provide a viable alternative to the more conventional Hydraulic-Electric
when applied to aircraft of the 1990 + time period. The data presented in
paragraphs 4.0 and 5.0 showed quite clearly that the "All Electric" approach
was deficient in all major catagories (i.e., weight, maintainability, relia-
bility and life cycle costs) relative to the advanced (8000 psi) version
of the conventional Hydraulic-Electric approach.

During the conduct of the study, Rockwell was aware that the study
results were probably not going to favor the application of the "All Electric"
approach to the ATS aircraft. However it was felt by Rockwell personnel
that, even though not satisfactory for a compact high performance aircraft
such as the ATS, the all-electric approach might prove highly desireable for
a large subsonic aircraft. This optimism stenmed from three factors as
follows:

1. The belief that the Maintainability and Reliability advantages inherent
to the single power type distribution system (Electrical) versus the dual
power type distribution system (Hydraulic-Electrical) would more than offset
some of the known Reliability deficiencies characteristic of certain power
handling electrical components (switches and power control inverters).

2. The belief that the known weight penalties associated with the need to use
power control inverters in the selected (270 VDC) electrical system could be
more thaiL offset, as the aircraft grew larger, through the supposed weight
savings associated with transmitting power longer distances through wire as
opposed to transmitting tht same, or slightly greater, power through both
hydraulic tubing and parallel. wire routings.

3. Given an assumed Maintainability/Reliability improvement and a weight
reduction as the aircraft became larger, it was believed that, at some
point (particularly if the loads, and hence inverter weights, did not
increase proportionately because the aircraft was no longer supersonic)
the life cycle costs would cross over and favor the "All Electric" approach.

Unfortunately these optimistic presumptions proved to be incorrect. The
basis for the foregoing statement was provided by a brief study conducted by
Rockwell to roughly evaluate the presumed advantages of the large subsonic
aircraft. This study assumed an aircraft having a gross takeoff weight
(GTOW) more than ten times the GFlOW of the ATS (i.e., 400,000 lb GTOW) and
gross dimensions (i.e., length, height and wing span) four times those of
the PTS. It was further assumed that, because the aircraft was subsonic
(0.S5M), the power generation (pumping system) and utilization systems
(actuators) were essentially identical in power requirements to those of
the ATS. The assumed aircraft was very similar to the Lockheed L1011 in

all basic characteristics except that the power required for the L1011 was
significantly less than that required for the ATS (387 hp for the L1011
versus 461 hp for the ATS). It was felt, however, that the higher power
requirement was probably quite representative of an advanced 1990 + control
configured large subsonic aircraft. Using these assumptions the only
significant difference between the ATS study aircraft (Aircraft II) and the
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large subsonic aircraft was the power distribution system. This system
was assumed to carry tie same power at the same transmission efficiency
(pressure drop or voltage drop) from the source to the utilizing function
through an average transmission distance which, for the large subsonic
aircraft, was 4 times that of the ATS.

The weight of hydraulic plumbing (filled with fluid and transmitting
power at equal efficiency) tends to increase by a factor of two when the
transmission distance increases by a factor of four. This was derived from
the pressure drop curves of reference 34. In contrast the weight of
electrical wiring tends to increase by a factor of three under the same
circumstances. This was derived from wire performance data contained in
reference 35.

Using the ATS as a baseline, it can be seen in Table 38 and Paragraph
4.2.2.9 that the total weight of power transmission elements in Aircraft II
is as follows:

Tubing, Fittings and Supports 116.8
Reservoir and Supports 44.3161.1

Power Wiring 23.0
Fxtrapolating these weights to the large subsonic aircraft results in the

following:

161 ib X 4 (length factor) X 2 (hyd. factor) 1288 lb

23 lb X 4 (length factor) X 3 (elect. factor) = 276 lb
1554 lb

From Table 4-12 it can be seen that the total weight of power transmission
is 120.3 lb for Aircraft I. Extrapolating this weight to a large subsonic
aircraft results in the following:

120.3 lb X 4 (length factor) X 3 (elect. factor) = 1440 lb

From the above it can be seen that the weight saving in power transmission
elements, through the use of the All Electric approach, was as follows:

For the large subsonic aircraft 114.0 lb

For the ATS (Aircraft I versus 1I) 63.8 lb

&weight saving-large aircraft
versus small aircraft 50.2 lb

Although there was an increased (a) weight saving, in going from the
small to the large aircraft, the amount of weight saved was too small, by
an order of magnitude, to effectively offset the adverse weight impact
of the inverters. A weight saving of at least 500 lb would have been
necessary to negate the effect of the inverters. From the evaluation of
the large subsonic aircraft it was concluded that no significant weight
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advantages could be expected from increased aircraft size. Essentially
the Weight, Reliability, Maintainability, and Life Cycle Cost penalties
associated with the "All Electric" approach would tend to remain the same
whether the aircraft was large or small, or high performance or low
performance.

3.2 Recommendations - Although this trade study does not indicate that the
"All Electric" approach will be viable through the mid 1990s, it is still
a very intriguing concept. For this reason it is recommended that work be
continued on inverter development. If inverter weight could be halved while
reliability was improved the "All Electric" approach would become viable
in a wide range of applications.

The trade study indicates that power hinge type devices will be
increasingly needed as a basic element in primary flight control surface
actuation whether the actuation function is powered hydraulically or elec-
trically. However, even though the power hinge seems a perfectly feasible
device for this type of application, there is very, little background based
on actual operating experience, particularly, on a high output flight
control duty cycle using long multi-slice small diameter power hinges.
It is therefore recommended that multi-slice (at least 15 slices) small
diameter power hinges (less than 1.5 in. dia) be developed and tested for
thin wing trailing edge control surface applications. Additional charac-
teristics.which should be demonstrated during the course of development
are as follows:

Frequency Response 20 hz
Stall Hinge Moment 25,000 in-lb
Operating Hinge Moment 20,000 ii-lb
Operating (Design Load) Rate 500/sec
Maximum (No Load) Rate 100*/sec
Minin•m Dynamic Stiffness S X 105 in-lb/rad
Minimu= Hinge Stack L/D 15
Operational Service Life 8000 hrs

Demonstrated ability to function in the
presence of wing (hinge line) flexing.

Because the study indicates that the 8000 psi hydraulic system approach
offers the greatest potential for low Life Cycle Cost power systems in
the mid 1990 time period, it is recommended that development be pushed in
at least two critical areas. These areas are as follows:

1. Small Motors - Small high frequency response 8000 psi servo-motors
should be demonstrated. These servo-motors should have the following
general characteristics:

Speed-max. 20,000 rpm
Torque-stall 21 in-lb

Frequency Response Suitable for
operating with power
hinge described above

Envelope 2.5" wide 1.5" high 3.5" long
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2. Dynamic Seals - Although adequate data is available on short term seal
life (up to 500 hr), more long term testing (up to 8000 hr) is needed to
assure that 8000 psi systems will meet the projected reliability goals.
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4.0 TRADE STUDY AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

4.1 Aircraft I - Aircraft I was the "All Electric" version of the baseline
study aircraft. In this version all the power required for secondary functions
was extracted from the primary power sources (engine or APU), in the form of
rotary shaft power and was either utilized directly (i.e. as in the case of the
ECS compressor mounted or the airframe mounted accessory gearbox) or was distri-
buted to the various utilizing functions in the form of electrical power. There
was no hydraulic or pneumatic power generation and distribution system on board
the aircraft except for two integrated actuator package (IAP) type systems re-
presented by the brakes and the inflight refuel receptacle.

4.1.1 Power Generation and Starting - Figure 4-1 shows the arrangement of the
power generation and starting system for aircraft I. It shows that power for
all secondary function was extracted from the engine through the PTO shaft with
the exception of a very small amount of power (4.27 HP Max) which was withdrawn
from the engine in the form of bleed air to maintain pressure in the cockpit and
avionics compartments. Based on the data given in paragraph 2.2.6 the required
power for starting was 120 HP (89.5 KW). The generator shown in Figure 17,
having a 60 KW rating both as a generator and a starter, would meet this require-
ment because, operating within its normal 150% (90 K1) overload capability for 2
minutes, it would easily meet the 120 HP (89.5 KK) for 35 seconds starting re-
quirement. (See further discussion in paragraph 4.1.2.2) NimArous power genera-
tionistarting approaches were examined before the approach shown in Figure 17
was selected as the baseline. The major potential approaches examined and com-
pared were as follows:

1. Conventional 400 Hz AC power (115/200 V)

2. Double voltage 400 Hz AC power (230/400 V)

3. Integrated drive starter generator type of
constant speed drives

4. 270 Volt DC power

5. Mixed 270 VDC and conventional 400 Hz AC power

6. 270 Volt DC starting with drain and fill torque
converter

7. Generators integrated with and buried in the
engines
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4.1.1.1 Conventional vs Double Voltage 400 HZ ZC Power Comparison - A double
voltage system was compared to a standard voltage system as a potential power
generation system approach for use in the study aircraft (see items 1 and 2
above). The double voltage system was defined as a 230/400 volt, 400 Hz, 3-
phase AC system. The double voltage approach was a recent development and its
single major practical application has been on the B-1 Bomber aircraft. The
standard voltage system was a 115/200 volt, 400 Hz, 3-phase, AC system.
Standard voltage sx'stems have been in service on aircraft for a number of years
and were accepted as reliable and safe.

Subjects of concern considered during the comparison study were safety (per-
sonnel and aircraft), corona, electromagnetic interference, utilization
equipment and electrical components(E.G., relays, connectors, wire, etc.) and
weight.

4.1.1.1.1 Safet - When evaluating personnel safety,a reasonably safe "let
go" voltage or man, assuming wet contacts, was co-isidered to be between 10 and
21 volts. Since the potentials of the standard voltage system and the double
voltage system were both considerably above the "let go" voltage, the hazards
were not considered to be significantly different for either voltage.

With regard to aircraft safety, there was no reason to believe that a fault or
short circuit should occur with any greater frequency on a double voltage
system than on a standard voltage system. This assumed that the design incor-
porated terminal spacing, insulation characteristics, etc., commensurate with
double voltage system requirements. As to the effect of a fault, the double
voltage generator would limit the steady state fault current(beyond I cycle)
to roughly half of that in a standard voltage system. The amount of power to
the fault would be apnroximately equal to that in a standard voltage system,
and therefore, the consequences, or result, of the fault should be approximately
equal regardless of the system voltage used. In summary, from a safety stand-
point, the precautions and procedures necessary for a double voltage system were
not considered significantly different from those required with a standard vol-
tage system. The hazards present in either system could be minimized by good
engineering design and observance of good safety practices.

4.1.1.1.2 Corona - Corona would occur whenever the voltage gradients between
electricalTfeinergized electrodes exceed a critical value. Its onset voltage
would be a function of ambient pressure, temperature, insulation material and
thickness, and time. Undesireable effects of corona would be insulation de-
gradation, interference, and power loss. The altitudes where corona may be-
come a problem would be above 50,000 feet, with the most critical altitudes
being between 100,000 and 200,000 feet. Generally speaking, voltages of 300
volts (peak) would not cause corona onset even at altitudes of 100,000 feet.
The maxinAs trans.tnit voltage on a d zible voltage system is 508 volts (peak) and
would only exist o :ig abnormal operation of the generating system. In sum-
mary, the potential for presence of corona existed with the double voltage
system, however, the proper conditions occured only under random and rare cir-
cunstances.

4.1.1.1.3 EM - The primary source of interference from the. electrical power
and distribUt-on system was through electrostatic or a electomagnetic coupling
to a susceptible signal circuit. Power input to a black box was assumed to be
adequately filtered and not a factor. The magnitude of the electromagnetic
coupling would be deternined by the change in current. Since the circuit cur-
rents in a double voltage system would be approximately half of that in a stan-
dard voltage system, it was anticipated that there would be a decrease in elec-
tromagnetic coupling.
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The effectiveness of electrostatic coupling would be largely determined by the
voltage. Therefore, electrostatic coupling might be greater in the double vol-
tage system. This type of coupling could usually be adequately controlled by
proper use of shields .

In suwirary, it was felt that the total electromagnetic interference due to a
double voltage system should be no greater than that of a standard voltage
system.

4.1.1.1.4 Utilization Equipment and Electrical Components - New utilization
equipment could be designed to operate directly from a double voltage input
without any increase in weight or volume. There were felt to be no signifi-
cant technical barriers to the development of this equipment.

Electrical components rated for operation at 230 volts presented no significant
problems. Some equipment (switches, connectors, wire, etc.) could be uprated
for double voltage operation without any change or penalties. Other equip-
ments would require minor modifications.

4.1.1.1.S Weight - During its design, numerous configurations of the electri-
cal power generation and distribution system i:ere studied to determine the
system with the maximum weight advantage for the B-1 aircraft. These studies
(Reference 15) showed that for a large airLraft (395,000 Lbs. take-off weight)
with a large electrical system (345 KVA), reasonably large weight savings could
be realized with a double voltage electrical system. Most of the weight saving
was derived from the use of long runs of primary power feeder cables and result-
ed from less copper being required to carry the reduced current characteristic
of the double voltage system.

The weight advantage which could be realized by utilizing a double voltage
system, instead of a standard voltage system, on aircraft I was relatively small
and could be determined by a detailed weight analysis of the major area bus
feeders, transformers, and secondary nower rectifiers. For an aircraft the size
of aircraft I (36,043 Lbs. taLe-off weight), with a "worst-case" AC load of
approximately 50 KVA the weight savi:hgs would not have been substantial enough
to have been cost effective. In order to have been cost effective, all of the
double voltage utilization equipment would have to have been available in 1990
for use in aircraft I as off-the-shelf equipment or with only minor modifica-
tion. Since there was no discernable trend to the development of double voltage
utilization equipment at the time of this study, a standard voltage electrical
system was considered most acceptable.

4.1.1.1.6 Summa - The effects of certain technical considerations (i.e., safe-
ty, corona, utilization equipment and electrical components) did not legis-
late against the use of a double voltage electrical system. However, for air
vehicles the size of aircraft I, the weight saving potential available, through
the use of double voltage, did not appear sufficient to justify the cost of de-
veloping "new" utilization equipment. Therefore, further consideration of dou-
ble voltage systems was dropped.

4.1.1.2 Generators Integrated with Engines - The possibility of integrating the
generators with the engine was looked at in considerable depth. The engine used
in the ATS aircraft is a 1995's type twin spool, low bypass ratio,variable cycle
engine. Based on this design the apparent practical locations for the generators
were considered to be confined either to installation in the engine inlet bullet
nose or mounted as an external accessory on the engines' waist. A third possi-
bility, which was integration of the generator with N1 or N2 spool shaft, did notappear practical primarily due to the extremely poor accessibility of such an in-
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The engine bullet nose location had been used in the past and had proved rea-
sonably feasible for a single generator of small size. However, considering
the fact that this engine installation required the mounting of two generators,
and both of large size, the engine bullet nose approach appeared much less de-
sireable. The engine bullet nose on the ATS engine had a useable inside dia-
meter of 6.25 in. which was much too small to seriously consider side by side
mounting of the generators. Even if the generators were mounted in tandem,
their diameter (10 in.) would have increased the bullet diameter and, hence,
the engine diameter thus offsetting one of the primary virtues of the genera-
tor's integration with the engine; i.e. reduced installed engine/inlet frontal
area. The extreme length of a tandem installation would have futher amplified
an already existing problem characteristic of previous bullet nose installa-
tions which was excessive cantilever vibration. As final factors legislating
against selection of this approach, bullet nose installations had the following
additional disadvantages:

1. Poor accessibility with engine installed

2. A significant increase in the possibility of engine
FOD damage

3. Poor acess, as a starter generator, to the high speed
(N2) spool which is the spool which must be powered
during starting.

An engine waist installation was considered as being essentially identical to an
AMAD installation. The selection between the two would go to that approach
which provided the best accessibility and the smallest increase in engine/inlet
system frontal/wetted area.

Because the engine used in this application was a low bypass ratio type it
tended to be barrel shaped and have very little "waist". For this reason any
acessories mounted on the engine even in the waist area, tended to increase the
engine's frontal area by an amount at least equivalent to the frontal area of
the item being mounted. It can be seen however, when looking at the ATS inboard
profile (Figure 22) that, due to the nature of the inlet duct (above and out-
board on the fuselage) and its relation to the wing (see station 560 crossec-
tion), a forward extending PTO and AMIAD setup would allow the installation of
two large generators, in place of the items shown as 4 and 8 on the inboard pro-
file, with no significant increa.se in engine/inlet system frontal area or wetted
area. As pointed out else where in this report, and as shown in Figure 17, the
AMAD also drives the freon compressor. The ability to drive the freon compressor
by direct mechanical drive, rather than by an intervening electrical link, was
felt so important efficiency-wise that, even if the generators were mounted on
the engines' waist, an AMAD would have had to have been provided for driving the
compressor by itself or the three units (two generators and one compressor)
would have had to have been mounted as a group on the engine's waist. This
latter approach represented a prohibitive penalty because, in addition to the
three components's large size, there was the fact that they had to be intermixed
with other engine ancillary equipment, such as fuel controls, with the result
that there was a large adverse impact on, not only the engine/inlet system
frontal and wetted area, but also on accessibility id maintainability. Based
on the foregoing considerations, the AMAD approach was selected as offering the
best access and maintainability in combination with a minimum increase in
frontal and wetted area.
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4.1.1.3 270 Volt DC Power Versus Mixed 270 VDC/400 HZ AC Power - The primary
source of power on almost all civil and military aircraft-or the past 25 years
has been based upon the distribution of 115/200 volts, 400 Hz AC power. With
the passage of time, this system has been widely accepted and has shown a
steady increase in reliability and specific power output. As will be seen
later (paragraph 4.1.5.1), the primary control surfaces (J.n the study aircraft-
aircraft I) are activated by power hinge actuators utilizing 270 volt DC sama-
rium-cobalt, brushless (permanent magnet) drive motors. Due to the inportance
of this system to aircraft I operation and because the actuation loads are a
major portion of the aircraft's total continuous load (approximacely 66 percent
during combat), it was decided that a 270 volt DC power generation and distri-
bution system would provide the most efficient power sou-ce fo." this type of
equipment.

Numerous analyses have been perfoimed relative to the impact on aircraft weight,
reliability, safety, and cost if a 270 VDC system were substituted 100% for the
conventional 400 Hz AC system (Reference 9, 12, and 13). The conclusions
arrived at, from the various studies, were that equipment in the form of hrush-
less DC motors, power semiconductors, solid state switchgear, aircraft cables,
and inverters were available for a 270 VIC system and that, in. large aiizraft,
a lighter weight and lower maintenance cost system could be expected through the
use of 270 VDC power. (Reference 17, 18 and 19). However, the situation with
respect to small high performance aircraft (7.33 G-M2-2) was not made clear. In
this type of aircraft the weight fraction of the distribution system tends to
become small and the weight fraction of the power output devices tends to become
large. Therefore, even though a selection of 270 VDC power had been made for
the primary control surfaces (modulated) electric motors, the selection of the
best power for the unidirectional and/or non modulatecd electric motors used on
the aircraft was opea to further examination.

4.1.1.3.1 Non Modulated Motors - Studies done by others were targeted at the
use of 270 VDC -power for large non modulated motor loads, such as fuel pumps and
blowers, that were normally operated by AC induction motors (Reference 13). The
two alternatives available were (1) retain the continuously running AC induction
motors and drive them with dedicated inverters that convert the 270 VDC to
souare wave AC power or, (2) use brushless DC motors; i.e., synchronous motors
with permanent magnet rotors and armature windings, controlled through solid
state circuits (inve-ter) to provide conmnutation and nm at adjustable speeds.
In either event an inverter was required. At the time these (Reference 13)
studies were conducted brushless DC motors were considered to have marginal ad-
vantages but had only been developed in sizes of approximately one kilowatt.
Recent development in brushless DC motors have made their performance better
than that of induction motors, with higher efficiencies and better torque/speed
characteristics. In addition, several companies have produced prototype DC
motors in ratings up to 12 KWV.

Estimates made during this study program suggested that the brushless DC motor,
with its inverter, would be ligiiter and smaller than an electronically (inverter)
controlled inductions motor of the same rating. There was a third alternative
however, and this was the possibility that the overall system would be lighter
and more reliable if 400 Hz AC power was supplied for all non-modulated electric
motors. As pointed out. earlier both of the above alternatives (1 and 2) for
operating motors from a 270 volt DC bus require solid state electronics (inver-
ters) for commutation and control. Due to losses developed during transistor
switching and conduction, power inverters require cooling and, since the size and
weight of the inverter is usually determined by the type of cooling employed, the
inverter and its cooling method become an integral part of the motor evaluation.
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To form an initial assessment on the size of the inverters required, if 270
VDC power/was to be used for all motor loads, the study for the design of the
surface control systems (paragraph 4.1.5.1) was reviewed. In this study, in-
verter cooling requirements were determined to be in one of two categories:

(1) Inverters rated at 25 zmperes (6.75 KW) or smaller may be cooled
by natural radiation a d convection. A comnmon design for all
inverters in this category was sized at 231 cubic inches (11" x
7" x 3") and weighed 10 lbs.

(2) Inverters rated larger than 25 amperes (6.75 KW) required alter-
nate cooling techniques of which evaporative cooling was selected.

Cooling techniques based on natural radiation and convection were preferred, of
course, because of their simplicity and low cost.

Continuous motor loads on the study aircraft included two fuel boost pumps (1.98
KW each during cruise operation, and 2.36 kW each with afterburner), ten fuel
transfer pumps (0.64 KW each during cruise operation and 0.74 KW each with after-
burner), and two blowers (3.2 KW each) and two pumps (0.87 KW each) in the envi-
ronmental control system. The weight of a comnon inverter to support operation
of these motors from a 270 volt DC bus was estimated to weigh 6.9 lbs ( -• i0:6!)
by comparing its power rating with the power rating of the surface %" (m7o

control actuation system inverter. As a result of the above analysis, a total
inverter weight of 110.4 lbs. (6.9 x 16 = 110.4) was concluded to be necessary
to operate the motors from the 270 volt DC bus.

In addition to the inverters required for the continous load function enumerated
above, inverters would also have been required for all the low power (6.75 KW)
utility functions listed in Table 2-1. This would have required at least 10 more
inverters involving all additional 69 lbs weight penalty.

If on the other hand 115/220 V 400 Hz AC power could be supplied to these motors
the inverters could be eliminated, and simple on-off or extend retract switches
substituted, allowing a net weight saving of at least 127 lbs based on an assumed
average switch weight of 2 lbs. Although the use of 270 VDC power for servicing
these loads would have reduced duplication and the weight of the power feeder
cables (see following paragraph 4.1.1.3.3) it was not felt that the saving in an
aircraft of the small size of the study aircraft would have been great enough to
offset the 127 lbs inverter weight penalty. Therefore, in consideration of this
tact, plus the fact that the continued use and availability of 400 Hz power would
be convenient for use in avionics black boxes and lighting equipment and would
give added flexibility and adaptability to an advanced aircraft of the 1990's a
dual power output (270 VDC and 115/200V 400 Hz AC) power generation system was
selected for use in the baseline aircraft I.

4.1.1.3.2 Aircraft Cables - It was apparent that the use of a 270 VDC system had
the obvious" a-vantage over the conventional AC system of reducing the aircraft's
total cable length. This would have been true because the nunber of power feeder
cables required from the generator to the distribution center, as a mLinimum, de-
creased from four to two. Earlier estimates on distribution wiring (Reference
20) assumed that high voltage DC power could be supplied by a single cable from
each generator with aircraft structure providing a ground return. In comparison
with a conventional 3-phase machine, this meant three cables could be replaced
by one. With the increased impact of composite structures, it appeared unwise
to assume a structural ground return to be practical.
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Accordingly, for the purpose of this study, the DC feeder system betwcen each
generator and the distribution center was assumed to consist of a positive and
a negative cable and the AC feeder system was assumed to consist of 3 positive
cables and a ground return cable.

Using the four wire (3 phase AC power) versus 2 wire (X power) as a basis, a
rough. study was made of the comparative weights involved in distributing
power to the 16 continuous motor loads discussed in the previous paragraph
(paragraph 4.1.1.3.1). It was assumed that the motor loads were distributed
approximately evenly between the four power systems. It was further assumed
that the power distribution center was located three feet from the generators
and that the various motors were located as shown on the aircraft inboard
profile (Figure 22).

Based on this study the wire weight saving which would have resulted from
using a 270 VDC distribution system, rather than 115/200 V 400 Hz AC system,
was approximately 4 lbs. Although the total wire weight saving which might
have been expected in this aircraft, through- using 100% DC power vei-sus using a
system approaching 100% AC power, might exceed this value by an order of mag-
niture (i.e. 40 ibs), the rough study indicated quite clearly that, on an
aircraft this small, the wire bundle weight saving potential of this approach
was small.

In recent years the properties of, and insulation for, wires and cables have
improved substantially. At present Kapton and Tefzel are the lightest availa-
ble materials. It was assumed that these insulation materials were representa-
tive of the types which would be used in a 1990 + aircraft and therefore wires
insulated with these materials were used for all weight studies for general
airframe application. Studies with respect to the effect of a double voltage
system on aircraft parameters such as aircraft and personnel safety, corona,
DII and wire have been discussed previously in this report. The conclusion
was that precautions and procedures necessary for a double voltage system were
not significantly different fixiii those required with a standard voltage system.
The hazards present in either system are minimized by good engineering design
and observance of good safety practices.

The selection of a 270 volt value for the high voltage DC portion of the system
resulted from the ease with which this voltage could be obtained when full wave
rectification was applied to a conventional 115/200 volt 400 Hz 3-phase AC gene-
rator. As a result there was little doubt that any thin-wall cable acceptable
for operation with a double voltage system (such as that used on the B-1 air-
craft) would have had adequate margin for operation at 270 VDC.

4.1.1.3.3 Switch Gear - In todays aircraft, electromechanical devices such as
circuit brea ers, contactors and relays are used for switching and protection in
feeder and distribution systems. For an AC powered electrical system this is no
problem. During any mechanical switching action, the arc which occurs across
the gap tends to extinguish itself at the "current zero" point of the sine wave.
With a 270 volt DC system, however, the arc tends to be self-sustaining (at
least 3 seconds) and if not detected and extinguished very quickly by some form
of forced commutation could result in severe damage.

Earlier studies recognized the danger of arcing and flashover to be very real.
"'hey also showed, by laboratory tests, that under certain fault conditions a
self-sustaining arc condition might occur that could not be extinguished by the
mechanical switchgear then available As a result of this, even
today a reluctance exists on the part of designers to accept the 270 VDC elec-
trical system.
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Adequate protection against ground faults is dependent upon rapid detection
and isolation of the fault condition. Although this cannot be accomplished
with the thermal circuit breaker, there was reason for confidence that high
rates or rise in current could be detected and transistor switches developed
to break a high current fault before it had risen to extreme levels. In
addition to opening the circuit, backup safety could be provided by the capa-
bility to de-excite or mechanically decouple the generator very rapidly.
Recent developments in high powered, solid state switching devices were con-

sidered sufficiently well advanced that, although they had not replaced con-
ventional components in the AC and DC distribution systems of modern air-
craft, they were in good position to do so. The use of solid state technolo-
gies was felt to be inevitable and crucial in the 270 VDC system to replace
functions previously performed by contactors and thermal circuit breakers in
the AC system. As always, considerations for cooling the solid state devices
were an added problem.

In order for a sustained arc to occur, two faults must coexist; (1) the fault
must occur and (2) the protection system (overcurrent sensing) must fail. The
improbability of a double fault, along with the confidence that can be placed
in the protection system as a result of advances in semiconductor technology,
made it reasonable to accept the 270 VDC system in the study aircraft.

For the purpose of this study, solid state power controllers (SSPC's) were
utilized to perform AC and DC load switching and protection functions. Each
unit provided the function of a circuit breaker and remotely controlled switch
(contactor) in a common module. For small load currents the SSPC was con-
sidered to be an "all solid state" devicc. For SSPC's in the 10 to 400 ampere
current range a hybrid (solid state switching plus electromechanical contactor)
unit was utilized. All units provided for their own heat rejection without the
need for addtional cooling.
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4.1.2 Power Generation and Distribution - The pmwer generation and distribution
system is shown schematically in Figure 18 and the terms used in the schematic
are defined in Page 2 of the Figure. The most significant characteristic of
this system, and the one which represented the greatest departure from previous
electrical system philosophy, was the fact that the total power system consists
of four completely independent power channels. There were no bus tie contactors
and each generator was dedicated solely to a particular channel. This approach
was used to allow the electrical system to satisfy reliability and redundan-y
requirements (See Tables 4 and 11). Because the electrical system in this
aircraft provided actuation power for the flight control and utility systems as
well as acting as a source of control s;.gnal power for both, it must have a
higher order of reliability than that characteristic of electrical systems of
the past such ;-s typified by the electrical system of aircraft II. This arose
from the fact that, in picking up the actuation functions which have histori-
cally been accomplished hydraulically, the electrical system must duplicate or
exceed the hydraulic power system's redundancy. Through long and sometimes
bitter experience, it has been found that hydraulic systems, in their historic
power supplying functions, must have redundant and absolutely isolated systems.
It was found that it must not be possible for a failure in one system to pro-
pagate into another system because, if it is possible, it will happen.

Conventional electrical systems using bus tie contactors have always been sub-
ject to, and have frequently experiencled, "cascade" type failures in which a
single failure in one generating system has propagated through all systems
wiping out all generated power on the aircraft. Such a system approach would
not meet the fail operate, fail safe r.quirements imposed on the flight con-
t:-ol sy:,t.•m of the study aircraft. This continued to be true even when using
stored ene!rgy in the form of batteries or APU's as an emergency power source.
To meet tric failure and reliability requirements of air-raft I it was felt im-
perative that at least 3 completely independent dedicated power systeims be
provided. This uould nmatch the redundancy of the hydraulic system used in
aircraft II.

After more detailed study it was determined that, although 3 independent power
systems were adeouate, 4 independent systems more closely approached the opti-
r.im for the reasons listed below:

1. The use of four zystems was the only practical way to balance engine
power extraction loads, generator size, and bus loads so that each was simul-
taneouly reasonably uniform.

2. Four systems fitted well with the S channel (4 channel plus model chan-
nal) philosophy used in the aircraft I fly-by-wire controe system.

3. The use of four dedicated systE is required smaller generators and a
lighter weight generating system than that of the conventional "bus tie contac-

tot" approach.

With reference to reason #1 above, it will b2 seen later that system "5 second"
and "continuous" loads could be distributed among the 4 channels so that they
vary no mcre than ± 24% from the mean. This could be done while meeting the
load and redundancy requirements of Table 11. It was also true that the mini-
,•m loads imposed on the PTO shaft by the electrical power system were deter-
mined by the generator's size and its fault clearing capability (approximately
250% of continuous load rating). It was also highly desireable that the FM0 ex-
tractibn loads be essentially identical between the two engines. If they were
not, the PTO power train in the engine and AMAD must be designed to the highst
load seen by either engine. This was necessary to maintain engine intercha:nge-
ability. Thus, if the loads applied were allowed to get seriously out ut ba-
lance, the overall MT0 system became unnecessarily heavy.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACR%)NYMS

A E

AC Alternating Current EPM - External Power Monitor

AEBR - AC Essential Bus Relay FSS. - Essential

AEPC - AC External Power Contactor EXT. - External

ALC - AC Line Contactor G
AMAD - Airfrmne Mounted Acessory Drive

G - Generator
APU Auxiliary Power Unit GCU - Generator Control Unit

B
H

BAT - Battery
lHZ - Hertz (cycles per second)

BC - Battery Charger

BCR - Battery Charger Relay R

BR - Battery Relay RSCR - Reversible Silicon
Controlled Rectifier

BS - Battery Switch

S
C

SCA,B,C&D - Starter Contactor
CCV - Cyclo Converter A,B,C,D, Etc.

SI - Starter Inverter
D

SR - Starter Relay
DC - Direct Current

DEBR - DC Essential Bus Relay T

DEPC - DC External Power Contactor TRF - Transformer, Rectifier,
Filter

DLC - DC Line Contactor

V

VDC - Voltage, DC

Figure 18. Aircraft I Electrical Power Generation and

Distribution System Schematic (Sheet 2 of 2)
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PTO system power extraction loads could have been balanced using four equal
sized generators feeding three systemns. However, since the aircraft had two
engines this almost inevitably lead to two one generator systems, each gene-
rator driven by a different engine, and one two generator system with each
of its generators driven by one of the two engines. If it was assumed that
all four generators were to be of equal size, for logistics and interchange-
ability reasons, and were to be of minimun weight, it meant that the two
generator system had to have assigned to it twice the continuous load of the
other two systems. With the aircraft configuration used for this study, this
always led to trouble in the reliability survivability area. In attempting to
distribute the loads, to properly load the two generator system, it usually
worked out that the engine actuation functions (plug throat, external flaps,
etc.', for both engines had to be on the two generator power channel. This
meant that a single failure could lead to degrading the uhole propulsion
system to a marginally fail safe condition. In contrast when each engine was
powered by its own system (as is true in the four system approach) only one
engine's output was degraded to marginally fail.safe after a single failure
and it took two failures to achieve the same level of propulsion system de-
gradation. This represented a serious reduction in aircraft reliability and
survivability. Attempts to redistribute the loads in other ways, while having
each engine's actuation functions powered by separate systems, always serious-
ly impacted the redundancy of power distribution to the flight control system
or seriously unbalanced the loads between generators. In either event, a
significant negative impact on weight or survibability/reliability always
occured when attempting to use a 3 channel power system rather than a four
channel approach.

With reference to reason #. above, it is pointed out elsewhere (see figure 35)
that a four signal channel plus model channel fly-by-wire (and light) control
was selected for the study aircraft. Using a battery to power the 5th (model)
channel, the four power systems approach fitted nicely with the four signal
chmunels and at the same time allowed absolute system separation (power and sig-
nal) to be maintained. A three channel power system did not fit so well. At
some point a single power system must power two signal channels and thus, a sin-
gle failure would have eventually lead to the failure of two signal channels.

With reference to reason #3 above, it was found, rather surprisingly, that one
of the benefits of a 4 channel dedicated power generation system was that it was
significantly smaller and lighter than a conventional 4 channel split-parallel
system using bus tie c:ontactors. In the early studies on this program the lat-
ter system was thoroughly studied and the results of that study are included in
this report for comparison purposes as follows:

"The electrical power generation and distribution systems (EPCDS),
shown schematically in Figure 19 is designed to provide power during
conditions of normal and emergency aircraft operation. The aircraft I
system, shown in Figure 19 consists of an engine-driven 270 volt DC
starter-generating system, and APU-driven backup generator, converted
115/200 volt 400-Hz power, an emergency battery, and provisions for use
of an external power source.

The maximnu average load denand of Aircraft I, for a 15-minute
operating condition, is estimated to be 223 KW. The loads which
establish this maxinmu are those listed in appendix "A" of NA 79-492
(Interim Report Electrical Load Analysis Reference 12) except that items
405 and 406 page A-16 are deleted. The deletion arises from the fact
that, unlike the original assumption, the freon compressor is no longer
powered electrically but is powered directly by the engine. To supply
this mission load the primary electrical system utilizes four 270 volt
DC generators, each with a canacitv rating of 115 KW. At this rating,
the primary electrical power generation system provides a 100 percent
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reserve capacity. The four generators, mounted two-per-engine, supply
four main DC buses to support multiredundancy requirements of the flight
control system. During normal flight operation bus-tie contactor #2
(BTC 2) is open while BTC 1 and BTC 3 are closed. In this mode the
system operates in a split-parallel configuration. Generators #1 and
#2 operate in parallel to supply main buses #1 and #2, isolated from
main bases #3 and #4, and generators #3 and #4 operate in parallel to
supply main buses #3 and #4. In the event of a generator failure, or
single engine flameout, BTC 2 will be closed and the remaining geneia-
tors operated in parallel to ensure an uninterrupted supply of power
to the four main DC buses. This arrangement (split/parallel) provides
fault isolation by preventing disturbances on one-half of the elec-
trical system from affecting equipment on the other half. In addition
to supplying primary electrical power, all 4 generators on aircraft I
provide power for starting the main propulsion engines. Aircraft II
utilizes a conventioanl pneumatic start system for the engines and the
generators supply only primary electrical power.

In configuring the electrical subsystem it is anticipated that
270 HVDC will not always be the most efficient power source. Lighting,
instrumentation, avionics, engine controls, and motors (where rapid re-
sponse is not a critical requirement) are design areas that can fall in
this category. A conventional 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz electrical
conversion system is provided for those subsystems that can convenient-
ly utilize such power. For baseline system sizing considerations all
motor loads such as surface control actuators, fuel pumps, ECS fans and
pumps, etc., are regarded as powered by 270 HVDC. All housekeeping
(non-actuator) loads, except motor loads, are considered to require
conventional 400 Hz power. The total 400 Hz load requirement is 44 KW
and two 45 KW static inverters provide redtundant sources for this a-
mount of power. Of the total capacity available from the 4 generators
approximately 110 KW (55 per redundant channel) is allocated for static
conversion to a conventional 115/200 volt, 400 Hz power system. This
total includes losses in the power conversion devices and provides for
a 100-percent reserve capability over estimated load requirements. The
remainder of the generating system capacity (175 KW) is reservered for
distribution as 270 volt DC power".

From the above discussion of the conventional approach, two critical factors
stand out; the size of the generators and the use of 3 bus tie contactors. It
will be noted from the above extract that four 115 KW rated generators were
going to be used in the conventional system while in the dedicated power chan-
nel approach the generator capacity could .be reduced to 60/70 KW rated. Since
the difference in weight between a 60 and a 115 KW generator of this type was
approximately 50 lbs the total weight penalty, associated with the generators,
for the conventional system was approximately 209 lbs. It will also be remem-
bered that bus tie contactors were not required in the dedicated power channel
approach so an additional weight penalty of 16.5 lb (3 units at 5.5 lb each)
would have to be added giving a total weight penalty of 216.5 lb for the use
of a conventional system arrangement.

The basic reason that the conventional approach suffered a weight penalty was
the fact that, as generators failed, the remaining generators picked up the full

system load. After two failures the remaining generators were carrying double
their normal continuous load. In contrast the generators in the dedicated ap-
proach never carried more than their normal load. In effect there was automaticand weight free load morntoring in the dedicated approach. As generators failed
the loads serviced by those generators no longer received power. The inbuilt
redundancy of the power using functions, however, insured that the function
would continue to operate at its required level of output in the face of the re-
quired number of failures.
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The conventional system could have reduced its required generator system size,
including bus tie contactors, to a weight value approaching that of the dedi-
cated system through the use of a rather elaborate load monitoring system. It
was felt, however, that this could only be accomplished at a further reduction
in system reliability additive to the relatively poor reliability which already
existed in the conventional system due to its propensity for "cascade" type
failure. Therefore, consideration of 4 generator/3 power system and/or split
bus parallel arrangements were abandoned.

4.1.2.1 Power Generation Definition - Four 60/70 KW generators (two per engine)
provided the electrical power required by the study aircraft. As shown in Fi-
gure 18, each generator divided its power output to provide both 270 volt DC
and 115/200 volt, 400 Hz, 3-phaseAC power.. The larger portion (approximately
2/3) of each generator system's output was 270 volt DC and was predominantly
that power provided for operation of the elctromechanical surface control ac-
tuators. To obtain 270 volt DC, part of the wild frequency AC output of the
alternator was rectified in the early stages of the VSCF power conditioning.

Conventional 115/200 volt, 400 Hz AC power was provided for avionics and other
conventional AC loads such as induction motors (without the use of inverters),
lighting, and heating. Although an advanced IDG design offered some advantages
over the VSCF system in the areas of size and weight (where all output
power was 400 Hz) a VSCF generator was selected because electronic power con-
version was more suitable where different types of pow.er output were required
and where a majority of the requirement was DC. The generator was a 10-pole,
wound rotor unit driven over a speed range of 13750 to 27500 RPM in the power
gcnerating mode. Although the load and/or start capabilities differed between
generator systems, all four generators (alternator plus cyclo- converter) were
designed to be interchangeable for ease of maintainability and inventory pre-
poses. The reason for selection of the generator size and the split between
AC and DC loads is discussed at g-reater length in paragraphs 4.1.4 and 4.1.2.2.

4.1.2.2 270 Volt DC Start Capability - The engine start requirement was 89.5
KW of power appl'ied to the generator output terminals for 35 seconds. To meet
this requirement, the generator must be sized as at least a 60 kW unit. At this
rating the generator would be capable of providing 90 KW (150-percent) for 2minutes. The general arrangement of the starting system is shown on Figure 18.

In the starting mode, one synchronous generator on each engine functioned as abrushless DC machine with variable frequency AC power supplied to it. This was '

made possible throught the use of onboard, dedicated static power inverters
("SI" in Figure 18) to provide progranme. voltage and frequency power supply
for the starter generators, Each starter-inverter could be powered from an on-
board APU or from external power as shown in Figure 18. System operation was
analogous to a DC shunt machine supplied by a phase-controlled rectifier. The
inverter operated as a phase controlled rectifier to adjust the voltage level
and to switch the current among the armature windings. A position sensor on
the machine informed the inverter which winding must be supplied with current.
The use of the inverters represented a major weight penalty but was more than
offset by the elimination of the need for air compressors and air turbine
starters such as used on aircraft II (See Figure 45). In addition the need
for high power ground air supplies was eliminated since, through the dual func-
tional use of the generator made possible by the inverter, only electrical
power was needed for the starting function.

In the start mode, a unique application of the starter-inverter and the 270 VDC
rectifier portion of the VSCF power conditioner were combined with a torque
converter to crank the engine through an aircraft mounted accessory drive (AMAD)
pad. 
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As shown in Figure 20, upon initiation 270 volt DC power was applied through
the 15 KVA inverter to the alternator (as AC power) to bring it up to a pro-
grammed synchronous speed of 10,000 RPM. Programmed firing of the inverter
transistors was timed, by feeding back rotor speed and position to the inver-
ter, to accelerate the alternator. To protect the system from drawing exces-
sive power from the 270 VDC start bus, the absolute power output from the in-
verter was sensed and the curr, it limited by adjusting the transistor firing
angle. In Figure 18, engine start from the APU was initiated by closing con-
tactors SRI and SR2. Closure of contactors SCC and SCB routed power through
the starter-inverter (SI) to the alternator.

In Figure 20, when the alternator rotor speed (N2) reached 10,000 RPM the
system logic of the controller sent a reversing signal to the SCR's of the
270 VDC full wave bridge rectifier. Concurrently, starter contactors (SC) C
and B were opened and starter contactor A was closed. This function trans-
fered the alternator power source from the starter inverter to the reversed
SCR's of the 270 volt DC rectifier. The conmwutation of the main power condi-
tioner SCR's was accomplished by the presence of alternator back EFN. At
10,000 RPM the peak line-to-line voltage of the synchronous motor was mo-
mentarily higher than the 270 volt DC bus voltage necessary for SCR commuta-
tion. The closure of contactor A also directed the opening of the torque
converter fill valve.

At this point, approximately one second transpired since start initiation.
The alternator was at full speed, but starter output shaft rotation down-
stream of the torque convc-ter had not begun. As the torque converter fill-
ed, torque from the alternator shaft, controlled to maintain 10,000 RPM, was
transferred through the torque converter to the AMAD pad. Only at this time
was the ftill torque requirement of engine starting reflected electrically to
the 270 volt DC bus.

Starter output torque followed a curve similar to Figure 21 as the engine
accelerated to starter cutout speed. When the AMAD pad speed (N1 ) reached
starter octout, the controller logic inhibited the reversing mode signal to
the rectifier SCR's and drained the torque converter by removing the fill
valve driver signal. As the engine continued its acceleration up to idle
speed, and the starter generator tended to slow due to removal of inverter
SCR power, the torque flow reversed. Utilizing this torque flow reversal,
a set of overrunning clutches was provided which disengaged the torque con-
verter and simultaneously direct coupled the engine to the starter/generator
and drove it, as a generator, throughout the engine speed range. The full
wave bridge rectifier and filter provided 270 volt DC power for the aircraft
primary bus system. As shown in Figure 18, 270 volt DC power and 11S/200
volt, 400 Hz AC power were available to the aircraft by closing contactors
DLC and ALC.

4.1.2.3 Power Distribution Bus Arrangement - Figure 18 shows the general
arrangement of the power distribution system up through the various busses.
As previously indicated, the output of the generator was wild frequency AC
power. This power was processed in a power conditioner ("PC" in Figure 18)
which consisted basically of a voltage regulator and a cyclo converter. The
voltage regulator delivered up to 1/3 of the generator's rated capacity, in
the form of voltage controlled wild frequency AC power, to the cyclo conver-
ter for conversion to constant frequency 400 Hz AC power. The balance of
the voltage regulator's output was delivered to a transformer-rectifier-
filter unit (TRF" in Figure 18) for conversion to 273 VDC power. The ge-
nerator control unit ("GCU" in Figure 18) sensed that the generator was out
of starting mode, was up to speed and was ready to sustain load. When this
occurred it closed the AC and DC contactors.
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("ALC" and "DI.C" for the various systems in Figure 18) and delivered power to
all the busses attached to that particular system. From Figure 18 it can be
seen that systems No. 2 and No. 3 each powered a primary AC and DC bus while
system No. 4 powered an AC and DC essential bus in addition to the primary
busses. In comnon with system No. 4, system No. 1 powered AC and DC primary
and essential busses but added to them a battery bus powered through a diode.
A large battery was provided. This battery was sufficient to provide a mini-
mum of 4 minutes of power for essential emergency flight control actuation
functions as well as for other emergency power requirements (central computer,
emergency lighting etc.), orcuring at the same time. This battery was charged
from system No. 2 via a battery charger and relay (BCR" and "BC" respectively
in Figure 18). Norrnally system No. 1 powered the battery bus and the various
emergency functions attached thereto. However, if all systems failed the
battery charger relay (BCR) switched to the position shown in Figure 18 and the
battery powered the emergency functions. The diode, shown in Figure 18,
prevented the battery from delivering power to functions not essential in an
emergency such as those attached to the DC essential bus and the primary bus.
If power output was re-established, in one or more of the primary or essential
busses (say by flying the aircraft dowm to 20,000 ft and starting the APU) the
battery charging relay (BCR) returned to the charging position. The battery
also powered the APU start bus. This bus provided power to the APU start
motor to bring the APU to self sustaining speed after an engine start had been
initiated. The function of the battery switch (BS) and battery relay (BR) was
to make it -nossible to remove all power from all busses while the aircraft was
parked and inactive.

The rules governing the assignment of functions to the various busses were as
follows:

1. Those functions, and only those function, nccessary for recovering
from a maneuver and maintaining level or descending flight as well as
those functions necessary for towing and parkinig were assigned to the
battery bus.

2. Those functions necessary for a safe return to base and landing

were assigned to the various AC or DC essential busses.

3. All other functions were assigned to primary AC or DC busses.

The actual assignment of functions is covered in more detail in paragraph 4.1.4.

As shown in Figure 17 and again in Figure 18 the APU mounted and powered two
generators. These were sized based on the starting load requirement discussed
in paragraph 4.1.2.2 and were rated ar 45 KW each. Since the two generators
operated in parallel during engine starts this rating gave a starting system 2
minute rating of 135 KW (45 KW x 2 x 1.5). This would meet the 40 sec start re-
quirement of 90 KW with enough left over to meet essential bus loads of 45 KW.
The maxinun continuous bus loads which occured on either of the two essential
busses during the starting sequence were 34.68 KW (see table 16 sheet 11) and
the maximum S Sec loads were S0.28 KW (see table 16 sheet 12). Based on these
figures it was assumed that the maximum 2 minute loads would not exceed 42 KW
which was a value within the limits of the 45 KW available.

The APU generators generated and delivered AC and DC power in a manner identi-
cal to that already described for the main system generators. Assuming it was
designed to start engine No. 1 through generator No. I (BI in Figure 18) the
following status would exist initially. In Figure 18 SRI and SR2 would be
closed, AFBR and DEBR2 would be open on the starter side, AEBR, and DEBR,
closed on thg starter side and, as already described in paragraph 4.1.2.2, SCB,
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and SCC, would be closed while SCD and SCA, would be open. In this way power
would be directed to the starter/generator (Gl) through the starter inverters
(I) to initiate the starting cycle and at the same time power would be directed
to AC ESS. bus 1, DC FSS. bus 1 and to the BAT bus. The starting sequence would
then proceed as previously described in paragraph 4.1.2.2.

IDuring normal operation the APU would deliver power to the essential busses of
system No. 1, or system No. 4 or both dependent upon which system, or systems,
had failed. In this instance starter relays SR. and SR2 were open and the APU
generators operate independently. The use of two generators in this manner was
another attempt to maintain the absolute system separation which was the goal
o f this system arrangement. While the interlinking involved in the starter
system did defeat the absolute purity of system separation sought to a certain
extent, it did maintain this separation during all normal and APU powered flight
operations. There was also some potential interlinking involved in the battery
chargin zircuit which could not be avoided. However, even though systems No.1
and No. 2 had some interlinking and thus some possibility of a cascade failure
occuring between the two, systems No. 2 and No. 3 maintained their absolute iso-
lation.

4.1.3 Aircraft Inboard Profile - Figure 22 is the inboard profile of the base-
line study aircraft. Figure 22 shows the general location of those items which
are powered by the electrical system and which are common to study aircraft I and II.
Typical of these general locations are the forward, intermediate, and aft avionics
compartment and the various fuel pumps. As will be seen elsewhere (paragraph
4.1.1.3.1) it was the general study philosophy that, along with all avionics
components, all functions powered by unidirectional motors or nonmodulated bi-
directional motors employ conventional 400 Hz AC power. Therefore, these com-
ponents (avionic "black boxes", fuel pumps, emergency door actuators, radar
drives etc.) were considered to be unchanged between aircraft I and aircraft 1.
and thus did not enter into the trade study except for the impacts their loads
had on overall generation system sizing and the constraints their locations
placed on wire bundle routing.
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Figure 23 is a specialized version of the inboard profile of figure 22 which
provides a schematic of the "all electric" airplane (i.e. aircraft I). As such
it defines the relative location of all the major power using equipment items
on board the aircraft. Figure 23 also defines the power system or systems
servicing each function as well as the general routing of the distribution ele-
ments to each function.

Several items stand out in Figure 23. The first is the fact that all four
systems run to all parts of the airplane and the second is the rather large
volume taken up by inverters, particularly those in the fuel tanks. It had been
hoped that only two power supply systems would have to run fore and aft in the
fuselage since, with the exception of the rudders, all functions aiong the fuse-
lage centerline (plug throat, canard, nose gear, etc.) were basically one or two
power system units. Had this been possible it would have reduced the wiring
system's weight and, to a certain extent, its vulnerability. However, the re-
quirements for load balancing and the need for nose micro-processors (See Figure
37), located in the forward avionics bay, to have at least three independent
power sources dictated otherwise. Because there were three large power users in
the nose of the aircraft (the gun, the radar, and the defensive subsystems -

items 1151, 901, and 1001 repectively on the electrical load analysis) which
tended to operate simultaneously during combat, the problem of power balancing
these loads, plus the triple power source needs of the micro-processors, dictated
that four power supply systems were required in the nose of the aircraft. The
same problem was encountexed in the aft end of the airplane. Here the high loads
were represented by the plug throat and the thrust vector vane. Of the two the
thrust vector vane had the highest redimdancy requirements (fail operate - fail
safe). To meet this requirement, each thrust vector vene needed to have two po-
wer supply channels, each of which was preferably powered by its engine. Since
there were two engines and two thrust vector vanes, one for each engine, it
followed that there was a need for four power supply systems at the aft end of
the two engines.

The location of the various inverters required for the various actuation func-
tions can be seen Figure 23. It will be noted that a majority of the invert-
ers, and all of the large liquid cooled types were located in the fuselage. A
few of the smaller ambient air cooled units, we e located in the wings. The
largest inverters were located in the fuselage fuel tanks in the wing carry
through area. An end view of these units can be seen in the FS 560 crossection
shown in Figure 21. Although the function, size and the weight of the invert-
ers is discussed later in paragraph 4.1.5.1.2, it can be seen that these in-
verters occupy a considerable volume: (41.6 gal) and thus displace a significant
weight of fuel (332 lb). Since the total useable fuel capacity of the aircraft
was 18,000 lbs this represents a 1.8% fuel capacity reduction and an equivalent
range reduction.
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4.1 .4 Electrical Svstem ,Load Analysis - .n electrical load aiflsis was
included as a part of the first inte-rim technical report (Reference 8).
Al though this load analysis was roughly representative of the loads seen
by the electrical systcm, several changes in system philosophy and refine-
ments in system definition occured after the load analysis was originally
issued. These changes were of sufficient magnitude, and tlad a sufficient
impact on the loads reflected back to the generators, that it was felt, that
not only was a revision to the load analysis needed, but a new approach to
the presentation of the loads was required. The more important of these
changes are listed as follows:

1. Revised flight control actuation requirements as discussed in
paragraph 2.3.1.5.

2. Revised utility actuator requirements as discussed in para-
graph 2.3.1.

3. The deletion of the ground cooling fuel heat sink door as discussed
in paragraph 2.3.1.1.

4. The deletion of the canopy as an actuation function per para-
gragh 2.3.1.2.

5. The revision in approach to utility engine actuation functions a.
outlined in paragraph 2.3.1.3. j,

6. The deletion of major portions of the environmental control system
(ECS) as a trade stud)y item (See paragraph 2.3.1.4).

7. The adoption of the four independent channel approach to electrical
power distribution disscussed in paragraph 4.1.2.

The last item (Item 7) was the major determinant of the need for a new method
of presenting electrical loads for the purposes of this study. The computerized
load analysis system used at Rockwell was eminently satisfactory for presenting
and summii:g the loads on a conventional electrical system using bus tie contac-
tors (i.e. where any pair of generators can eventually see the loads normally
carried by four generators). However, the load analysis te-hnique, as con-
stitued at the time of this report, did not gracefully handle the identification
and apportioning of various loads among the various busses, the effects of
load monitoring, nor the impact of four dedicated systems (as opposed to a
bus tie contactor system). Any one or all of these items could have been
handled by the computerized load analysis system through extensive revision,
however, it was not felt that the required expenditure of time nor the in-
creased complexity of the final readout justified the effort required for this
program. Therefore, a revised approach using manual tabulation was devised.
The results are shown in Tables 15, 16 (12 pages) and 17. Table 1S is an
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TABLE 10. COMBAT - 5 SL-C LOAJDS 4 CHANNELS OPERX"TIVL (SHEETr I OF 12)

ITEM 1151200 V 400HZ AC 1305SES 210 VOC IBU55ES
m I 2.4 3 4 E I E 41AT

/03 ýas

/07 a. V97

/05 C2 24.3

20/ ~37 fCOMBAT - 5 5EC LOAD5
20? 0.z;2' a0,e b7 ' w '4M~7I

2034.e

302R c109 j4o527

303 0.027 1 0-61Z71

.317 0.027 . 7 I- '

401 /' v-

403 I 711.7
.f907 6.05' .ý

v,8 9



TLElo. COMBA\T - 5 SEC LOQADS 4 CHAJNNELS OP'ERATIVE; (SHELT 2 01. 12)

VTEM 115Zoo V 400H9Z AC Bkk*A- S 270 YJOC. &J55ES_

510 &. 2. 5(... E4

513

40/55.913 v COMBAT - 55SE LOADS
4~~3,.~ - CH.ANNFJL5 )PIEIZATIVf-

94- -V

703 A

8o49o



FA131.l 10. C(MI3AI - 5 Si (I 0 b LOA6 I ILVNN 1. il, I0\l\~ll% (SHIillt OF 3 2

ITEM 115 zco V 40014Z AC BIJ55S 270 VIDC. E155ES_
140 I r3 4 El 4 I Z 5 ViE IE41BAT

3. 5-- 7 7Z -7 7,7 5

i/-B -- -1ý 31j -tJ-
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TABIT 1 . CoM\BAT - S siVI IMRGANCY 2' CRA\NN-ILS OftLRATVI: ($i11. I Or 12)

ITEM 115/Zoo V 400HWZ AC BU5$S 270 VOC. UkSSES ___

Z4 3 1 4 El4A 3 4~~T. E + ATI 3/(D.3w O

~ I > '.17 P -17

I /.~3000.-6fr __

1117I -5

__ . v- ComoAT -5 5EC. EMERGENCY

Z CHANNELS OPERATI\4S

A, -AW-e - -AA

/1 4/4 . ~ el .d01 . ~ ~ ,FcAZl- V7 v-&I~

a~graVrPW1 'VA# 7)/ ,ý7 UI -----O~ -A7-,YZ -

_VltZ4%5/

V,-4 PA6 :,'I~ e9,
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jU4 -1//. K C 7 P A
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'JAN 1 1 t i. UU~\ I - CON 1\UOUS 4 1 CPNNN 1,'- tJi.ATP I IVi * S1lI 11. A'5 1 12)

vTem I'Szoo V 400 47 A.C 505SE5 Z10 VOC B05SES
IW Z 3141EIT-ý I Z Zi E IrE BAT
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TABLE: l0. COMBAT - CONTINUOUS 4 CHANNELS OPERATIVE (SHEET 6 OF 1211

ITEM I'S/zooV 400HZ AC- BOSES 270 VOC. eýW55E.S
mo I Z 13 4 -1-4%1 5 4. JE% F4-8AT

Ile,

1 4 4 C.$ANNEL5 OPeERA1ve
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TABLE 16. COMBAT - S CONTINUqOUS 4 CltAUNNE1S OPIEAYI'rTL (SH-EET 7 OF 12)

ITEM 115/zcooV 400 Z A.C BUSES'1 VD3C W5JS~E __

140 Z 3IF 1 4 F-I ES _I Z Z ~4. E I E+AT
IIT7 7~I-&/ 4.3/143/ Iva86/
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TABLE 1(0. COMBAT - CONTINUOUS DI~ERGLINCY 2 CHANNELS OPERATIVE (SHEET 8 01' 12)

tTEM 11SA00'V 400"7. AC IBU55ES 2-70 VOC. USS5?ES __

Z 4 EIIE4 15 4 E 4-8AT}
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TABLE 16. CONIBAT - CONTINUOUS ENURGENCY APU CHIANNELS 1 AND 4 OPERATIVE
(SHEET 9 OF 12'

ITEM 11S /200eV 4W "Z AC BUSSES 2'70VOC.S 545F-S_
3! 4 El EA 4. . TiE A E 1 AT
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TABLE lb. COMBAT - CONTINUOUS EI4ERGENCY AIPU ICILWELS I AND 4 OPEPMXIVE
(S-LEL7 10 OF 12)

VTEM l%/ZOV 400141 A BU S2-70 VDC_~ S55EF__
uo I 1. 32-~ E . 3 .1F -4 A
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TABLE 16. CR~IBAT -cOwriNous b\LRGLNC APIJ C11AIN~LI 1 OPLRA TWE
(SHEET 11 OF 12)

ITEM RS/izoo V 40014- AC B6.)5FS5 270 VDC. IJ5Ua ____

mo i 1 3 14 ElIE4 t1 15 4. 1. 3 E% -41BAT
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TABLE 16. COMBAT - CONTINUOUS EMNERGENCY APU CHANINEL 1 OPERATIVE
(SHEET 12 OF 12)
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extension, and further breakdown. ot t1 c it un nIunet r breakdown t:red in the
original load analysis (ref',rence 8, Appcndix A pages A-1l, A-10, A-21, A-26, and
A-31). Basically Table 15 is a functional breakdown of item ll00 on page A-3t
of Appe'ndix A. Table 15 assigns an item number to each function in the
eleven hundred series instead of breaking down the actuation functions by
mission segments aýs was done on page A-31. This brought the eleven hundred
series breakdown in line with that used for the rest of the original elec-
trical load analysis.

Table 16 itemizes the loads occuring during combat for the 5 second ark'
continuous load condition. 'Ilie combat mission segment was selected for
detailed breakdown because it represented the highest loads imposed on the
generator and on the AMAD and engine PTO system. The first column on Table
16 lists the functional item numbers as taken from Appendix A plus the
revised breakdown of the eleven hundred series. j
The next thirteen columns in Table 16 list the various busses used in the
400 Hz AC and 270 VDC systems of aircraft I. They match the busses shown in
the aircraft I power generation and distribution system schematic of Figure
16. The bus (or busses) to which the functional load, represented by an item
number, was attached was indicated by a check mark. The magnitude of the load

was entered as a numerical value in the coluhmn representing the AC or DC system
(No 1, 2, 3 or 4) in which the load ultimately appeared. The location of the
check mark and the load numerical value did not necessarily coincide. This
occured only when the load was attached to ihe z•stem's primary bus. 11e0e no
numerical load value was entered for a I)articular item niuber in the table, it :4

indicated that no power was provided to that function during the mission segment
under consideration (combat) or that the time under load was so short that it
appeared only under 5 sec. loads but not under continuous loads (item 151 -1

30 M1 gun drive for example) . Sheets 1, 2 and . of Table 16 tabulate the loads
appearing on the AC and DC busses of power systes, 1, 2, 3, and 4 tunder the
"combat 5 sec. load" condition with 4 chaniuels (systems) operative. Combat

5 sec. loads were a basis for determining the overload requirements of the
generator system. Sheet 4 of Table l shows the "combat S sec. emergency loads" i,

with only 2 systems operative. Sheets 5, 6 and 7 show the "combat-continuous
loadc' condition with 4 channels (systerms) o•yerative. Combat-continuous loads
were the basis for determining toe basic rating requirements of the generator
system. Sheet 8 of Table 16 shows the "combat-continuous emergency loads"
with only 2 systems operative. In both the case of sheet 4 arid sheet 8
"emergency" loads, the loads for item numbers less than item 1111 were not
included because the loads for these lesser item numbers were identical to the
values already listed on sheets 1 and 2 (vis a vis page 4) and sheets S and 6
(vis A vis sheet 8). The item loads for each bus were totaled sheet by sheet for
each condition (S second or continuous) and a grand total was accumulated for
each bus on the third sheet. It will be noted, on sheet 3 and 4 on Table 16,
that only 2/3 of the actuation loads were used for determining the total load
for the 5 second condition. lhis was in consonance with the ground rule
established in paragraph 2.3.4.
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In addition to load determinations, the level of' power source redundancv could
be approximated from Table 10. Tlle numiber of colhuis in which load entries
(or check marks) appear for a given item iiunder indicate the level of power
source redtuidancy for that function. A's an example of the extremes of power
source redundancy which were incorporated in the actuation functions of air-
craft I, consider the inboard flaps (item 1111) and the niin landing -ear
(item 1133) . The inboard flaps had access to 5 power .ources (4 generators
plus a battery) while the main gear I,-d access to only one. Actually, when
considering primary power sources, the disparity between the two was not as
great as it would at first appear. The mid span flaps had access to 3
primary tx)wer sources (2 engines and a battery) while the main gear h; 1
access to 2 (an engine and free fall). In both instances the APU was not
considered a primary power source becautse it could only be started below
20,00) feet.

It will be noted in Table 1 that the loads on an individual operating
system increase as other systems become inoperative. As an exmnple, consider
DC busses No. 1 and No. 2 on sheets 3 and 4 respectively of Table 10. Sheet 3
sums the DC loads for all four busses at the bottom of the sheet (all page
total) for the condition where all 4 channels (systems) are fully operative.
sheet 4 sums the loads in a similar manner for systems No. 1 and No. 2 with
the assumption that systems No. 3 and No. 4 have failed. This set of
circumstances could occur, as an example, if high altitude battle damage had
been experienced in which system No. 3 and No. 4 had been wiped out, and in
which violent evasive maneuvers were in progress, a-rd thu APU could not be

started because of the high altitude. Table 17 provides a sumnmition of the
AC, DC, and total loads accumulated on sheets 1 through 8 of Table lb. It can
be seen. from Table 17 that the generator size was determined from the loads
on power system (channel) No. 2 under the headings "combat continuous enmrgency
loads" and "combat 5 sec. load emergency" with 2 channels operativC". From
the sunmnation it can be seen that the selected generator ratings were satis-
factory. WThile the continuous rating of 70 K1I' selected for the generator left
an apparent 29% margin for growth, the 120 KY 5 sec rating had a much smaller
4.4% margin but was still satisfactory. (See paragraph 4.1.6.)

The loads used in the prepar,,tion of Table 16 were taken from two sources.
The first source was the electrical load analysis, reference 8, Appendix A pages
I through 46. This was used for determining all loads associated with functions

through item No. 1002. The second source was the utility and flight control
fLuiction loads included as Figure 7 and Figure 8 in this report. These
tables give output loads at the surface or function being powered. In order
to convert these output loads to loads at the generator terminals, it was
necessary to provide system loss data. This loss data for flight control
functions is provided by Figure 24. The figure shows that the losses were
broken down into three major categories; (1) power hinge losses, (2) motor
losses, and (3) distribution losses. As will be seen later (paragraph 4.1.5)
these losses, in terms of percent rated loads, were nearly identical for all
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flight control actuation hoc!ionS CXCept t0. 1 cading edge Flap. 'hle losses
in the leading edge 1iap st1lc) WcNc11 IlMrposelv I -dc high to give it "no back"
characteristics in the face of ai power system failure. Becat,-se the losses in
most of the flight control system functions were nearly identical (and for this
study were treated as being identical) they were plotted by caLtegory as the
solid lines in Figure 24. Ohnly the limits for the leading edge flap function,
i.e. the output power at the surface and the generator tenrinal power, were
plotted in Figure 24 to avoid complicating the figure.

The power hinge losses, as used in Figure 24, consisted of the losses in the
power hinge itself (or, in the case of the canard function, in the ball screw)
and the losses in the gearhead. The motor losses consisted of the losses in
the motor itself plus the losses in the inverter. The distribution losses
consisted of all losses in the distribution system betueen the generator
terminals and the inverter terminals. It can be seen in Figure 24 that the
typical flight control actuation function was 60' power efficient at rated
conditions and that the leading edge flap system was only 34% efficient. The

individual efficiencies which provided the basis for these values are discussed
later in more detail (paragraph 4.1.5). It can also be seen in Figure 24
that the power required at the generator terminals for "continuous" operation
was 50%0 (57% for the leading edge flaps) of that required at rated power
design conditions (S sec loads). It is also interesting to note that, even
with no load on the output, 25% of rated power is required (36%) for the
leading edge flaps) at the generator terminals to achieve rated rates of motion.
The data from Figure 24 was used to assist in detenuining the load entries for
item nu•bers 1111 through 1123 in Table io.

Another factor which had to b' considcrcd in generating the flight control
function entries in Table l w6 s the ftact that, wIhen more than one actuator
was poivering a surface or control fUct 10l1o, the actuators shared load and the
individual actuator loads were reduced. In contrast, when variouLs systems were
rendered inoperative to the point thai only one actuator poowered a particular
surface, or control function, that actuator attempted to carry full load but
could only do so up to the limits of its design rated load limit capability.

Calculations were made based on design rated (S sec load) conditions to take
this into account. These calculationsb are as follows:

10S
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5 SEQO LOAD ACTUATOR POOER COPUTATIONS

PDS Design power per surface, at design load and rate,
required at surface

PDA Design power per actuator, at design load and rate,

required at surface

P G Power required at generator terminals per surface

PG Power required at generator terminals per actuator

RA Percent of design power PDS or PGS required per
actuator"x 0.01

H Efficiency - motor mounting interface to surface

being actuated

M Efficiency - motor at design power

D Efficiency - distribution system at design power

PGs h H XPM Xtj P PGA " PGS X RA

PGAP Power required per actuator at generator terminals
when operated in parallel with other actuators on
the same surface.

NAS lNumber of actuators operating per surface

PGAP C
NAS

106
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DES134• POItq ME•R INlPLT (5 StEC) LOAMS

INBOARD FLAP (ITEM MO. 1110)

Po 15.95 KU ® 0.850PDs

RA 0.70 0 D = 0.939

tN 0.752 ®

PGS = 15.950 PGA = 26.546 x 0.70

0.752 x 0.850 x 0.939

= 26.583 KW - 18.608 KW

PGAP 26.583 = 8.861 KW (NAS = 3)
3

PNAP 26.583 = 13.229 KW (NAS - 2)
2

PGAP PA = 18.608 KW (NAS = 1)

MIDSPAN FLAP (ITEM NO. 1112)

P2S 3.19 KW .J IH = u.5bu

RA = 0.7 = 0.940

H. .752
PGS = 3.190 PGA 5.317 x 0.70

0.600 - 3.722 KW

- 5.317 KW

Pp = 5.317 = 1.772 KW (NAS- 3)

3

PGAP 5.317 = 2.658 KW (NAS= 2)
2

PGAP PGA 3.722 KW (NAS= 1)
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OUTBOARD TRAILING EDGE (ITEM NO. 1113)

P = 0.85 KW(T tiM - 0.850

RA - 1.0o lD = 0.939

tý H .752(9

P = 0.850 PGA = 1.417 x 1.00

0.600 z 1.417 KW
1.417 KW

PGAP = 1.417 .708 KW (NAS = 2)
2

P GAP PGA 1.417 KW (NAS = 1)

UPPER RUDDER (ITEM NO. I114)

Pos 0.82 K MD = 0.850

RA = 0.50~ 0t'AD = 0.939

H = 0.752D

P GSP = 1.367 x 0.5000.600

1.367 KW 0.683 KW

PGAP 1.367 = 0.456 KW (NAF = 3)

3

PGAP 1.367 = 0.683 KG (NAF = 2)

2

P GAP P GA 0.683 (NAF = 1)
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LOWER RUDDER (ITEM NO. 1115.

Pos 0.780 KW Q , 0.850

RA a 0.500 02 ,/D = 0.939

H 0.752 (

PGS 0.780 PGA = 1.300 x 0.500
.600 .650 KW

= 1.300 KW

PGAP 1.300 0.433 KW (NAF = 3)
3

PGAP 1.300 0.650 KW (NAF = 2)
2

PGAP PGA 0.650 KW (NAF = 1)

LEADING EDGE FLAP (ITEM NO. 1116)

PDS = 2.24/3 = 0.9, KW m = 0.850

RA = 1.0003 kD = 0.939

H = 0.424

PGS = 0.,747 PCA 2.210 x 1.000
0.424 x 0.850 x 0.939 2.210 KW

2.210 KW

PGAP ?p.210 = 1.105 KW (NAF = 2)
2

PGAP P PGA = 2,210 KW (NAF = 1)
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CANARD (ITEM NO. 1117)

PoS 0.170 W 0 M 0.850

RA 1.000(; 0 D = 0.940

H 0 o.752 (

P.S = 0.170 PGA 0.283 x 1.000

0.600 0.283 KW

0.283 KW

PGAP 0.283 = 0.142 Nd (NAF =2)
2

PGAP = PGA = 0.283 KW (1)AF =

THRUST VECTOR VANE (ITEM NO. 1118)

PDS 0.72KW k M = 0.850

RA= o1.00oO = 0.939

H 0.75203;

GS0.720 PG 1.200 x 1.0000. 6 0 0 1 .2 0 0 K
: 1200 KW

PGAP 1,200 =0.600 W1 (NAF = 2)
2

P rAP P GA =1.200 KW (NAF = 1)
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EXTERNAL FLAP (ITEM NO. 1121)

PDS v 4.130 K, i = 0.850

RA a 1.000 0 = 0.939

H 0 0.752 Q

PGS 4.130 PGA = 6.883 x 1.000
0.600
6.883 K6

PGAP = PG,. 6.883 KW (NAF - 1)

PLUG THROAT (ITEM NO. 1122)

Pos 25.520 IC 0 0.850

Ra M.000 A D 0.939

H 0.745

PGS 25.520 PrA = 42.918 x 1.000
0.745 x 0.850 x 0.939

42.918 K)1 42.918 KW

PP - PGA 42.918 r,4
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THRUST REVERSER (ITEM NO. 1123)

Pos = 19.640 A ® = 0.850

RA 1.000 , 0.939

H = 0.860 (D

PGS = 19.640 PGA = 28.613 x 1.000

0.860 x 0.850 x 0.939 = 28.613 Kn

= 28.613 KW

PGAP = PGA= 28.613 KW

See Table 8

Q See Table 11

( See Tables 18 and 19

O See Table 9

(j) See Table 9
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Another factor considered in making the load entries in Table 16 was the fact
that the flight contrcl functions (item 1111 through 1118) and the engine
(flight control type) functions (items 1121 through 1123) were motor loads.
This meant that, when approaching an output stall condition, these functions
could increase the apparent load at the generator tenminals by nearly a factor
of 2.5. This phenomena is discussed in more detail in paragraph 4.1.S.1.1.
To account for this, the load analysis of Table 16 assumed that, during an
emergency (S sec loads), at least one actuator approached stall for a short
period of time in recovering from the maneuver which the aircraft found
itself in at the time of the emergency. This is illustrated in Table 16
page 4.

Four additional pages (sheets 9 tirough 12) were added to the Table 16 load
analysis. These were added to cover emergency loads experienced during APU
operation and were used to help size the APU and the two APU generators. The
sizing of the APU generators has already been discussed in paragraph 4.1.2.3
and, as pointed out, the sizing used the data from Table 16 sheets 11 and 12.
Sheets 9 and 10 of Table 16 were included to provide the data for sizing the
APU itself. The maximum load on the APU was that resulting from operating
two systems simultaneously or the sum of the two generator loads. From sheet 9
it can be seen that the maximum continuous APU load requirement was 28.-22 KW
+ 27.169 K11 = 55.391 KW (74.25H.P.) and from sheet 10 it can be seen that the
maximum design load (5 sec) was 41.774 KW + 40.721 KW = 82.495 KW (110.58 H.P.).

4.1.5 Power Utilization - For the purpose of this portion of the actuation
trade study the utilization functions on the aircraft were divided into three
general categories as follows:

1. Flight control actuation

2. Utility actuation

3. Other power consuming systems

The first two categories had a major impact on all aspects of the trade study
while the impact of the third category was largely confined to it's affects
on generator sizing.

4.1.5.1 Flight Control Actuation - The design and definition of the major
flight control actuators was subcontracted to Airesearch because of their
extensive experience in the development of electro mechanical actuation
systems (Reference 17 and 20). Using the flight control actuation requirements
listed in Table 8 Airesearch submitted a comprehensive set of preliminary
design parameters. These are shown as Tables 18, 19, and 20. Airesearch also
submitted envelope and weight data which are shown in Figures 25 through 31.
It can be seen that both the inboard flap actuation system (Figure 25) and the
airleron actuation system (Figure 27) met the envelope requirements established
in Figures 14 and 15 respectively even though the fit in both instances was very
tight.
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It can also he seen that in all actuation applications, exc pt that for the
canard, the actuation system was built around hingeline act .ators. In the case
of the canard a ball screw was used as the final output lo,. device. Studies
such as those for the B-1 rudder have consistently shown that, where the input
is derived from a rotaly power device (hydraulic or electrical motors) and the
output is to a surface having a long slender hingeline, the best power trans-
ducer is a hingeline compound planetary gear type drive (power hinge). Thir
device provides the greatest hinge moment capabilities and highest stiffness
at minimum weight.

Two general approaches are shown in Figures 25 through 31. One uses discrete
power hinges and electric motors for each power input channel. The other com-
bines the output of the three discrete motors in a single adapter gearbox
powering a single longer power hinge. The first approach, called the "hinge-
line installation" in the illustrations, had the highest potential reliability
because a "disconnect" type failure downstream of the clutch (i.e. in the gear-
head or in the power hinge) would not cause loss of control of the surface.
The second approach, called the "PDU installation" in the illustrations,
would fail destrzictively in thc prescnce of a disconnect. In spite of this
fact the "PDU installation" approach was preferred. This arose from the fact
that, for equivalent reliability, the "PDU" approach could be smaller, lighter,
and more adaptable for installation. As an exanple, considering the inboard
flap, each Fower hinge and gearhead when used in the "hingeline" approach
must be capable of 70% of rated output load (Reference Figure 2-5). This meant
that the three power hinges and gearheads attached to each surface must have a
total capacity, considered as a unit, of 210%. In other words this approach,
though safe, was larger and heavier than it needed to be by a factor
approaching 2.1. In contrast the single power hinge used in the "PDU" approach
could theoretically be sized to 100% capacity. In actuality, by sizing it
at 150%, the reliability of the unit would closely approach 1.0 and would
equal or exceed that of the "hingeline" approach. On this basis the relative
weights of power hinges and gearheads for the two approaches would be in the
ratio of 1.5/2.1 or the "PDW' approach would weigh 28% less than the "hinge-
line" approach.

The projected weights of the various installations are shown in the lower
left hand corner of the illustrations in Figures 2S through 31. In each
instance (except for the installation in Figure 31) the weight quoted was
that for the "hingeline" installation. The weight for the "PDIJ' installation
was approximately 20% less, and where applicable, was quoted as the second
entry on the Figure.
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The motor powers listed in Table 20 were consistently higher than the power
per surface requirements given in Table 8. This arose from the
fact, illustrated in Figure 32, that the motor was current (torque) limited.

A motor which would meet the stall torque (8--0) without overheating had excess
power at design load/rate conditions.

One of the most important conclusions drawn from the various installation
illustrations shown in Figures 25 through 31 was the fact the "PDU" approach
would fit within the installation envelope for the outboard trailing edge
(aileron). It had been felt that, because of its very shallow chord, it
would be impossible to install an actuation system in this area without using
chordwise blisters. If this had been necessary it would have imposed a sig-
nificant drag/weight penalty.

The design data given in Tables 18, 19, and 20 and in Figure 25 through
31 was developed using the Airesearch T1-59 "RAATS" program. A typical
example of the analytical procedures used and the computer printouts developed
are shown in Appendix A. The particular example used in Appendix A represented
the first cut at sizing the inboard flap actuation system. In this case
each of the three motors, gearheads, and hingeline drives making up the complete
actuation system were being sized as 100% units (i.e. any one of the three-
power trains attached to the surface could meet 100% of the stall hinge moment
requirement of the surface) rather than as 70' units, which was the value later
established as the basic requirement for this surface (See Table 11).

4.1.S.1.1 Actuation System Detail Design - In order to lend credibility to
the weight, performance and envelope projections made in Tables 18, 19 and-
20 and Figures 25 through 31, it was decided that a detail design of at
least one of the actuation functions should be made. It was felt that, if the
resulting design matched the projected weight and envelope of a critical
function within a reasonable degree (+ 5%), it could be expected that the other
projections were probably equally accurate. The inboard trailing edge surface
(inboard flap) actuation system was selected as the function around which the 41

design would be based. This function was selected because it represented the
most severe combination of design requirements, exhibited by any of the flight ii
control actuation functions, in terms of power, load, frequency response and
failure mode. The Airesearch report covering this design is included in this
report as Appendix L.

As can be seen in the report (page 2, 5, and 6 of Appendix D) the design met
envelope ard performance requirements. However, in the report a question was
raised (comments and recommendations page 5 of Appendix D) regarding the need
to design to the force suemmed stalled torque of three motors. Although it was
probable that the design torque for the hingeline gearbox could be reduced to
a value, closely approaching the 216 x 103 in-lb value mentioned in the dis-
cussion, it was not done for the following reasons:
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1. Since there was no redundancy downstream of the motors (i.e. in the
PDU, the reduction gearbox, the two torque tubes or the hingeline
gearbox) the downstream items needed a reliability very closely
approaching one (at least .9999). To achieve this the design needed
to be considerably over designed by norinal standards. The over
design represented by 453 x 10• in-lb capability (2100 of required
stall torque) versus an actual maximum applied load of 216 x 103 in-lb
(100%) appeared reasonable.

2. Even though, during normal operation, the inboard trailing edge sur-
face would never hit a stop (the electronic controls would determine
travel limits) there was always the possibility that, during mainten-
ance operations or during some special in flight failure mode, the
surface would inadvertently bottom out. To avoid costly damage the
unit should be designed to withstand this condition.

3. Even though it was extra heavy, the gear train and all items down
stream of the motor would be identical for Aircraft I and Air-
craft II. Therefore, the extra weight did not represent a delta
weight for comparison purposes in the study. (Refer to paragraphs
4.2.1.6 and 2.3.5).

"The detail design of the inboard flap actuator is shown in Airesearch drawings
2022794, 796, 798, ando3'2 included as part of' •pon-dI- . Drawing .2022824
represents the overali actuator system and shows that the total weight was
100 lbs. Of this 45 lbs represented the weight of the power drive unit (PDU)
shown in drawing 2022798, the electric motors constituted a major share of the
PDU weight at 36 lbs (12 lbs each). Page 2 of Appendix D lists the total
weight of the inboard trailing edge (flap) actuation system as 220 lbs per
surface. Since there were two such surfaces, the total system weight is 440
lbs of which 300 Ibs are components suhiect to replacement by equivalent
hydraulic components during the trade study. The weight of these replaceable
components was arrived at as follows:

6 inverters at 38 lbs each 228 lbs

6 motors at 12 lbs each = 72 lbs

300 lbs

The electric motors were rated at 45 HP. This was considerably above the
21.38 HP(l5.95 1(W) shown in the table of basic flight control actuator require-
ments Table 8. The reason for this is shown in Figure 32. The figure shows
that the motor power capability was determined by the stall torque requirement.
To prevent overheating, electric motors of this type are current limited. The
current limit required for this application is shown on Figure 32 as 140 AMPS.
At this current the motor would generate 1.42.88 in-lb of torque which, when
appearing at the control surface after going through the transmission elements,
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was equivalent to 150,886 in-lb. Each of the three motors used for the inboard
flap actuation was capable of handling 70% of the required stall torque and
hence was cowmýnly thought of as a 70', actuator.

Figure 32 shows that there was a 2000 RPM speed drop in going from no load
to full load. At this speed (20,000 RPM), and operating at the current limit,
the motor delivered 45 HiP. However, the design point load capability require-
ment was only 18.7 HP at 50% rated speed. This translated to 14.96 HP at the
control surface, due to the inefficiencies of the intervening transmission
elements, and represented 70% of the 21.38 HiP (15.95 l1q) required in the basic
requirements table (Table 8). It is interesting to note that the motor
would very nearly equal the 100% output requirement (19.94 HP versus the
required 21.38 lHP) at the design point. Thus the motor, although rated as a
70% motor based on stall capability, was actually a 100% motor at operating
speeds slightly above the design point. This meant that, even in the face of
two failures, the output performance of the actuation system would be essentially
unimpaired in most of the practical areas of the flight profile.

4.1.5.1. .1, Power Drive Unit Desip - The power drive unit (PDU) is shown on
drawing 2022798 in Appendix D. The drawing showed that the unit was powered
by three 270 VD1 perrnanent magnet brushlezs motors mounted on a torque summing
spur gear type gearbox. The motors drove the gearbox through a dog clutch which
could be disconnected (but not reconnected) while the motor was rcotating and
while it was transmitting torque. The dog clutch was normally maintained
engaged by a spring and could only be disengaged by energizing a declutching
coil (shoýn on the drawing). Although not shoun on the drawing, provisions
were made so that the clutch, once disengaged, could only be re-engaged manually
with the whole PDU inoperative. This eliminated the possibility that the failure
of the coil from overheating while holding -he dog clutch disengaged, or from
a failure due to wire breakage or other ele-ctrical interruption, could allow
the dog clutch to attempt to reengage when in motion. This could lead to
failure of all three channels in the PDU. The drawing also showed a rotor
position sensor, used for comnmutation, at the anti-drive end of the motor. The
maximum output speed of the PDU was 22,000 RPM which was the same as the motor
unloaded speed.

4.1.5.1.1.2 Gearbox Design - The gearbox was shown in drawing 2022796
Appendix D. This unit performed the combined function of a right angle gear-
box and a speed reducer coaxial with the control hingeline. As shown the
speed reduction ratio of the unit was 88:1 via a compound planetary gear
train at 91.3', efficiency. By having the first significant gear reduction
in this unit, rather than in the PDU, the relatively long shaft between the
PDU and the gearbox was small, high speed, low torque, and lightweight. The
relatively large, high torque output shaft was short, hence, its weight
impact too was minimal.
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4.1.5.1.1.3 Power Hinge Design - The power hinge design is shown on drawing
2022794 of Appendix D. It was a classic power hinge design of a type with which
Airesearch has had considerable experience. The only unique feature was the
relatively large number of "slices" used. A "slice" consisted of all the
elements of a power hinge (i.e. two stationary ring gears and mounting lugs,
one moving ring gear and its mounting lug, a set of planets with two radial
loading rings and a sun gear) and this design used 14 of them. The gear
reduction ratio was a relatively modest 15:1 at 88.4% efficiency. The drawing
also showed the very high stiffness of the power hinge which was 32 times the
stiffness requirement established in Table 8.

4.1.5.1.2 Power-By-Wire/Fly-By-Wire Control System Definition - The basic
power control system was defined by Aireseach as a part of their subcontract
effort on this program and is included in this report as Appendix B. The
discussion in Appendix B showed that the two basic elements of the power control
system, for modulated actuators, were the inverter and the controller.

4.1.5.1.2.1 Inverter Description - The functioning of the inverter is described
in Appendix B. Essentially the inverter chops and pulse width modulates the
270 VDC power supplied by the electrical power system to cause the actuator's
permanent magnet motors to operate bi-directionally at infinitely variable
speeds in response to command signals received from the controller. The detail
functioning of the inverter is shown on pages 2 through 8 in Appendix B.

4.1.5.1.2.2 Controller Description - The functioning of the controller is also
described in Appendix B. Essentially the ontroller's function was to monitor
feedback from the electro-mechanical actuator's output and, using this informa-
tion, modify and reprocess the flight control system's input signals so that
the resulting signals could be used to properly control inverter power to
achieve the desired actuator output. The detail functioning of the controller
is discussed and illustrated on pages 1 through 3 in Appendix B.

4.1.5.1.2.3 Inverter Design - The detail design of the inverter is outlined in
Appendix C. It can be seen in this appendix that the inverters were supplied
in three basic sizes to cover the actuator load requirements assigned to
Airesearch for their study. Actually a fourth and much larger size was
subsequently found to be necessary to meet the requirements of the plug throat.
Although the size and weight of the total complement of inverters used in the
aircraft could have been reduced by tailoring each inverter to its load appli-
cation, or at least by increasing the number of sizes, it was felt that 4 sizes
represented the optimtml compromise between volume/weight versus logistics/
maintainability in terms of life cycle costs. The four inverter sizes and
some of their critical characteristics are shown in Table 21. This table
repeats the data already given in Tables T-1 and T-2 of Appendix C and uses
the data for the 3 original inverter types shown therein as a basis for
extrapolating the fourth inverter type (i.e. the plug throat inverter).
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4.l1S.1 .2.4 Inverter Cooling - THe 54 inverters used in aircraft. I will,
as a group, typically reject 4.03 KNW in the form of heat during longest high
output sustained duty cycle (terrain following - 32 Min). Heat rejection of
this magnitude was felt to be a potentially serious problen especially when
considering the fact that a large proportion of the heat would be reiectcd
from very small components (i.e. the field effects transistors "PETs" used in
the inverters). For this reason both Rockwell and Airesearch studied the
problem and came to generally the same conclusions. These conclusions were
that inverters rated at less than 25 amps could be cooled by natural con-
duction and convection and that inverters rated at 50 amps and above must be
evaporatively cooled. Airesearch's analysis of the subject is contained in
Appendices D-1, D-2 and D-3 to Appendix C. Rockweli's analysis is discussed
iii the following paragraphs.

Ideally the electro-mechanical actuator should reject its internally generated
heat (i.e. that resulting from motor or control system inefficiencies) to its
immediate surroundings. By so doing, a system using electro-mechanical
actuators could avoid the need for auxiliary cooling ducting or numerous
liquid cooling lines spreading out through the aircraft to service each
actuator. If such a spiderweb of lines and/or ducts were to prove necessary,
it was felt it would offset a large portion of the advantages derived from
deleting the hydraulic system. Tests conducted and reported in reference 17
show quite conclusively that the electric motor/power hinge portion of an
electro-nechanical actuation system can reject it's self generated heat to its
immediate surroundings. However the analysis made in Appendix C showed that
auxiliary cooling aids were required where large sized inverters were a part
of the actuation system.

Table 22 shows the heat rejection characteristics of the inverters for all
the various flight control (continuous duty type) actuators and two engine
actuation functions. These two engine actuation functions were included
because, even though classified as utility functions, they were modulated and
had continuous duty characteristics. The other utility actuators were not
included in the table because, in general, heat rejection was not a problem
for this type of actuator. In most instances this was because they are not
continuous duty, and therefore their operations were infrequent, and their
operating times were short. Continuous duty elements in the environmental
control system, such as pumps, and blowers, were also not included because they
did not employ inverters and because they were an integral part of, and could
reject such heat as they did generate to the ECS system. This, plus the fact
pointed out earlier, that the ECS system for all study aircraft would be
essentially the same, justified their elimination. Table 22 is an expansion
of the data given in the table on page D-1-1 of Appendix C and the new additions
were an extrapolation from the data on which that table is based.
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Of the actuation functions listed in Table Z2 only the first and last two
rejected significant amounts of heat. For the other types of actuators the
heat rejection was low enough so that all the heat gt-nerated could be rejected
to ambient air directly or through the actuator's mounting pads and thence
via structure to aimbient air.

The high heat rejection functions involved the 18 actuators used for powering
the inboard and midspan flaps on the left and right side and the two engine
functions (plug throat and external flap). These actuators required a more
exotic cooling method. The method which appeared best was some form of evapora-
tive cooling based on the nucleate boiling of a dense, inert, low viscosity
fluid.

Figure 33 illustrates the mechanism of nucleate boiling. It shows that
accomplishing component cooling in phases 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 33) was the
most effective and indicated that the component surface temperature should
never be more than the peak value, shown at "a", above the coolant's temp-
erature. The Figure 33 data showed, in both the main figure and in block 3
in the pictorial illustrations of boiling in the upper part of the figure, that
the peak AT was 65°F for water. The equivalent value for a typical inert
cooling fluid, such as freon 113, was approximately 35°F. The difference
resulted largely from the cooling fluid's specific heat. Evaporative cooling
for electronic components involved a regenerative cycle which consisted of
nucleate boiling followed by vapor condensation in a closed system. Figure 34 i
illustrates this general approach. It shows three circuit boards, mounting
high output electronic devices, installed in a sealed housing and inmersed
in a coolant fluid. The electronic devices were rejecting sufficient heat
so that the fluid was boiling at a relatively high rate (phase 3 in Figure 33)
which was sufficient to cause the vapor bubbles to rise through the liquid and
escape to the vapor zone. In the meantime cooling airflow, or a heat5irnk
fluid, was circulated over the finned outer surface of the housing and cooling
it sufficiently to cause the vapor to recondense. When cooling airflow was
used it was induced by convection when the aircraft was on the ground and by
ram effects or forced cooling air in flight.

A reasonably well designed forced convection air cooling system would remove
0.05 watts of rejected heat for each square inch of cooling surface per degree
centigrade differential temperature (0.05 watts/in2 /OC). A comparable figure
for an evaporative cooling fluid was 1.5 watts/in2/PC). In other words cooling

fluids were 30 times as effective at removing heat from a surface as was air.
It was, therefore, reasonable to assume that, when air cooled, the area of the
outer finned surfaces of a unit, such as Figure 34, should be at least 30 times
the effective heat transfer area of the heat generating electronic componenets
themselves. This assumed that AT between the electronic component and the
fluid approximately equaled the AT between the vapor and the cooling air.
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Waiar Boiling Un er Prr ,;ure." by E A Farber and R. L- Scorah, pub-
lished in, Tram. ASM E. N ol. 79. 0i48. wjth permisgion of the publishers.The Americaii Iucicty of Mechanical Engineers)

1 - Free convection IýPn t inn (ro boiling).
2 - Nucleate boilinr - •utle- condense in liquid.
3 Nucleate boiling - Bxibbles rise through liquid and escape into vapor zone.
4 - Partial film boilinf - Bubbler are formed so fast on the heating nurfoce

that part o' the heating r-jrface is covered with a vapor film. This vapor
film innulate. the ýieatinE s-.rface, decreaqing the heat flux.

1- Film boiling - T'-e hentin4 W surface is completely covered with a vapor film.
6 - Radiation - Hhdittior heat trarnfer dominates the film boiling.

Figure 33. Heat Trans fer with Change in Phase.
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Table 23 lists the basic characteristics of three potential evaporative
cooling fluids. Of the three, Freon 113 appeared to offer the best balance of
properties. It had the highest heat of vaporization (i.e. about 40% greater
than that of the other two fluids, but still only 7% of that of water), and the
highest thermal conductivity. It was also the lowest in weight (i.e. roughly
10% less than the other two fluids but still nearly 60% heavier than water).
The only areas where Freon 113 appeared to be deficient, relative to the other
two fluids, was in pour point and material compatibility. It was desirable,
but not mandatory, that the fluid have a pour point below the minimum opera-
ting temperature (-6S*F). However, in a passive system, such as that shown
in Figure 34 where fluid circulation is not required at low temperatures,
the only adverse impact of a high pour point is the possibility, that at lower
operating temperatures, the' fluid will freeze in a damaging manner deforming
encapsulated components. It is not believed that, at -65'F, Freon 113 would
freeze solid enough to damage components.

Freon 113 was also somewhat deficient, with respect to the other two fluids,
as regards its long term inertness relative to some materials of construction
(specifically silicone compounds) commonly used in electronic hardware.
Freon contained both flourine and chlorine in its molecular structure.
Chlorine would tend to attack some silicone compounds as well as some highly
stressed metals under certain conditions. The "FC" fluids contained only
flourine as the halogen in its molecular makeup. For tb&s reason the "FC"
fluids were almost perfectly incrt to all matcrials of construction.

The transistors, used in all continuous duty cycle (flight control type)
inverters, had a maximum continuous junction temperature limit of 1250 C
(256°F) and a short time maximum junction temperature limit of 150'C (302'F).
Cooling these transistors would be no problem except under mach 2.2 flight
conditions where the cooling air temperature (ram ambient air) was 117'C
(242°F). Since this condition could exist for as long as 22 minutes continu-
ously on a single flight (see Figure 1 and Table 3), thermal lag could not
be counted on. The maxinmn continuous transistor junction temperature limit
was only 8°C (140 F) above the cooling air temperature. This was an imprac-
tically small differential temperature for achieving any significant heat
trans fe r.

There were three possible solutions to this problem.

1. Use higher boiling temperature fluid, such as FC-75
or FC-43, in an evacuated sealed housing.

2. Provide cooling air from the ECS system to the
inverters during high speed flight.

3. Immerse the inverters in fuel.
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The use of a higher boiling temperature fluid in an evacuated housing would
make it possible to maintain relatively low boiling temperatures and hence,
relatively low junction temperatures when the available ambient cooling air
temperature was low. It also allowed the junction temperature to follow the
ambient cooling air temperature, at a relatively constant ýT, up to the maximum
temperature encountered. This is illustrated in Table 24 which shows that,
with cruise at 32,000 ft, the ram ambient cooling air was -6°F and the corres-
ponding transistor junction temperature was a chilly +39°F. At the other end
of the spectrum the available cooling air reached a maximum of 242°F during
mach 2.2 cruise and the corresponding junction temperature became 298°F.
This was 4°F under the short time maximum limit of 1SO0 C (302"F). Although
the junction temperatures shown in Table 24 were not necessarily accurate
the), were in the right ballpark and were probably accurate within +2% for a
typical transistor which rejects approximately 12 watts for each square inch
of transistor outer housing surface.

This approach (using a sealed housing and allowing the junction temperature

to follow the cooling air temperature) largely avoided the problems associ-
ated with using a fluid in a constant pressure (and hence constant boiling
temperature) housing. If a low temperature boiling fluid had been used, in
the constant pressure approach the fluid would have tended to turn completely
into a large and unmanageable volume of gas during the high temperature
(mach 2.2) portion of this mission.

In affect the cooling would thus have been occurring in the stable film boiling
or radiation cooling range shown as zones 5 and 6 in Figure 33. Under these
conditions the junction would have been in the Q00°0 F+ range and would have

ininediately failed. If a high temperature boiling fluid (262°F at 1 ATIM)
were used, one which would still be in the nucleate boiling range (zone 3
Figure 33) at the high cooling air temperatures (2420 F) associated with
mach 2.2 flight, the transistor junction temperatures would have tended to be
around or above the allowable maximum continuous junction temperature (256°F)
for a greater portion of the transistor's operational service life. Since
transistor life was an inverse exponental function of junction temperature
this could have had a serious adverse impact on life and reliability.

A.s an example of conditions existing under other circumstances the junction
temperature of a constant pressure boiling system would have been about
272°F during low level terrain following whereas that for a sealed variable
pressure approach under the same circizastances would have been as indicated
in Table 24. (i.e. 1980 F). On an average the transistor junction temperature
for the sealed variable pressure approach would have been at least 80'F less
than that for the constant pressure boiling system under the operating
conditions and flight times logged by the ATS aircraft.

Based on the preceding discussion, the solution offered by item I above might
have been marginally satisfactory, particularly if a 10 to 20 degree further
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increase in allowable transistor junction temperature could have been assumed
for the 1990+ time frame. However, even if this approach had been usable, the
weight represented by the ducting and equipment necessary to direct the proper
amount of cooling air to all 18 of the inverters requiring ram air cooling
plus the ram drag rise associated with extracting air from the airstream
indicated that it was not one of the better choices.

As indicated in item 2 above, the second approach to cooling the actuators
would have been to provide ECS cooling, in this approach the same basic
evaporative cooling techniques would still be used. However, in this
instance, a low temperature boiling fluid at constant pressure would have
been the cooling medium. Evaporative cooling would have been used in
preference to liquid cold plate cooling or direct air cooling because
evaporative cooling was so much more effective at extracting the heat from
the hot spot and transporting it for dissipation over a large surface area.
The large surface area would then have been cooled by the ECS system either
by air or liquid (coolanol). However, this approach was subject to the same
general objections as those cited for item 1 above. This approach would
still require either, complex ducting if air cooled, or complex piping if
coolanol cooled.

In either event the ultimate heat sink would have been the aircraft's fuel
(see Figure 10). 'This fact lead to the conclusion that the solution offered
by item 3 above was the best approach.

Item 3 envisioned immersing the inverters in the fuel tank. This appeared to
bea reasonable approach based on the following:

1. The inverters should be close to the generators supplying them
(3 to 6 ft).

2. Th e generators were surrounded by sump tanks (see tanks #3 and #4 in
Figure 22).

3. The inverters could be installed in the sump tanks and be within
6 ft of the generators.

4. Rejection of heat to fluid was approximately 30 times as effective
as rejecting to air, therefore, by using fuel as a heatsink, the
inverter housing could be of minimum size and weight.

S. The aircraft was equipped with an air to fuel heat exchanger in the
fuel recirculation loop for alert status ground cooling. This heat
exchanger, and its ground cooling fuel heat sink door (see Table 9),
could be used for subsonic inflight cooling of the fuel before and
after the M 2.2 portions of the mission to ensure a low sump tank
fuel temperature (<70'F).
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6. The limit temperature for the fuel was 150°F and the sump tank fuel
capacities were 2500 lbs. Under these conditions the sumE tanks hadi a heat absorption capacity of 100,000 BTU (2500 lb x 0.S BTU/LB/oF
for fuel x 80°F = 100,000 BTU), in going from 70'F to 150'F during

SNM 2.2 operations.

7. The heat rejected to the fuel during the 22 minutes maximum of mach
2.2 operations was 5128 BTU, which was only 5.1% of the 100,000 BTU
capacity, and indicated that, even with the other heat sink demands
placed on the fuel, of which the 74,407 BTU placed on it by the ECS
system (see Reference 12, page 3-20) is the major item, the heat sink
capacity is adequate.

The heat rejection value used in item 7 above was derived from Table 22. This
table listed the losses of all the inverters used in the aircraft when operated
on a 25% duty cycle. This duty cycle was felt to be representative of the
mean loads which would be encountered over the 22 minutes mach 2.2 operation
encountered during penetration and combat (see load analysis Table 16, sheet
3). The table included the losses for both the air cooled (NC) inverters
and the fuel cooled (EC) inverters. 4098 watts represented the losses for the
fuel cooled inverters, out of a grand total of 4281 watts for all inverters,
and was the value used to determine the 5128 BTIJ heat rejection figure used
in item 7 above.

S14
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4.1.5.1.2.5 Power-By-WiLIbF1y-yire CtQr__ " Arr~!geext -Figure 35

represents the general arragnement used for power control in Aircraft I.

The arrangement attempted to take maximum advantage of the four indepent-
dent electrical systems by c .nbining them with triple redundant actuators and

five channel flight control inputs (4 control channels plus a model channel)

to obtain Maximum reliability. The use of five channels in the "Fly-By-Wire"
flight control iThputs made possible voting in the face of a third failure.

This practically eliminated the possibility of a "hard over" third failure

and simplified the achievement of a "fail safe" condition after the third

failure. The micro processors in the various systems (system #1 through #4)

exchange data and voting infornmation via optical interties. In this way
absolute separation of the four power systems was maintained in that there
were no electrical interconnections either for power transfer or signal
interchange. Optical interties were also used exclusively between the
various microprocessors and their respective inverters, motors, and actu-
ators as hell as for the fly-by-wire (fly-by-light) flight control inputs.
Through the use of this approach the potential adverse impact of electro
magnetic interference ([II) generated in the inverters and elsewhere was
mininized. -he use of optical interties, in the manner indicated in Figure 35,
also gave the power control system a high degree of resistance to electro
magnetic pluse (E•W) effects such as would be associated with lightening
strikes or nuclear blasts.

Figure 35 is an expansion and elaboration of the basic Airesearch block
diagrams shown as Figure C-4, page 291, Figure C-5 page 293, and Table C-4
page 294, of Appendix C. in the event of failure of a given inverter or
actuator motor in a given system failure was detected in the system's

micro processor based upon data fed back front the defective inverter or
motor. This information was then sent electro-optically to the appropriate
neighboring microprocessor where a signal was generaled to cause the appro-
priate solid state relay to energize and disconnect the motor clutch in
the malfunctioning motor. As a specific example (see Figure 35), if the
failure were in the inverter (INY) for the right hand (R.H.) inboard trailing
edge (ITE) surface for system #1, the system #1 microprocessor would sense
the failure via electro optical feed back from the inverter and send the
failure intelligence to system #2 and system #4 microprocessors. These
microprocessors would process the information and send a signal to their
respective solid state relay banks which would cause the appropriate relay

in each bank to energize its declutching coil in the motor for ITE INV R.H. #1.
As can be seen in the power drive unit drawing (Airesearch drawings No. 2022798
Appendix D) the dog clutch must be electrically energized to disengage.
Although not clearly shown in drawing No. 2022798, the clutch actuating coil
was actually a dual coil powered, in this case, by system nos 2 and 4.

Either system by itself was capable of declutching the unit.

The system could have been designed so that loss of power could have caused

it to declutch (i.e., spring loaded to declutch). However, this approach
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was discarded because it would have meant that all the coils in all actuitors
would have to be energized at all times during normal operation. This
appeared to be an unacceptable heat load and power drain. In contrast,
considering the selected design, only those motors which have failed or are
part of a system which has failed were energized. In the event of a dual
system failure this might have meant that as many as 8 motors (out of 16
in the trailing edge flap system) might have had energized clutches. However,
this would have occurred relatively infrequently and since, with the selected
design, the coil was never energized while the motor was running the motor
heat load was not additive to the coil heat load. In contrast, with the spring
loaded to declutch design, the two heat loads would have been continuously
additive and wrilld have created a major cooling problem.

As implied above a complete system power failure (generator out) or micro-
processor malfunction in system #1 would have caused system nos. 2 and 4
microprocessors to cause all clutches on all motors in system #1 to declutch.
The reason for two declutching coils was to meet the two fail operate re-
quirement. If system 41's failure had been preceeded by a failure in the #2
power system, power from system #4 would have been necessary to accomplish
the required declutching.

It shoiold be noted, when examining Figure 3K, that an electro ontical
convertor was not shown at the inverter end of the microprocessor/inverter
signal transmission line. In the interest of avoiding further complexitv
in Figure 35 it was assumed that this electro optical converter alon:,
with its power supply was built into the inverter.

Figure 36 shcws the declutching connections for the wing trailing edge
actuation system. The reason for the unbalance in the number of connections
(i.e. 11 in system~s #1 and #4, and S in systems #2 and #3, versus an ideal
of 8 in each system) was as a result of the unbalanced distribution of
flight control actuation functions needed to adapt dual and triple channel
actuators to a four channel power system. In effect, as can be seen by
examining the electrical system load sunmiation Table 17 the distribution
of actuation functions between power systems succeeded in balancing power
demand to 40.22t 9.22 KlW continuous and 63.27± 14.87 Kh 5 -sec loads during
combat.

Although the schematic of Figure 35 covered only the control of the power
for the actuation systems on the wing trailing edge, it was representative
of the power control approach which was used for all flight control actuation
functions (i.e. all those listed in Table 8). Figure 35 was limited
to this coverage to avoid c\cess complexity in the presentation and thus
to avoid confusion which such complexity was likely to generate.

Figujre 37 shows the general arrangement of the signal and power hookups
between power systems, flicht data computers, and the various microprocessors.
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The figure shows that there are two redundant flight data computers. The
first one, powered by system No. 1, was located in the aft avionics compart-

ment (see Figure 22 ) and the second one, powered by system No. 4 was located

in the intermediate avionics compartment. This gave wide system separation

between the two computers and greatly reduced the possibility that battle

damage would incapacitate the two units simultaneously. It can be seen

in Figure 37 that the microprocessors were divided into 3 geographical

groups,nose,wing and tail, which indicates the general physical location

of the microprocessors in the aircraft as well as the actuation functions

which they serve. W #1 microprocessor ard W #2 microprocessor in Figure 37

were the same as system #1 microprocessor and system #2 microprocessor

respectively in Figure 35. W #S microprocessor in Figure 37 was the

"model" microprocessor indicated but not shown in Figure 35. The si.nal

transmission interconnects shown in Figure 37 between the 41 and #4 flight

data computers and the wing (0) grouping of microprocessors were the same

interconnects as those indicated as "flight control input channels" on

Figure 33. It can also be seen in Figure 37 that the "wing" and "tail"
groups contained full five channel capability with five microprocessors each
whereas the nose group contained only three microprocessors. The reason for
this was the fact that the wing and tail microprocessor groups service all
the flight critical (2 fail operate-fail safe) functions on the aircraft.
These were also the functions which could not tolerate a hard over signal
after the third failure nor could they tolerate being locked in any position
other than trail after a third failure. Tc accomplish this it was necessary
to have five signal channel capability so that a defective signal channel
could be voted out of action qs a result of its being the third failure.

In the case of the nose grouping, however, circumstances were considerably

different. Here only 3 functions required the services of microprocessor

controlled inverters. These were the gun, the nose gear steering and the

canard. Of the three only the canard had greater than a fail safe require-

ment. the canard was single fail operate-fail safe, however, because the

nature of the canard was such that it could and would, aerodynamically

bl7ow back and lock when disconnected. The disagreement betweeen channels

which would exist after a second failure could be used to trigger a disconnect

and, therefore, no more than 3 channels were required to meet fail safe
requirements.

4.1.6 Starter/Generator System Definition - A more detailed definition of

the starter/generator system, was prepared which expanded on that given

in paragraphs 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. This improved definition was derived from

the additional data generated in paragraphs 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. The general
characteristics of the starter/geneiator system thus defined were as follows:
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Generator Rating: 60/7T KJV AC/DC output

AC Output: 115/200 V 400 l1z 3 phase power
per MIL-STD-704A

DC Output: 270 VDC per MIL-STD-704A

Speed (Generating): Range = 2:1
Minimum = 13750 RPM
Maximum = 27500 RPM

(Starting): Minimum = 0 RPM

Maximum = 10,000 RPNM

Cycloconverter Rating: 20 KW (25 KVA at 0.8 PF)

Transformer-Rectifier-Filter Rating: 47.5 KWj

Cooling: Conduction (cold plate) oil
cooling-cool oil supplied by

AMDA (i.e. shared system)

Weight:

ITE1I ITEM CODE h'E I GHT REF
(Figure 4.2) LBS CODE

General Equipment

Generator (G) 59.2 1

Cycloconverter (CCV) 30-7 2

Transformer-Rectifier-Filter (TRF) 17.1

Generator Control Unit (GCU) 8.0

Generator System Total 115.0

Starting System Equipment (For Starter/Generator Only)

Drain and Fill Torque Converter 6.1-

90 K11 Reverse SCRs and Control (RSCR) 21.5
15 KW Inverter Unit (SI) 19.8
90 KVA AC Start Contactor (SCA) 6,5
15 KVA AC Start Contactor (SCB) 0.7
15 KW DC Start Contactor (SCC) 8.0
90 KW ]DC Start Contrctor (SCD) 9.0

Starting System Equipment Total 71.6

Generating System Total 115.0
Starter/Generator System Total 186.6
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The generator, cycloconverter, and transfonner-rectifier-filter rating.•
listed above were derived from the electrical load analvsis summation,
listed in Table 4-3, using the following logic. From Table 4-3, assuming
emergency conditions with two systems failed (2 channels operative) and
considering the most highly loaded of the two remaining channels (i.e.
channel 2), the maximum required outputs of the generating system were as
follows: (Table 4-3 values rounded off)

AC Output (continuous load) 20 IKW, (25 KVA at 0.8 PF)
DC Output (continuous load) 3S KII
AC Output ( 5 second load) 20 kWl (25 KYA at 0.8 PF)
DC Output ( 5 second load) 95 KW

From these values the following ratings of the cycloconverter and transformer-
rectifier-filter were derived.

Cycloconverter 20 KWV (25 K'VA at 0.8 PF)
(based on continuous loads)

Transformer-rectifier-filter 47.5 KWR
(based on 50% of 5 sec load)

From the foregoing ratings the generator ratings were deri,-ed as follows:

Continuous load rating ,I
20 -- 47.5 = 67.5 KY rounded off for growth = 70 &KI

5 second load rating

9S + '0 = 115 KWV rounded off to 120 MV X 50%0 60 KWV
Hence the generator was assigned a 60/70 1KW rating.

The weights for the various starter/generator system elements were derived
from various data source references as indicated by the "REF CODES" used
in the right hand column of the weight tabulation above and listed below.

01 Average of the data from two sources i.e., reference 11 page S4

and reference 14 page 39.
02 Data from reference 14 reduced by 10% to account for advances

in the 1990+ time period

Q Derived from a curve plotted from data from reference 11 page 38

Q Data from reference 11 page 38 through 41

Data from reference 11 page 39
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To arrive at the generating system defined above, three generating system
approaches were considered all of which had the following characteristics
in comrmon.

1. Each was rated at 60/70 KW1 output

2. Two of the four generating systems, one on each engine, had engine
start capabilities.

3. Each was capable of delivering 20 KW (25 KVA at 0.8 PF) of
continuous AC power and 47.5 KW of continuous DC power. The
three generating system approaches considered were:

1. Integrated starter generator (ISD) employing a constant
speed drive.

2. VSCF starter/generator system employing a cycloconverter
for AC output.

3. VSCF starter/generator system employing a DC link for AC
output.

;Although the starting system based urpon the ISD type starter/generator was
the lightest by approximately 58 Ibs, it was dropped from consideration
because its full load and cruise load efficiency was poorer than that of the
other two approaches by approximately 14% (Reference 28 page 52) and because
of its relatively poor reliability. The poor cruise efficiency effectively
cancelled a large portion of its weight advantage (i.e. 47 ibs) as shown in
the following analysis:

The sup of the average powers delivered at the four busses is
80 KW•• during a typical mission. Based on this, the power extracted
from the 2 jet engines combined is:

For ISD system 80 = 112.68 KN or 151.05 H.P.
O. 71EFF

For VSCT system 80 ý 94.12 KW or 126.16 H.P.
0.85 EFF

Therefore the ISD system extracts 24.89 HP more than the
VSCF systcm.

Assuming a specific fuel consumption of 0.7 lb fuel/BHP-HR
for the jet engines and using the 2.7 HR maximum unrefueled
mission time of the ATS aircraft (page 6), the total
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extra fuel required for the aircraft using the ISD is:

24.89 HP X 0.7 lb/HP-HR X 2.7 HR = 47.04 lb

The ISD's relatively poor reliability has been recognized for years and has
been the driving force behind the development of the VSCF approach. In
view of it's small potential weight saving and it's poor record in maintain-
ability and reliability, the ISD was not considered a viable candidate for
the 1990+ time period and was dropped from further consideration.

There was very little to choose between the cycleconverter and DC link
approaches to VSCF generator design. At the size (60170 K}) and speed range
2:1) characteristic of this application it was projected that the cycloconverter
would be 5 to 10% lighter than the DC link (reference 28) for the same power
output. However, the DC link full load efficiency would be 5-9% greater
than that of the cycloconverter and its temperature tolerance would be
greater (120'C vs 80'C continuous input cooling oil temperature limit).
Balanced against this the cycloconverter's part load effeciency was 1-2%
better than the DC link (reference 18). Because cooling heat critical compon-
ents would not be a problem in this aircraft (evaporative cooling) the
heat tolerance advantage of the DC link was considered offset. Therefore,
because the generator operated at part load most of the time and because
weight was critical, the cycloconverter approach was selected.

4.1.7 APU Driven Generator Sizing - As shown in Figure 17 two generators,
rated at 45KW each, are driven by the APU. This size selection was justified
as part of the discussions in paragraph 4.1.2.3. Based on this power
rating each genurator including its generator control unit (GCU) plus its
45 KW transformer rectifier (TRF) and 7 KVA cycloconverter (CCV), weighed
83.9 lbs.

4.1.8 APU Sizing - The APU for aircraft II was rated at 485 HP sea level
static and weighed 245 lbs including all peripherals such as a starter,
fuel control, blade containment provisions, reduction gearbox with generator
mounting pads, lube oil, oil tank, etc.. The APU was a free turbine unitwith an annutlar inlet, three-stage axial and single-stage centrifugal compressor,

annular combustion chanber, single-stage compressor-turbine and counter
rocating power turbine and is similar in functional arrangement to the
Hamilton Standard ST6L-73 APU.

The power rating determination was based on the following computation:

89.5 KIV required at primary generator shaft (Paragraph 2.2.7)

_0.85 Primary generator efficiency
105.29 KW required at primary generator terminals
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-:0.97 Transmission efiiciency (voltage drop)

108.55 KY required at APU generator output terminals for starting load
(See comparative value at the end of paragraph 4.1.4)

+50.28 l(W electrical system 5 sec essential loads from Table 16 sht 12

158.83 KW total required at APU generator output terminals during

starting

-0.85 APU generator efficiency

186.86 KW at APU generator shaft

÷-0.94 APII adapter gearbox efficiency

198.79 KW required APU output at 20,000 ft
0.55 Sea level correction factor (reference 25 page 12)

361.43 K'" sea level static rating

-0.746 KWI to HP conversion factor

484.49 f-W (use 48S hF' rating)

The APU had a 0.610 lb/IP-HR specific fuel consumption during typical
starting and emergency return duty cycles and fitted in a rectangular
compartment whose dimensions were 18 X 18 X 40 in.

1.52
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4.1.9 AIRCR\UF I EIECTRICkL SYS'TEM MJTflT .X.ALYSIS-

The Aircraft I weight analysis considerei all those elements of the electrical
system which were unique to, or were otherwise impacted by, the change from
the more conventional secondary power system arrangement used in Aircraft II
(see paragraph 4.2) to the "ALL ELECTRIC' approach used in Aircraft I. In
effect, therefore, Aircraft II became the "BASELINE" aircraft against
which all other variants were measured. The major elements considered
in arriving at Aircraft I's relative weight were as follows:

1. 1ll the electrically powered actuation functions which were
hydraulically powered in Aircraft II.

2. All the power distribution elements which service the actuation
functions of item (1) aLove.

3. All the elements in the electrical power generation system.

4. All the components making up the auxiliary power and starting system.

5. The impacts on the fuel system resulting from changed heat
rejection and fuel displaced by inverters.

Structural impacts were not considered since all actuators, for both aircraft,
used the saike tiv off poiALs and reacted the same loaddi. Minor iimacts
due to differences in actuator envelopes, actuator weights, bulkhead
penetration points for electrical cables vs hydraulic lines, component weights
and component envelopes were ignored as being so small as to be within the
"Noise Lever." Component weight and envelopes were, of course, consideredin terms of growth factors and fuel displaced respectively.

Environmental control system impacts were not considered since, as discussed
in paragraph 2.1.b, the systems, and heat loads they must service, were
essentially identical between Aircraft I and Aircraft II.

4.1.9.1 Electrically, Powered Actuation Functions - Table 25 lists the
actuation functions outlined in item I above and shows the weight chargeable
to each of these functions. The weight of the various components (i.e.
motors, ballscrews, inverters, relays, etc.) making up each actuation sub-
system, as shown in Table 2$ was derived from data included as figures 38
and 39 and as derived or extrapolated from ThIe 21. Table 25 shows that
the total weight of the actuation su'.systems is l'67. lb.
The calculations used to determine the weight entries for the various ball
screw actuator entries in Table 25 are presented as follows:

EXTERNAL FLAP

Stall Load = 8600 lb l1)
Stroke = 10 inch
Motor Power = 8.80 kw
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4.1.9.1 (Cont.)

Weight

Zero Stroke Weight 16.2 lb 3
Stroke Weight (10 x .53) = 5.3 lb 3
Motor = 3.3 lb

Total =

Stall Load = 6400 lb n)
Stroke = 5.75 in
Motor Power = 1.00 kw
Weight

.ero Stroke Weight = 11.8 lb
Stroke Weight (5.75 x .39) =2.2 lb
Motor = (2 x 0.5) t 1.0 lb§

Total 0= l

THRUST VECTOR VANE

Stall Load = 75,314 lb ©
Stroke 5.20 in
Motor Power 2.
Weight

Zero Stroke Weight = 138.6 lb M
Stroke Weight (5.2 x 4.S9) = 23.9 lb
Motor = (2 x 2.6) = 5.2 lb 4

Total =TT7 lb

RIGHT RAM AIR SCOOP

Stall Load = 4100 lb ®
Stroke = 2.52 in
Motor Power = 1.97 km
Weight

Zero Stroke Weight 7.5 lb
Stroke Weight (2.52 x .25) 0.6 Jib 3
Motor Weight (1.0 x 0.8) 0.8 lb 4

Total • I.

LEFT RAM SCOOP

Stall Load = 1200 lb c)
Stroke - 1.00 in
Motor Power .04 kw

* Weight

Zero Stroke Weight - 1.2 lb
Stroke Weight (1.0 x .08) = 0. b 3
Motor (1.0 x 0.2) = 0.2 lb 4

Total -= l
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4.1.9.1 (Cont.)

NOSE GFA\R

Still Load 14,900 lb -

=-. eS.0 in 0-
Motor Power 2.99 k-w
•e ight

Zerc Stroke Weight = 27.4 lb
Stroke Weight (5.0 x .91) = 4.6 lb 7

M'otor Weight (2 x 1.2) = 2.4 lb §4

Total 4 .4 1b

,\iN .Y GFAR

Stall Load = 24,000 lb -

Stroke 6.00 in
Motor Power 5.77 kw Q-
Weight

Zero Stroke Weight = 44.2 lb Q
Stroke Weight (6 x 1.44) = 8.6 lb 7
Motor Weight ( 1 x 2.1) 2.1 lb 4

Total =549F

(D See '(akle 9 ( See Figure 48 and Paragraph 4.2.1.6

Q See Table '71 See -able 12

0 See ri•,ure 39 ) Extrapolated from Figure 3,

(DSee 1-igure 38

4.1.9.2 Electrical Power Distribution Elements - Figure 40 is a plain view

of the aircraft showing the general locati--of the major components constituting

system No. 1 power generation distribution and utilization elements. It was

used as a basis for determining the wire lengths and sizes of the wiring used

in the bus feeder and power distribution portions of system No. 1. It was

assumed that system No. l's lengths, sizes, and routings were sufficiently like

the other three systems so that it could be considered a representative average

of the other three. Thus, the total system's wiring weight was determined by

multiplying the weight determined for system No. I by four. Table 26 is a

detailed listing of the feeder and power distribution wiring for Aircraft I.

It shows that the total weight of the power wiring including supports, harness,

shielding and connectors was 120.3 lb. It should be remembered that this was

the weight for 270 volt power distribution wiring and did not include 400 Hz

AC power wiring, avionics equipment wiring, 28 VDC wiring, or the wiring for the

fly-by-wire/fly-by-light system. In these latter four instances, as has

already been discussed, Aircraft I and Aircraft II were considered essentially

identical and thus these elements did not enter into the trade study.

4.1.9.3 Auxiliary Power and Starting System - The APU has already been defined

in paragraph 4.1.8 and the starting system in paragraph 4.1.6. However, a

major element of the auxiliary po;..er system, not yet considered, was the

battery which was provided primarily to supply power for a descent to 20,000

from any higher altitude in the event of an emergency. As pointed out in

paragraph 4.1.2.3, this battery was to be of sufficient size to provide at

least 4 minutes of power in an emergency descent mode. The continuous load,
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1AT AWG wT T- EG- " - - •
ING MEN GTli ING wO.WIM ING ME GTH ING NWO-VRE:•

1.N.FT. ANMFP -GAGE: LBS. NO. NO F. AMN~P -GA.G ! LBS.

ZK 1 30 4-17- .?S 25 13-34 p 186 6-.14.5
S2- 30 r. G-1z .18 23-3 5 88 6-14 .45
3 3-s 6 I ( i .-I og Z4 24-3a 6 88 6-14 .54

3-4 I 16 1-14 .09 25 i..396 5 1-22 .oz
3-5 516 1-14 .07 is-4o 4 5 1-22 .02

4- 4-46 Q. ,-20 .03 U6 -.41 5 30 2-14 .15
4-7 G. 6 1-20 .03 27 t-4-l 88 r,,-14 .3.
4-8 G 6 1-20 .03 2$ 8-4 (6 10 1 -IG .o6

5 5-9 5 130 C,-I .70 Z9 Z•-,4 4 10 1-i, .04
5-io 4130 6Z-1 .56 30o 45 4 s 1-24 .oi1(o (P-1 2 ]i• €,- 12 .28 •ot4 3 1 -Z4 .oi

7 71 2 • 13 c-i? .21 31 31-41I 5 31• -. 4 .0o1
8 813 2 8 ,- 14 .J8 3! -4bi 4 3 1-24 .ol
.9 3-4 3 1-24 o02 32 U.45 ro 6 1-20 .03I

1-15 5 3 i-Z4 .01 33 33-5o 5 Ir 1-14 .07
50 10-16 6 5 I-Uz .02 34 3-51 5 3 1 -24 .oi

6 5 I-zz .OZ 35 S-:5 36. 3-16 -58

I i 3 z O p0 E-14 ogi -S 4 5 I-2z Z 37 M -54 3o Z -14 .-18
I2. IZ- 20 &. 5 1-22 .0? 38 -55 3 re I-t4 .1Z

Iz-zi 5 1-22 .02 9s 9 6 6 1-2o .03.
12-L2 6 -I-zz .02 40 40•51 6 130 6-12 .81

23 5 -22 O 41 41-56 6 IS3 6-12 .95
Is1-43 5 1-22 .01 42 1~ -18 .05

6 3 i-.4 o.0 41-6(o 6 1-118 .05
14-x 4 a 1-24 vi, 4Z41 6 9 1-18 .05

15 15-7 ( 5 1-ZZ oz 4Z-GI 7 9 1-18 .06
15-ZO 3 S I-zz .01 45 4-1 3 3 1 -24 .o1

16 1(-29 5 5 1-Vtz oz 4-64; 6 3 1-24 .02
177- (a 50 5-18 .4 43,6 3 -Z.4 .02
18 18-31 3 30 2-14 .9 44 4+G 8 a 3 1-_4 .Ce
19 19-3Z & g 0 2-J4 .18 45 45-67 6 3 1 -?4 .0p2
20 -0-33 6 1-20 o.. 06 6 S I-Z4 .0t
21 i-S r 6( I-Z .05 4 -a49 (a 5 1- zz .02
za ZZ-3Q 8 1 1-58 os -70 8 _S I- ?-2. .03

TOTAL WEIGHT Ti4t5 COL. 79 'TOTAL. WEIGHT TH1i5 C..LUN 4.96'
"TOTAL WEIGHT THIS PAGE 7
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l i. ( 1. I'I, RICL Poh1L• '.IRIX•; (IRI .\, 2 (PA m 2 xP.GI;S)

ROUT-SE-G- LEN- 17'- AWG j wr.
IN 1..ENT GTH M(G .W1R WEtGKT 5U,44AR',(
NO. NO. FT. AMP -6AGe LBS. TOTAL WIRIE WEIGHT 95--8

47 47-71 6 3 1-24- .02 SUPPORTS, H•,NES5 t s)iELNGi' I O..4

47-72 7 3 1-24 .02 CciNEcfCr5•- 9 5 /SYS AN0
48 4&-73 6 3 1-24 .0. 380/AC - AVCRAGE WT.

4&74 5 3 1-24. Pot PEZt CoZ MFX.TOI- a I. I L ,.

49 9-*75 5 3 1-Z4 ,02 zeat .f -4t.8o
S 50-76 8 3 1-24 .oZ

50-17 t0 3 I-24 .0o TOTAL Wte.. SV5'm E16H'I ?O.32
0-78 10 3 1-24 vi
5•79 10 3 1-Z4 .03
50-801 IZ 3 1-.4 .03
5o-81 10 3 1-24 .03
Sc>-8Z 8 3 1--Z4 .ol

51 51-8 3 3 1-24 .ot
51-4 6 3 1-24 .0t
5-85 3 1-24 .02

s i$s & 150 (a-IZ .?8
2S 2S-87 5 13o 6-12 .70
3s .3ý 6 130 r-IZ .80

35-8 6 130 -.12 .80
3550 is -Ia -80

ISO6 I "I2 .80

-9z7 13O G-12 LO0
A I A-93 3 160 7-12 .SO

2 6 IGO 7-IZ .90
IA 1 A 09 3 160 7-12 -50

ZA A-96' 61 1017-1Z .50
TOTAL WEIGHT T$15 CDW4N6
TOTAL SY 5TEM*1 W1RE WT. 17-07

T0'TfýM.VRE% ;iEiGKT 14~ AiR-
cRApr Kw$-P VsTermi(4
SY STEM) --4 1 , V.o7
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existing during an emergency descent, was determined as follows:

20.442 KlW (See Table 16, PG 8, BAT BUS)

.810 KW (See Table 16, PG, 5, ITFEN 203)

2.268 KWý (See Table 16, PG 6, ITaIS 701 through 804, BAT BUS

At the time this report was written, current state of the art NI-CAD batteries
exhibited specific weights of 5.8 Watt-Htr/lb. This specific weight included
such items, necessary for a practical installation, as the battery case, shrouding,
thermistors and thermal switches. Because of the rapid advances which it was
felt would have occured in battery technology by the 1990 time period, it was
assumed that an equivalent battery specific weight at that time would be 11.4
watt-Hr/lb. From this, the battery weight was determined as follows:

23.520 Watts 4 Min
11-5 Watt-Hr X 6Tf-i- X 1.5 Operating Margin = 204.52 Lb.

LB HR

Use 205 Lb

4.1.9.4 System Weight Stmmary - fable 27 summarizes all the weights subject
to trade in the Aircraft I electrical system. As can be seen in Table 27
the total weight was 2817.0 Lbs.
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I A -. \AIII R\CI. \l\II 1 1.1 AIIR i CAL . SYSI .I N hl I Q SI S [tr4\RY

QUNNTITry UNLT TO'rtL
EOUIPMENT VTErM QD PER WEIGHT WfIG-LiT

G - PRimARY GENERATING 5'-STEM ( 4- 115,0 46O.O
GE -EMERGENCY GENERATOR ! 2 8 ,6.5
APU - AUXILIARY POWER UNIT ® 1 245.0 Z45.0
STARTING S-Y5TEM EQUIPMENT @ . 71.6 143.2
AEPC - AC EXTERNAL POWERCONTACTOR 4 1.9 7.&
ALC - AC LcNE CONTACTOR 4 1.9 7.6
OE.PC- DC EXTrERNAL POWER CONTACTOR 4 2.5 IO.
DLC - DC LINE CONTAC'rOR 4 2.9 Ii1.6
AE:R - AC E55ENTAL FtU5 RELA( 2 2.0 4.0
BCR - DATTERY CHARGER RELAY 1 0.6 O.4
13R - DATTER\i RELAY 1 2.0 a.0
B5 - eATTER"( 5WITCH 1 0.2 0.?
5 - BATtER'Y 2 0 5 .o 205.0
OER - DC ESSENT1AL BUS RE1LAY 2 3.0 6.0
EPM -ET. POWER MONITOR#, RECPT. (AK) 1 3.0
EPM EnK'r. POWER MONITOR t 9ECPT. (De) 1 4.0 4.0
5R -. 5TARTER RELAY 2 3.8 7.6
B3C - BATTERY CHARGER 1 5.0 5.0
ALC - ELECTRICAL ACTUATION FUNCTION ® - - 1 141.1
A1AD- A)RFRAiE MOUMTE-O ACE.55Ol( OIRE Z 50.0 180.0
WIRESUPPORT5 4 HARNeS -- - 7a.5co~pCTOR5S @! -- " 41.e

~4 eC.oýAoQENT,5uFpPoR.T5 AmD MiSr... I --" 5L 41

TOTAL W-•EGHT 281 ".0

T ACRONYMS HWADING rTEM TITL.E5 CoRRELATE VVrH FIG.
o5zEe PAGE () •E PACe F- @ E TA5,'E
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4.2 Aircraft II - Aircraft II represented the more conventional approach to
secondary power generation, distribution, and utilization in that the aircraft
used hydraulic power to power those components which have historically been
powered electrically on advanced military aircraft of the inmmediate past. Thus
aircraft II had a conventional power split between hydraulics and electrical
but departed from the conventional by using an advanced (8000 PSI rated pressure)
hydraulic system. The selection of 8000 PSI as the hydraulic system's rated
pressure was based on extensive study programs and hardware development programs,
as well several flight tests conducted at Rockwell's Columbus Division. This
series of programs has been condu..ted over the last 15 years and has been
documented in references 1 through 11. These programs indicated that 8000 PSI
was very close to an optimum system pressure for advanced hydraulic systems
given current and nea.r future materials of construction. A listing of the major
advantages and disadvantages of 8000 PSI rated system pressure,versus the
current conventional 3000 PSI, as derived from these programs follows:

ADVANTAGES

1. Projected weight saving 30%
2. Projected installed volumge saving of 40%
3. Survivability gains due to:

A. Less Volume
B. Less projectc.d area
C. Heavier walled components

4. Lower component costs dae to:
A. Less material used
B. Less machining cc;ts due to heavier walls

largely off setting thc higher costs of
slightly tighter tolerances

DI SADVA.T'TAGES

1. New ground te,_t equipment requirea
2. SAear stable fluids required
3. Adverse effects of actuator stiffness

Table 28 represents a generic weight breakdown of the hydraulic system in
the baseline study aircraft and showed the expected system weight at three
rated operating pressures (3000, 4000 and 8000 PSI). This figure showed a
projected weight saving of 584 lbs by using an 8000 P'I system in preference
to a 3000 PSI system. Ulsing a figure c. 2.7 ib of gross take off weight saved
per lb of direct weight savinF the gross take off weight could be reduced by
1577 lb through the use of 80G. PSI and was consideied a very significant figure.

Figare 41 is a nlot of the data from Table 28 and showed that 8n0n PST
was ver, close to an optimum weight i.e., that increases in operating pressure
above 8000 PSI would not achieve significant further reductions in weight.
This further verified that 8000 PSI was probably the proper pressure selection.

As will be seen elsewhere (paragraph 4.2.1.6) all flutter (stiffness) critical
actuators on the study aircraft (i.e. the upper rudder, the aileron and the
inboart flap) were powered through mechanical hinges using hydraulic motors.
Sinc.e the gear reduction between motor and surface in all instances, was

1 b4
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greater than 5000:1 (see Table 18 & 19). stiffness in the hydraulic circuit
was no problem. With stiffness eliminated as a consideration the "advantages"
listed above so far outweighed the "disadvantages" that 8000 PSI was selected
as the design pressure.

A double voltage approach was also considered as a means to update and modernize
the electrical power system on aircraft II in a manner similar to the update of
the hydraulic system. However, for the reasons already given in paragraph
4.1.1, this approach did not seem to offer anv advantage so a conventional
115/200V 400 HZ AC power system was retained for aircraft II.

4.2.1 Hydraulic System Description - The baseline hydraulic power generation,
distribution, and utilization system is shown in block diagram form in Figure
42. Figure 43 is a more detailed schematic showing all major components
making up the total hydraulic system, and Figure 44 shows the spatial
.rranpement of thpao comnonent', The system had two equal authority hydraulic

systems and a third emergency system. The third system powered only those
functions necessary to recover from a maneuver and maintain level flight. The
primary hydraulic system pumps were rated at 8000 psi. They were driven by
airframe moruted accessory drives (.VADs), two pumps to a system, each powered
by the same engine, and incorporating the master slave concept. A fifth pump,
also rated at 28 G•1. and 8000 PSI, was driven by the APU/EPU which acted as a
third (emergency) power source. The AMAD was driven by the engines via a
power take off shaft (PTO) or as an alternate by the auxiliary/emergency
power unit (APU/EPU) shown in Fivure 4E. The ;PU/'3PU was started by

a hydraulic motor using stored energ-y from an accumulator.

4.2.i.1 APi/EPU Operation - The APUiEPU operaltion Luidek" various conditions
was as follows:

A. APU/EPU Start - Aircraft on Ground - Engines Inoperative

APU/EPU startup is initiated by a cockpit switch. This switch, using

battery power, actuates a solenoid valve which ports high pressure
hydraulic fluid, stored in an accumulator, to the APU/EPU start
hydraulic rotor (.13 in Figure 45). The motor accelerates the APU
compressor - turbine to light-off speed. Using the combustion of a
mixture of jet fuel and air in the conventional manner as an energy
source, the compressor turbine accelerates to operating speed. At
full speed the surplus energy from combustion (i.e. the energy over
and above that necessary to power the compressor turbine) drives a
free turbine which in turn, through suitable gearing, powers a 28
GPI (131 H.P.) "emergency" hydraulic pump, a 7 KW (9.4 H.P.) emergency
generator and a 180 KW 242.0 H.Pý) load compressor. It is capable
of starting at all airport altitudes up to 5000 ft. (1524 M) as well
as achieving inflight starts at all altitudes up to 20000 ft (6096M).

B. Engine Start - Aircraft on the Ground

1. Normal Start Using APU/EPU

With the APU/EPU running, the load compressor (see Figure45)
delivers pneumatic power to the air turbine start motor (ATS/M)
associated with the engine selected for starting. The load
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compressors are limited in capability to starting one engine
at a time. The ATS/M, working through the accessory gearbox
and power take off (PTO) shafc, accelerates up to self
sustaining speed. Start time to ground idle is nominally
35 seconds.

2. Normal Start Using Ground Cart

For engine starts using a ground cart the APU/EPU is normally
not operating. Ground cart high pressure air is supplied at
the ground connection; (see Figure 45) from this point the
starting sequence is like B.1 above.

3. Accelerated Start

If rapid response requirements dictate, simultaneous engine
starts may be achieved in either of two ways. The first is
the most rapid but the least fuel efficient. In this case the
APU portion of the APU/EPU is started in the normal way, after
which one of the engines is started. Simultaneously the EPU gas
generator is started, using LOX and jet fuel, and the second
engine is started from this source. Using thzs approach the
LOX required for high altitude engine start is largely used up
and, assuming the reason for needing simultaneous engine starts
is the need to "scramble" raoidlv, there is no time to refuel
with LOX prior to take off.

The second method for achieving simultaneous engine starts is
to start pneumatically from a ground source. In this instance
there is adequate power to start both engines simultaneously with-
out the need to start up the APU/EPU. Under some circumstar:es
this method can be faster than method No. 1 above. If, for
example, air is drawn from a centralized air base air supply and
is immediately available the time necessary to start up the APU
and EPU in method No. 1 is avoided. The only time required is
the time necessary to connect and disconnect the air hoses and
to open and close the air supply valve. In those instances where
the aircraft is held in alert status, lined up with the runway,
with the air hose already connected, and has a tear away type of
disconnect at its hose to fuselage connection, the time to start
engines and to break ground is considerably reduced over that
required for method No. 1.

The normal method for starting engines, however, will be to start
each engine sequentially with the APU. The second engine will
be either started at the ramp or while the aircraft is taxiing out
to take off position.

C. APU/EPU Operation - Low Altitude

Below 20,000 ft (6096 M) altitude there is sufficient atmospheric
oxygen so that the APU portion of the APU/EPU can be started and will
operate continuously meeting its load demands. In this regime the
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AMU will supply duty cy'cled loads tip to 70.3, H.P. for the system
No. 3 (emergency) hydraulic pump and 9.8 H.P. for the emergency
generator while delivering sufficient air to air start an engine.
In the event that an engine cannot be restarted the APU will deliver
sufficient pneumatic power to the associated ATS/M so that, with the
PTO shaft uncoupled (see Decoupler Figure !5) , the hydraulic
pump and generator on that gearbox (,MAD) can be driven at duty
cycled power levels up to 101 H.P.. This same power level or more
is available for driving either of the two AMADS on the ground for use
in r-aintainance and checkout operations.

D. AJPU/EPU Operation - High Altitude

Above approximately 20,000 ft. (6096 M) altitude there is insufficient
oxygen to start or maintain operation of the air breathing APU. If
any emergency (such as a two engine flameout) occurs above this
altitude which requires power the EPU will be turned on. Since the
EPU burns LOX-JP4 (both stored on the aircraft) it can be started at
any altitude. The LOX-JP4 mixture is burned in a catalytic combustor
(hence nearly instantaeous light off) and the gaseous products of
combustion are directed to the APU's free turbine. The free turbine,
through the APU's output gear train, drives the emergency pump and
generator, however, the load compressor is unloaded. The emergency
pump and generator supply the electrical and hydraulic power
necessary to fly, or glide, the aircraft down to an altitude at which
the APU can be started and engine start attempts can be made.

4.2.1.2 Brake System - It was decided that the brake system would remain
hydraulic--fo-both versions of the study aircraft (hydraulic and electrical).
In each instance the brake system would use the newly developed chlorotrifluor-
ethylene type non flammable hydraulic fluid and would be a small separate system
independent of the main hydraulic or electrical power generation and distribution
systems. This decision was made based upon consideration of several factors:

A. If aircraft of the mid 1990's retain hydraulics as a prime element
of power generation and distribution in their secondary power systems,
they would almost certainly use a separate non-flammable fluid subsystem
for their braking system. This was felt to be true because of the
many aircraft losses which have been traceable to brake fires fed by
the currently used flammable hydraulic fluids.

B. Brake systems for future high performance military aircraft would
have an advanced version of a fly-by-wire type of antiskid. In
this approach the pilot's brake input and the incipient skid sens
would both be transmitted as an electrical signal and would be mixed
electronically to provide a modified output signal. This output
signal would be sent to an amplifier in the form of a metering valve
for the hydraulic system or an inverter for the electrical system.
The four servo controlled metering valves required for the hydraulic
approach would weigh approximately 2 lbs while the 4 ambient air cooled
inverters for the electrical approach will weigh at least 12 lbs.
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C. Electrical brake systems have been under development for several years,
however all work to date, has been analytical; no hardware has been
built and no components have been tested. Based on the analysis and
some optimism it was felt that electric brakes might be developed to
the point where they were nearly equivalent in weight and reliability
to current hydraulic brakes. There was, however, continuing doubt that
they would meet the wet and dry runway anti-skid performance require-
ments currently met by hydraulics.

The electric brake's primary/ item of desireability was the fact that
it would eliminate brake fires. A secondary advantage was the fact that
electric brakes offered the possibility of reduced routine maintenance
requirements relative to a hydraulic system and particularly to a
separate hydraulic system (actually two small separate hydraulic systems
with two separate reservoirs) using non-flammable fluid, such as planned
for the ATS aircraft.

Considering items A through C it was apparent that the scales were
tipped in favor of the hydraulic approach. The fact that the prime
virtue of the electric brake (no brake fires) was offset by the use
of non-flammable fluid in the hydraulic approach was instrumental in
shifting the balance radically. In effect, based on what was known at
the time of this report, reasenable extrapolation of the state of the
art to the raid 1990's would still favor the hydraulic approach in the
following areas:

We ight
Steady State (stalled) Power Demand
Heat Rejection During Braking
Reliability
Unscheduled Maintenance
Performance (anti-skid capability)

Only in the area of scheduled maintenance would the electric brakes
have had a clear superiority. Because the non-flammable fluid brake
subsystem could have been in both baseline aircraft without impairingthe "all electric" power generation and distribution characteristicsof the aircraft, it was decided that this was the approach t- use.

As previously indicated, the brake system became an arrangement
consisting primarily of two small compact hydraulic systems employing
no-i-flamnable hydraulic fluid; each having its ow~i pump, reservoir,
filters, control. valves and actuators. Each hydraulic system powered
brakes on both the right and left hand main gear wheel with one system
acting as a backup for the other. One system had an accumulator which
could supply limited emergency braking in addition to its basic function
of providing parking brake capability. The pressure compensated variable
delivery pump for each hydraulic system was driven by a hydraulic
motor on the hydraulic aircraft (Aircraft II) and by an electric motor
on the all electric aircraft (Aircraft I). A schematic showing the
brake system is included as part of Figure 43.
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4.2.1.3 In-Flight Refueling - It was decided that the standard (UARRSI) inflight
refuel receptacle would hc used in both vehicles. This decision was based on
Rockwell experience in attempting to use a non standard refuel receptacle in the
B-1 aircraft. Even though the change was modest; substituting 4000 psi actuators,
valves, and plumbing for the standard receptacle's 3000 psi components and saving
a little weight in the process, it was not bought. The Air Force felt that it
was of such overriding importance that the standard receptacle be used, and
thus be warehoused and available for use-interchangeably on any Air Force aircraft,
that they were willing to give up the potential weight saving and suffer an
additional weight penalty to avoid the use of a non-standard receptacle. The
additional weight penalty was that represented by the pressure reducers and
pressure relief equipment which was necessar/ to adapt the B-l's 4000 psi system
to the 3000 psi receptacle. Since the standard unit is even more widely used
now than it was at the time of the B-1 decision, and considering that its use
will be even more extensive during the 1990's, it was felt a standard receptacle
was nearly mandatory unless some truly compelling reason legislated to the
contrary. There appeared to be no compelling reason.

Both the electric and hydraulic baseline aircraft could provide 3000 psi hydraulic
power for the standard receptacle thru the use of power transfer unit (P11 ).
Esýsentially a PTh was a specialized version of a motor pump. Such a device
(PTM) was mandatory for the "all electric" baseline aircraft if a standard
(UARRSI) receptacle was to be used. Theoretically a pressure reducer (rather
than a PTU) could have been used in the 8000 psi hydraulic baseline aircraft
to adapt to the standard receptacle. However, return line pressures near the
receptacle in an 8000 psi system would often exceed 3000 psi. Since a pressure
reducer would have been referenced to return pressure near the receptacle, the
pressure in the receptacle components would always be higher than return pressure
and often much higher than 3000 psi. These high pressure return conditions
could be largely avoided by running a dedicated return line 30 ft back to the
reservoir. However, this would involve an added weight penalty of 4 lbs and
still leave a serious doubt as to whether the allowable return pressures would
not intermittently be exceeded at low temperatures. For these reasons use of
a pressure reducer for this application was considered unacceptable. Therefore,
as indicated above, a PTU was used for the hydraulic baseline as well as for
the electric. In the hydraulic baseline case the PTU consisted of a 3000 psi
pressure compensated pump supplying the receptacle driven by an 8000 psi
constant displacement hydraulic motor. In the case of the "all electric"
airplane, the hydraulic motor would be replaced by an electric motor butthe
3000 psi pump would remain unchanged. In affect everything downstream (on
the receptacle side) of the hydraulic pump mounting flange (interface point)
was identical for both the hydraulic and electrical baselines. The "downstream"
items were the pump (1.9 lb), a reservoir module (3.8 lb) containing pressure,
case drain and return filters, relief valves, fluid level gages etc., plumbing
and fittings (0.3 lb), and the receptacle itself.

Under these circumstances an interface was created which, once its transmitted
power and rotational speed were defined, could be driven either by hydraulic
or electric motors. The power at the interface and the rotational speed is
given in Table 9.
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4.2.1.4 Landing Gear - The nose gear was extended and retracted by both main
hydraulic systems (See rigure 42) hence a tandem linear actuator was used.
The main gear was retrqcted acid extended by system #2 only. Upon loss of
system #2, emergency extension was obtained by free fall, with the weight of
the gear the prime mover. Conventional up and down locks, and fairing door
actuation was employed. Run-around valving allow for gear operation with the
aircraft on blocks.

4.2.1.5 Pump Sizing - The peak hydraulic system flow demands, and the ones
which sized the system, were those w.hich occured during combat. The magnitude
of the flow demands were derived from the loads shown in Tables 9 and 12
and were tabulated in Table 29 to show the loads in each system which apply
during combat. In a great many aircraft the peak flow demand, in relation to
pump capacity, occurred during landing flare-out when flight control and landing
gear demands were high and the pump capacity was low because the engine was at
idle RPM. This was not true of this aircraft, however, since the flow demands
of gun, thrust reverser, and plug throat operations during combat fir exceeded
flare-out demand. Therefore, the pumps for all three systems were sized based
on the total flow demand load (in KW) shown in Table 29.

The maximum flow rating of the pump (in GPM) was determined using the following
formulas and assumptions:

Formulas:

= Power (HP) X 1714Pressure (STPf7

and

Power (HP) Power (KW)

.746

Assumptions:

The actual maximun power demand was 2/3 of the the theoretical
(summed) power demand, since in a group of actuators such as those
listed in Table 29, not all actuators would be operating at a given
time, and of those operating, not all would be operating at their
peak demand capability. This was a restatement of a basic "ground
rule" already given in paragraph 2.4.4.

The effective pressure at the load was 4667 PSID in an 8000 PSI
system based on the following:

8000 PSID System pressure
Less 500 PSID Lost in supply line
Less 500 PSID Lost in return line
Less 2333 PSID Lost in valving (1/3 X 7000 PSID)

4667 PSID Net at operating load and rate
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Using the preceding fonrulas and assumptions the required flow from the pumup
at military (combat) power became:

Flow (LM) =2 Power (KIV) 1714

3 X .746 (Pressure PSID)

2 X (KY() X 1714 .328 X (KIV)

3 X .746 X 4667

Therefore the required flow for the three systems using the load demands from
Table 9 was as follot.•:

(System No. 1) .328 X 171.0 = 56.09 GPM
(System No. 2) .328 X 129.7 = 42.54 GMI
(System No. 3) .328 X 44.6 = 14.6 X 3/2 = 21.9 GPM

The 3/2 factor was added to system 3's determination of required flow to
cancel out the effect of the 2/3 simultaneous flow assumption. This was
done because the emergency system (i.e. system 3), unlike the primary systems,
had relatively few actuators all of which were very likely to be working at
maximu:m power simultaneously during an emergency.

The foregoing statement might seem to be in conflict with the approach used in
handling emergency loads in aircraft I however it actually was not. Electrical
power systems differ from hydraulic in at least two vital areas as follows:

1. Electrical system load demands tend to follow and be proportional
to the torque demands of its actuators, whereas, hydraulic system
load demands tend to follow and be proportional to the output velocity
or rate of its actuators. On this basis, as pointed out and discussed
in paragraph 4.1.5.1.1, electrical systems would exhibit a peak load
demand on the generating system at stall,whereas hydraulic systems
would impose their peak demand at maximiun surface rate-no load
conditions.

2. Aircraft hydraulic power generating systems are power limited. Once
the maximum displacement of the pump (or pump) is achieved at a
given speed an absolute limit in power generation capability is
reached which cannot be exceeded. Electrical power generation systems,
in contrast, can exceed their continuous power rating by 250% for
short periods.

Based on these differences it was felt that the 2/3 rule should be suspended
when considering emergency conditions and hydraulic power systems in this type
of aircraft. Although it was highly imiprobable that an aircraft would find
more than one of its major emergency control surf.aces approaching stall while
2/3 of its remaining surfaces were at design loa,.. and rate when recovering
from a maneuver after a combat induced emergency, it was highly prokahle that
under the same conditions all emergency surfaces, even though experiencing
low aerodynamic loading, could be asked to move simultaneously at maximum
rate for short periods of time. Since the hydraulic system was load limited
in terms of rate and thus did not have the forgiveness of an electrical system,
it was decided that all emergency control surfaces should be able to meet their
maximum rate requirements simultaneously.
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Based on the preceding data a ptunp size of 28 G,1N was selected. rhis meant
that two pumps would be required for systems No. I and No. 2 while one would
be more than adequate for system No. 3. It could be scen that, with this
size selection, pump capacity for systems No. 2 and No. 3 was oversize (13.40
GI for system No. 2 and 6.1 GPI for system No. 3). I~imps could have been
selected which were exactly sized for each of the three systems, however,
this would have tripled the numberr f nuixp types in the logistic pipeline.
The negative impact on life cycle . arising from the increased maintenance
and stocking problems, would more W.ii offset any positive impact from the
exactly sized pumps reduced weight.

In addition to the standardization advantages resulting from using five uniformly
sized pumps, and assuming one exactly sized pump for each system as the alter-
nate, the standardized pump approach allowed more installation flexibility
in system No. 1 and No. 2 in that their smaller size made it easier to tuck
the pump into available spaces without the danger of bumping the mold line
or causing major structural revisions. The individual pump units weighed
less than half as much as their larger sized alternates, therefore, they
were much easier to handle during maintenaice operations. It should be
remembered also that, even though the selected pumps for systems No. 2 and
No. 3 were oversized, the plunbing systems were sized for the actual design
flow and, not the rated flow of the pumps. For this reason the plumbing
system remains unchanged and does not grow as would be expected if it were
sized to meet pump ratings. Therefore, the weight chargeable to the use of
multiple standardized, but oversized, pumps was nearly negligible.

4.2.1.6 Actuator Installation Design - It was recognized that the lightest
weight and most efficient actuator design for most of the actuation functions
un the ali-caft would be a conventional piston type linear actuator if it
could be made to fit inside the aircraft mold line. Although widely used for
most actuation fuictions in the past, this approach had encountered difficul-
tie's, when applied to the flight control functions of more modern aircraft,
because of the higher loads and thinner wings, characteristic of these aircraft.
The wings on the ATS aircraft tended to he even thinner and the loads higher.
However, in spite of this fact, it was felt that, because of the potential
actuator size reduction and load output increase resulting from the use of
an 8000 psi system, a conventional linear actuator might still be useable.
To verify this a study was made to determine the viability of attempting to
install a linear actuator to perform the aileron actuation function. This
function was selected because it represented one of the tightest installation
envelones (See Fi'ure 13 and paragraph 2.3.1.6) on the aircraft.

After examining several approaches, such as remote located actuators working
through a series of bellcranks to power the surface, an approach involving
direct actuation was settled upon. T1is approach is shown in Figure 46
and 47. In order to fit the actuator into the wing it was necessary to
make each actuator as flat as possible. To do this each actuator was designed
to censist of three balanced pistons in parallel. This helped to reduce the
rod and piston sizes to a point where a flat pancake like housing could be
created which would fit inside the wing mold line between the rear spar
and hingeline.
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As can he seen in Figure 4!, three direct act invg (single staee) electro-
hydraulic servo valves (L0 1,'N) were used for each actuator and two actuators
were ured for each surface. Tle reason for the use of 3 MIS valves was two
fold; first, a single large direct acting valve, capable of handling the flow
requirements of the three parallel pistons in a given actuator, did not fit
within the mold line of the wing whereas, three smaller valves would fit;
and second, the use of three valves was very compatible with the 4 channel
(three control channcls plus model channel) fly-by-wire system used on the
aircraft. In order to save space and keep weight to a min.unum, the actuator
housing was designed to transfer the control surface reaction loads generated
by the hingeline to the rear spar.

Figure 47 shows a crossection view of one of the actuators. It shows that,
in spite of the heroic measures taken to keep all elements of the actuator
within the wing mold line and within the fore and aft envelope, it none-the-
less violated both. One end of the balanced piston penetrated the rear spar,
which was undesireable and constituted a weight penalty, and the hingeline
was dist-laced 5/8 inch below the lower wing mold line. This meant that at
least 4 fairings 1-1/2 inches deep by 6 inches long by 1-1/2 inches wide would
have been required to cover the hinge mechanism. Even though the drag induced
by these fairings might have been considered acceptable, the design was
unacceptable for other reasons. The performance data shown on Figure 47
shows that the actuator would meet hinge moment and rate goals, however, it
shows that the actuator was deficient in resolution. In order to meet the .050
in/deg resolution requirement the hingeline pivot ann would have had to have
been increased from the 1.517 inches shown to 2.92 inches. This would have
doubled the size of the fairings, doubled the stroke and, through doubling the
stroke, would have increased the length of the actuator by several inches thus
wiping out the rear spar. This was considered entirely unacceptable. After
failure to meet the aileron envelope and performance requirements this same
general approach was cursorily examined for application to the midspan and
inboard flaps. Here too it could not meet requirements and further consideratiouj
of this approach was dropped.

At or about the time this decision was being reached the data discussed in
paragraph 4.1.5.1 was received from Airesearch and it became apparent that
the best possible solution for most of the control surfaces was to use a
mechanical power hinge and drive it with a motor (electrical motor for the
electrical system and hydraulic motor for the hydraulic system). From this
was formulated the general ground rule (see paragraph 2.4.5) which was
made a basic part of the program, and which stated in effect that, where the
hydraulic system (aircraft II) uses motors, the electrical system (aircraft I)
shall use motors, and vice versa, and also stated that, where the hydraulic
system uses linear actuators, the electrical system shall use the electri-
cal verision of a linear actuator- the ballscrew.

The ground rule of paragraph 2.4.5 evolved gradually as the progran progressed.
Epicyclic geartrain (power hinge type) actuators were looked at as a possible
means for actuating the landing gear and landing gear doors on aircraft 1.
However, after extensive consideration of the difference in load paths between
a power hinge, which reacts its loads in the immediate area of the tnmion
or hinge line, and a typical linear hydraulic actuator, which reacts its loads
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to remote structure, it was decided that the errors in assessing wcight
illpact which could ar i.c from in1correct as-Auqpt ions; about strUEct u ra1 10oad
paths, and thOW n~ttLoC 01' the stlnIctILre to which either t.pe of actuator
attached, could far outweigh any inaccuracies or Unfair weight penalties
which arose from adopting the ground rules of paragraph 2.4.5. Lxamination of
other actuation functions, such as the canard lead to the smune general
conclusion and wheni it hecame apparent that 11 other flight control ftuctions
would be power hinge operated whether, hydraulic or electric, the ground
rules of paragraph 2.1.5 were adoptcd.

As indicated above the canard actuator was examined in some detail since it
was considered representative of those applications where a linear hYdraulic
actuator could be used advantageously. Figure 48 shows the canard actuator
as it finally evolved. It can be seen immediately that the stroke was reduced
from that shown in Table 3 and also in Table 12.
The Table 8 stroke was 15.36 in. and that g:iven in Figure 48 for the
final hydraulic system actuator design, was 5.75 in. or slightly more
than 1/3 of the original requirement. The reason for this change was two
fold; first the 24 in. installed (retracted) length assigned to this actuation
function on the aircraft would not acconmmodate a tandem cylinder design employing
a stroke of 15.30 in. and second, even if it had, the resulting cylinder
(particularly in an 8000 psi configuration) would have been so long and slender
that it would have been unstable as a column in compression. Therefore the
actuator was relocated to a point closer to the pivot point of the canard
surface such that a 5.75 in. stroke with a 6400 lb stall capability and a
5,333 1.b design operating load capability would meet the canard surface's
requirements. The output design power requirements of course, remained
unchanged at 0.17 KV. Alihough the electric version of the actuator (see
Figure 31) was not restricted by the tandem actuator requirement of the
hydraulic version and, therefore, could meet the original retracted length
and stroke requirement, it too was dangerously close to colum instability
and could profit from meeting the new shorter installed length. Therefore,
it was assumed, for the purposes of aircraft I definition, that the installed
length of the ball screw actuator was 19.25 in. Instead of the 24 in. shown
in Figure 31 and that, in common with it's aircraft II hydraulic counterpart,
it's stroke was 5.75 in. and its stall load was 6400 lb. The weight of the
ball screw unit, nowever, remained essentially unchanged at 15 lb since the
weight increase associated with the increased load offset the weight decreased
associated with decreased installed length.

It is interesting to note that the ball screw unit with its two motors and
torque summing gearing plus brakes actually weighed less than the 8000 psi
hydraulic actuator. This resulted from the fact that the hydraulic version
of the canard actuator, shown in Figure 47, included two DiSV valves which
were the power switching and control devices equivalent to an inverter in the
electrical approach. When the weight of the two inverters required for the
electrical approach (10 lb each per Table 21), were included the total weight
of the electrical actuation function became 39 lbs versus 21.25 lbs for the
hydraulic.
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4.2.1.7 Actuator Sizing - The basic characteristics of the hylraulic
linear actuators used on aircraft IT are listed in Table 30. All of
these actuators, with the exception of the canard actuator, performed utility
functions. Three of the actuators (thrust vector vane, nose gear, and canard)
were tandem unbalanced, and the rest were single unbalanced. All the
actuators were checked for column stability and found to have adequate
margin. The retract lengths were verified as being adequate for the alter-
nate ball screw type electromechanical actuators used on aircraft I. The
3000 psi weight was determined based upon swept volume and the data given
in Reference 22. This weight represented an actuator which had 3/8 of the
required power output (i.e. the ratio of 3000 psi to 8000 psi). At the
same swept volume, but operating at 8000 psi and hence 100% of required
power output, it was assumed that the actuator would weigh 8/3 times
the 3000 psi actuator's weight times 83% giving a weight correction factor
of 2.21 in going from 3000 psi to 8000 psi. The 83%. used in determining
the correction factor, arose from the consistent 15 to 17% weight reduction
reported in Reference 7. These two analyses represented two independent and
rather detailed design analyses for substituting various 8000 psi actuators
for 3000 psi actuators in two aricraft (F-14 and A-7). In each instance
these actuators performed the same actuation function at the same installed
length.

A plot from the actuator weight data presented in Reference 22 was made and
is shown as the solid (3000 psi) lines in Figure 49. The solid lines nes
represented a mean value of the scatterband of weight values presented in
Reference 22, for a tandem unbalanced utility type actuator (lower solid line).
The upper and lower dashed lines represent corresponding data for 8000 psi
actuators of the same swent volume and were dete-rmined by applying the 2.21
correction factor, previously mentioned, to thi 3000 psi data. The validity
of the resulting curves was further verified by comparing them to extensive
in-house data on 4000 psi equipment. In each case the weight data presented
in Figure 49 represents that of the complete (dry) actuator ready for
installation. For utility actuators this was considered to include typical
plumbing and support brackets mounted on the actuator prior to installation
and for flight control actuators it was considered to include, not only
plumbing and brackets, b the direct acting electro hydraulic servo valve
(EHSV) as well. The weig•Lt of an actuator filled with fluid was considered
to be 110% of the dry weight for 3000 psi actuators and 102% for 800U psi
units.

4.2.1.8 Acctumilator Sizing - It should be noted in Figure 45 that an
APU/EPU start accumulator was required for aircraft II and it could further
be seen in Figure 42 that this accumulator was plumbed into system
#2 and was the only accumulator used on the aircraft. Since accumulators
tend to have a "double barreled" impact on the system in which they are used
by virtue of the fact that, not only is their size and weight directly addi-
tive to the system, but they have a parallel and proportional size and weight
impact on the reservoir servicing that system. This arises from the fact
that the reservoir must be increased in size to accept the fluid discharged
from the accumulator and must be further increased to provide additional
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volume and/or make up fluid to offset the thermal expansion and contraction
of the accumulator's "charged" volume of fluid. If the accumulator involved
was relatively large, this could have a significant and serious negative
impact on overall system size. For this reason the elements leading to
accurate sizing of the accumulator were looked at in considerable derail.

The total energy necessary to start the aircraft II APU/EPU was judged to
be about the same as that necessary to start the APU for the F-18 aircraft.
Therefore the F-18 aircraft was used as a guide. Tabulated below is the
basic data relative to the F-18 APU start motor and its accumulatoi. The
tabulation also includes the comparable known data for aircraft II as
well as the items to be determined (TBD) in subsequent calculations:

F-18 Aicraft II

Fluid MIL-H-83282 MIL-H-83282

System Pressure (P) 3000 psi 8000 psi

Accum. Precharge Press/Temp (PGN)/(TN) 1950 psig/75*F (TBD)/750 F

Accum. Oil Volume Max (VM) 143 IN3  (TBD)

Accum. Oil Volume (VN) (TBD) (FBD)

Nitrogen Gas Volume (VGN) 290 IN3  (TBD)

Motor Displacement (6) 0.364 IN3  (TBD)

Speed (S) 14,000 RPM 14,000 RPM

Flow (Q) 22.06 GPM (TBD)

Torque (T) 174 IN-LB 174 IN-LB

Power (HP) (TBD) (TBD)
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Aircraft II APU Motor Displacement

P1 X AI A & 2  WHERE: Pi - Rated absolute pressure (PSIA)
P2 F-18 motor

A 2 = • X 0.365 3N 3/REV P2 = Rated absolute pressure (PSIA)0U4.7 i P X0.65Aircraft II motor

,2 = 0.137 IN3/REV - Displacement IN3/REV
F-18 motor

Az• " Displacement IN3/REV
Aircraft II motor

Aircraft II APU Motor Flow

62 xS2 = Q2 WHERE: S2 = Speed (RPM) Aircraft II motor

231

0.137 1N3 /REV 14,000 RPM Q2 = Flow GPM Aircraft II motor

231 IN3/GAL x 0.85 Q2 2 = Motor Efficiency = 0.85

Q2 = 9.77 GMI

Aircraft II APU Motor Power

Q2 X P2 HP2  WHERE: HP2 = Max. instantaneous power (hp)
1714 Aircraft II motor

HP2 = 9.77 GPM X 8014.7 PSIA HP, = Max. instantaneous Power (hp)
1714 F-18 motor

HP2 = 45.68 hp

HPI = 22.06 GPM X 3014.7 PStA
1714 x 0.85

HpI = 45.64 hp
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Both accumulators are required to deliver the same energy to their
respective APU start motors

Consider the F-18 accumulator:

WHERE; VGC = Charged accumulator
gas volume (IN 3 )

I --VG VGN = Precharged accumulator
gas volume (IN 3 )

=290 IN3  VN : Charged accumulator
fluid volume (IN 3 )
nominal = VGN - VGc

"--" VN at 1950 PSI (1964.7 PSIG)

VGC is obtained from:

PGN VGN = PGC VGC WHERE: PGN = Precharged accumulator
pressure (PSIA)

VGC = 1964.7 PSIA X 290 IN3  PGC - Charged accumulator
3014.7 PSIA pressure (PSIA)

= 188.99 IN3 use 189 IN3

VN = VrN - VGc = 290 IN3 - 189 IN3

= 101 IN3 (at 75'F)

To determine the energy available from the F-18 accumulator consider the
gas expansion (VC) as an adiabatic process because the accumulator will
be depleted within 1.75 seconds during a normal APU start. The adiabatic
relationship is:

PGC VG = PGNe V GN WHERE: n = 1.4
PG•e = (3014.7) (189)1'4

(3 0) ( 1.4 PGNe - Pressure after adiabatic
(290) 1.4 discharge to VGN volume

1655.52 PSIA

Therefore from the relationship:

T -N (VGc) n-l
T GC I -) WHERE: TGC Absolute gas temperature

of charged accumulator
(OR)
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II

TGN, - (460 + 75) 189 0.4
( 7TMe T Absolute gas temperature

of adiabatically discharged
- 450.8 OR (-9.2°F) accumulator (0Rj

Both the aircraft II and F-18 accumulators are required to deliver the same
amount of useable energy. The work of expansion is described by the formula:

WORK PdV - P2 V2 - P) V1 - PG(eVGN - PGC VGC
1n 1.0 - n

For the adiabatic process,(see above) at or below 3000 psi,n approximates 1.4.
Therefore work (1655.43) (290) - (3014.7) (189)

1.0 - 1.4

480074.7 - 569778.3
- 0.4

= 224,259 in-lbs

To deliver this amount of energy at pressures high enough to be useable by the
8000 psi hydraulic motor it is necessary that the ratio of charge pressure
(POC) (8014.7 PSIA) to pressure after adiabatic expansion (PGNe) be equal to,
cr higher than,that of the 3000 PSI F-18 accumulator. Therefore:
PQGe 1655.43 x 8014.7 = 4401.03 PSIA for aircraft II. To accurately congare

3014.7
the 3000 PSI F-lB accumulator and the aircraft II accumulator, compressibility
must be taken into account. Figure So plats typical compressibility
characteristics for air in the pressure-temperature regime which will be
experienced by the acctum ulator. From the figure it cE, be seen that the
following relationship exists:

PIVI = WR = PZV2  Where R = 639.6 IN-LBf
ZIT, Z2T1` L OR

Therefore if the weight (W) of gas in the 3000 PSI accumulator is:

W = PIVI 3014.7 x 189 = 1.587 LB
(DO0 Psi) R ZTI 639.6 x 1.049 x 535

the charged volume (iV2) is:

V2 - W R Z2 T2 - 1.582 x 639.6 x 1.381 x 535
P2  8014.7

= 93.59 IN3

V2 presumeably has excessive stored energy by the ratio of the pressures
8014.7 PSIA vs 3014.7 PSIA. Therefore:

VGC V2 ratioed = 93.59 x 3014.7 = 35.20 IN3

8014.7

W = 1.587 LB x 3014.7 = .5975 LB
(8000 PSI) 8014.7
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Using the relationship PGC VGC" PGe VG n and rearr-nging:

V n PGCVGCn 1,4 /8014.7 x (35.20)1.4

GN, 440 03

54.02 IN3

WORK a PMNVGN -PGcVGC * 4401,03 (54.02) -8014.7 (35.21)

-0.4 -0.4

- 111049.05 IN-LB (toe small)

Increase VGC and W by the ratio of required energy to actual
energy 224,259 = 2.02

111,049

Then:

VGc - 71.12 IN3

W * 3.206 LB

V 1.4 8014.7 (71.12) 1.4

4401.03

a 109.13 IN3

WORK = 4401.03 x (109.13) -8014.7 (71.12)

-0.4

= 224,303 IN-LB (!the required
224,259 IN-LB)

Vn - V(.-VGc = 109.13 -71.12 - 38.01 IN3

- Fluid expelled

pGN - 8000 PSI accumulator precharge pressure

"- PGC VGC - 8 o14.7x 71.12
VGN 109.13

= 5223.18 PSIA

The weight of the 8000 PSI precharged APU start accumulator was determined

as follows:

WACC a 15 LB (from Figure 51)
WAIR - W - 1.207 LB

Total weight - 16.21 LBS
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4.2.1.9 APU/LIPU Sizing - The APU/-PU performance data used for sizing the
APtJ/LPU, as it was used on aircraft II, was based upon computations made on
the following pages and upon the surmation of this data as shown in Table
31. Most of the column headings shown on Table 31 are self-explanatory
except for the columns headed No. I through No. 11. These represent power
transmission interfaces between components as show•n by the coded ballons on
Figure 45. The coded number series is generally arranged in reverse order
of power flow from source to fi.;al output. Thus column No. 11 in Table 31
is the required output of the unit when encountering the various operating
conditions listed under the function column. The first two function listings
represent operation as an emergency power unit (EPU) above 20,000 ft altitude
and the next four listings represent various conditions of operation as an
auxiliary power unit (APU) below 20,000 ft. For a more detailed discussion
of several of these operating conditions (functions) see paragraph 4.2.1.1.
However, several factors having an impact on APU size, were not exhaustively
discussed in paragraph 4.2.1.1 and are expanded here. These factors were:

1. IWhen operating as an EPU the load compressor (LC in Figure 45)
was always unloaded therefore, as an EPU, the unit was required to
supply only drag load power for the load compressor and either drag
load or duty cycle load power for the emergency pump and generator.
The reason the freon compressor was unloaded was the fact
that, during an emergency, the ram air scoop doors were open to
provide the required cooling.

2. When attempting "ground" or "in-flight" engine starts all units
diawing power from the ,%%D werc unloaded (i.e. drag power only)
except for the engine PTO.

3. During "ground" engine starts the emergency pump and generator
were unloaded, however, during "in-flight" engine starts both
units were loaded and remained so until the APU/EPU was shutdown
in response to a signal that both primary hydraulic and electricalsystems were once again on line and functioning properly.

4. During "ground" functional checkouts both the two AMADs and the
AGB could be powered simultaneously using ground air supplied
through the ground connection shown on Figure 45. The ANAT)s
were driven by their respective ATS/M and the AGB was driven hy
partial arc admission of air to the free turbine of the APU/EPU.
The ground air system was sized so that, with the engines decoupled,
the system could meet the ground checkout simultaneous duty cycled
load requirements of all components mounted on both AMADs and the
AGB. However, when power for checkout purposes was supplied by
the APU the simultaneous load requirements must be reduced. Only
one AMAD, with its mounted components, and an AGB, with its emergency
generator de-excited, could be driven on a duty cycled checkout
load as seen by those components. Using the APU as a power source,
all elements of the electrical system could be checked out at 100%
of the duty cycled checkout load as could all elements of the hydraulic
system except main landing gear actuation functions. The main landing
gear could be operated through a complete checkout cycle only if MAD
#2 was being powered by the APU. Also, with the APU as a power
source, only one freon compressor could be operated. However even
though this reduced the ECS cooling capacity by 50%, it was aAequate
to meet all cooling requirements encountered during checkout.
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4.2.1.9.1 (Cont.)

5. In flight engine start requirements were slightly more than 50% of
the ground engine start requirements (see column No. 6 on Table
4.2-4). This resulted from the fact that, even though the type
of engines used in the study aircraft were incapable of achieving
a windmilling engine start in flight, there was a significant
windmill assist, during all flight conditions, which could be
used to cut the starting power demanded of the APU.

The computations used in the preparation if Table 31 are as follows:

DragQ1'Power at APU/EPU Gear Box Pads

Pump Drag Rated Power X 0.065

D10  - 130.7 HP X 0.065 = 8.49 HP

Gen. Drag Rated Power X 0.06

D 9 = 7 KW X 0.06 = 0.56 HP

Load Comp. Rated Output Power X 0.064
Drag D8

210.65 HP X 0.064 = 13.4Q HP

Drag2 1 Power at ANlAD Pads

Pump Drag D10 = D3 = 8.49 HP

Cen. Drag = Rated Power X 0.06

D2  SO KW X 0.06 4.02 HP
.746 TP7RW

Freon Comp. Rated Output Power X 0.064
Drag

D ,0.56 KW X 0.064 2.61 HP
.746 HP/KW

Air Turbine Rated Output Power X 0.064
Start Motor
Drag

D 4 152.98 X 0.064 13.12 HP
.746 RP/Wk

01 Power loss with units unloaded or de-excited (see Figure 45)
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4.2.1.9.1 APU/EPU Power Requirement for Engine Starting

(Ground - 5000 Ft. Altitude)

P5  - AMAD power input to engine (HP)
(Code S Figure 45)

89.PGV/.746 KW/HP = 119.97 HP

P4  Air Turbine Start Motor (ATS/M) input to AMAD (HP)
(Code 4 Figure 4S)

2 DI0 + D9 + D8 + P5 = 16.98 + 4.02 + 2.61 + 119 97

AMAD Eff. .94

- 152.74 HP

P8 = P4 '
8 = 152.74 = 239.59 hPATh/1 Eff. x LC Eff. 0.5x.7

0.85 x 0.75

PI = APU/EPU Starting Power Requirement

= +8 D9 + DIO - 239.39 0.5,) + 8.49
AGB Eff. 0.94

- 264.51 hT

( From page 3-22 reference 8
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4.2. 1. 9.2 Ground Service Power at AMAD Pads

Pup Output
Pat psmp ports) Based on full rate on highest demand

surface plus 10% of full rate on all
others (2 pumps)

Po (171- 5) 0.1 + 35 - 48.6 KKa - 65 HP

Pump Input C e 3 = Po/PUmp Eff. = 65/0.8S = 76.47 HP
(at AMAD pad)

Freon Compressor 4 P20 = 3,6 K1¢/.746 HP!KW - 40.97 HPOutput (at compressor
Ports)

Freon Compressor 40.97/Comp. Eff. =40.97/0.85
Input (at AMAD pad) '

Pi - 48.20 HP

Generator Output Based on "warm up and take off-
(at Gen. Terminals) 5 sec. load" from load analysis®D

P2 0 = 27.67 KW/.746 HP/Kyj = 37.09 HP

Generator Input = P2 0 /0.85 - 37.09/0.85

2 =- 43.64 1IP

AMAD Input = P1 + P2 + P3 48.20 + 43.64 + 76.47

AIMAD Eff. 0.94

P4 - 168.31 = 179.05 HP

0.94

) From Table 29

From Figure 10

( From Reference 8 with ECS compressor loads deleted
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4.2.1.9.3 Emergency Power at APU/EPU Gearbox (AGB) Pads

Pump Power = Required output power/pump eff.

- 44A KW/.746 X .85 = 70.34 HP

TSee Table 29

From Table 31 column No. 11 it can be seen that the EPU power delivery
requirement was 93.66 HP and that it was based on the high altitude emergency
condition. This same power delivery requirement applied to the partial arc
air admission when conducting ground checkouts using ground air supplies
at altitudes to 5000 ft. Column 11 also shows that the APU was rated at
430 HP sea level static. This was ratioed from the 236.41 HP it must deliver
at 20,000 ft. Based on these ratings the APU/EPU unit weighed 399 lbs. This
weight included the hydraulic start motor, permanent nmagent generator, GN2
pressurized LOX tank, and the required LOX, the gas generator, and the
accessory gearbox shown as "W', "PAG", "LOX", "GG", and "AGB", respectively
on Figure 45.

Other system components such as the load compressor (LC) and the air turbine
start motor (ATS/M) were also sized from the data given in Table 31.
Column 7 provided the rated output power (sea level static) requirement of
the load compressor. This proved to be 242 HP based on the ground functional
checkout requirement at a 5000 ft. altitude air base. Column 4 provided the
rated output power requirement of the ATS/M. This prov-,d to be 179 HP also
based on the ground functional checkout requirement. Based on these load
ratings and a 1990 + time frame, the weight of the LC was determined as 75 LB
and that of thp ATS/M as 32 LB.
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4.2.1.10 PlumbingSystemSifing - Ihe basic characteristics of the plumbing
system are shown in Tables 32 and 33. Most of Table 32 is self-
explanatory except for the three columns labelled "Rating at -20'F". These
columns represent the flow, AP, and velocity ratings, used as a guide for
sizing both the trunk and subsystem lines in the aircraft. They were based on
-20'F instead of the -40'F temperature, at which the landing gear system must
meet full performance, or the +20'F temperature at which all flight control
subsystems nnust also meet full performance. The reason for this was the fact
that, designing for -20 0 F, represented the optimum compromise between the
excessively high fluid flow velocities which would result from rating the
lines at +20'F, wherein rated flow velocities would approach 90 ft/sec, and the
excessively large lines which would result from rating the lines at -40*F. It
vwil be noted from Table 32 that the mean flow velocity in the line never
exceeded SO ft/sec and, in the smaller lines where most of the valves were
located, was considerably less.

Table 34 shows the main landing Pear system desigmed at -20'F and assumed
the tubing's design rated flow existed in each tube in the system (i.e., branch
and trunkline pressure, return and suction tubing). Table 34 also assumed
that, since increased pressure represents increased pressure drop, the mean
pressure in the system was 4000 psi (i.e., 1/2 of 8000 psi). It can be seen in
Table 34 that t0e total pressure drop in the system, with the line diameters
and line lengths indicated, was 2563 psi. This is less than i/3 of the avail-
able system pressure (2666 psi) and was very satisfactory for full performance
of the landing gear. However, the branch lines of the system must actually
operate at -40'F and will actually flow at some flow less than design rated
flow. The actual flow required for the main landing was derived from the
"power at operating load-rate" column in Figure 8. The derivation assumed
a very conservative effective pressure across the actuator of 4667 psi (see
pump sizing paragraph 4.2.1.5) and used the 3.63 HP found in Figure S. From
this the required flow rate per main landing gear retract actuator was found
to be 1.33 GPMN. This determination used the following formula:

GIM = HP x 1714
PSI

1hhere:
HP = 3.63

PSI = 4667

This flow rate was considerably less than design flow (i.e., 5.5 GPM for
3/8 inch diameter return lines and 5.0 GPM for 3/8 inch pressure lines per
Table 32). Therefore, even though the pressure drop at a given flow at.
-40'F increased by roughly a factor of three, the actual pressure drop in the
system was considerably less than that shown in Table 34 because of the
reduced actual flow. Using an actual flov ot 1.33 GPM at -40'F, in the branch
lines and design rated flow at +20'F in the trunk lines, the actual pressure
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drop was found to be 1281.9 psi. From this it would appear that the branch
lines could have been reduced to 1/4 inch diameter even though they would have
been operating slightly overrated. However, in so doing, the system pressure
drop would have jumped by a factor of nearly six and wouldhave become 7345 psi
which was unacceptable.

Surge magnitude is a direct function of fluid flow velocity and is associo4ted
with fast closing valves. In early aircraft hydraulic system designs, flow
velocities were held to 15 ft/sec to control surge induced pressure pulses.
In recent years this has been increased to 25 ft/sec. It will be noticed in
Table 32 that rated flows in small sized tubes (1/4 in. and. 3/8 in. dia-
meters) were held below 25 ft/sec. The larger sized lines, which do noc contain
fast closing valves and which are little affected by fast closing valve action
in the small sized lines branching off of them, were allowed to approach
50 ft/sec fluid flow velocity. In this way the somewhat conflicting require-
ments of good low temperature operation, high normal temperature transmission
efficiency, and low surge pressure generation potential, have been met in an
optimum manner for aircraft II.

From Tables 32 and 33 it can be seen that the total weipht of the
Snydiaulic plumbing system, complete with fluid, fittings and line supports,
is 151.43 lb. Also from Table 32, the fluid volume in the tubing is 1126.
in to which was added 89.6 in for the fluid volume contained in the fittings
to give a total of 1215.8 in 3 .

4,2.1.11 Mbtor Sizing - The motors were sized using existing 3000 PSI motors
as a base point. It was assumed that the output section of the motor (i.e.,
shoe bearing plate, thrust bearing, output shaft, etc.) would be essentially
unrchanged, whether the motor was a 3000 PSI unit or an 8000 PSI unit, except
k those changes which would result from being able to operate at slightly

' higher speed. It was felt that this would be true because the output
pc would be the same for either the 3000 or 8000 PSI unit. The input sec-
tiua including porting valve plate, block, block bearing and piston diameters
were all reduced in size. The block diameter was not reduced as much as
might , thought at fiist glince, however, because the piston shoe circle, and
hence Lne piston bore circle, would reduce only slightly (i.e. as a function
of V'- slight speed increase). None-the-less, the small block diameter
reduction due to the piston diameter decrease allowed for a slightly reduced
size for the block bearing and hence justified the slight speed increase already
mentioned. Based on these considerations it was projected that any advanced
(1990 + time frame) 8000 PSI motor would weigh approximately 85% of its 3000
PSI counterpart (i.e. same power output) and would be rated at a 17% higher
speed. Table 35 is a tabularization of data comparinp existing 3000 PSI
motors to projected 8000 PSI units and Figure 52 plots the 8000 PSI motor
data from the table. It can be seen in Figure 52 that, although the larger
sized motors showed an almost constant weight/power ratio (i.e. 0.136 lb/output
HP). the smaller sized units tended to have a higher ratio. This resulted from
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the fact that the motor tended to become of "watchwork" size and was impractical
to build as small as it could theoretically be. Added to this was the fact
that the porting could not reduce proportionately since port sizes for this
airplane are not allowed to be less than -4.

4.2.1.12 Reservoir Sizing - The reservoir was sized using MIL-R-8931 paragraph
3.4.1 as a guide. The sizing process followed steps (a) thru (h) shown in
paragraph 3.4.1 of the MIL Specification and is listed in approximate order as
follows:

(a) An amount of fluid sufficient to ensure that the hydraulic pump
inlet pressurization and satisfactory circulation is maintained.

System #1 System #2 System #3
23 IN3  20 IN3  10 IN3

(b) A fluid volume equivalent to 100 percent of the possible net depletion
caused by actuator volumetric changes during operation. This data is
tabularized in Table 36 and its summation is listed here as follows:

System #1 System #2 System #3
32.72 46.54 0.0

(c) A fluid volume equivalent to 100 percent of the reservoir fluid
volumetric change caused by charging all accumulators.

Sys tem 41 System ii #2 Syste1i #3
0.0 *38.01 0.0

* See Paragraph 4.2.1.8

(d) A fluid volume equivalent to 130 percent of the volumetric capacity

of the largest quantity-measuring type of hydraulic fuse in the system.

No fuses used.

(e) A fluid volume equivalent to the maximum thermal contraction which was
expected to occure when the entire fluid content of a recirculating
system was exposed to a temperature decrease from 70'F down to -40'F.

SYSTem!

#I #2 #3

SIUMP VOLUVIE (a) 23.00 IN3  ZO.00 IN3  10.00 IN3

ACTUATOR VOL. CKANGES (b) 32.72 IN3  46.54 IN3

ACCLMULATOR VOLLME (c) 38.01 IN3
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FUSE VOLU.IE (d)

FLUID RECIRCULATING (e)
SYSTEM VOLULbE
CONSISTING OF:

Q ACTUATOR SWEPT VOL. 160.09 IN3  212.62 IN3

O Ca[PONENT VOLWIES 320.35 IN3  304.03 IN3  127.77 IN3

G TUBING VOLUME 489.50 IN3  470.50 IN3  166.23 IN3

FITTING VOLWE 40.20 IN3  36.20 IN3  13.24 IN3

TOTAL 1065.86 IN3  1127.90 317.24

G See Table 36.

See Table 37 which is a master equipment list (MEL) which tabulates the

weights and contained volumes of all components making up the Hydraulic System
other than actuators, tubing and fittings.

G See Table 32

G See Table 33

The differential temperature (8jT) in varying from 70OF to -40'F is 1101F and rbe
coefficient of thermal expansion (e) for NIIL-H-B238Z fluid is 4.6 x 10-4 IN3/INJ/ 0F.
Therefore the differential volume (aV)

AnV= 6T x C x SYSTBI VOLLIM_

For SYSTDI #1 V- 110 x .00046 x 1065.86 - 53.93 IN3

For SYSTEIM #2 4V= 110 x .00046 x 1127.90= 57.07 IN3

For SYST51 #3 6v: 110 x .00046 x 307.24-= 15.55 IN3

f) A fluid volume equivalent to not less than 5% of the entire system fluid volume,
including the reservoir, of a recirculating system in order to minimize the fre-
quency of refilling.

SYST54 #I SYSTE, #2 SYSTD! #3
Volume based on
a) through e) above 1119.79 IN3 1184.97 IN' 332.79

TINES 5% .05 .05 .05

55.99 IN-3 59.25 IN- 16.64 INN3
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A..LY05_ _ •llK -R~fRN0IR RE104{ --I t.__ .41 0.63

- .vo 0ER5MCR2REIUF__F9CEV -1 -0~ .8
u/0 -~p A2QL. R~EsepvoI -4 O _.7 ...Q

Iv10 .. tlEcPUM P&$55IJF_ - Q0 .22. 0.34

- -......LLL....- CRECX, PR55VRE Q. 0.Q~l -3 5Z
I v AV. EIE 5La__ -\Z 1.31 1.2.0

OL.G,5EF~NG-4__ &0_ga
Ov 22 A.-- RMAAB.. AA

SaTOJCE,,RMMtr -10 2jZ 0-3Z
12:9 W24 -Y6LVE.Cb'l.CI'U,ARMrAtME-NT -%0 L . 4 0.40

TOTAL/PPG LO691 LZO..Z
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T.\BLL. 37. \L\SI'IR 1-Q11! INUM LISI ( INGL 2 O1 9 P:\uI S)

HYQ MIASTER PORT DRY FUID
5YT EOUIPMENT COMPONENT TITLE DA51 WT. VOL.
NO. L5T NLJ8 ____________ NO. 05) Qi0)

1 25 17,5 .VALVE-,5Et-LFCrORfEF'JEL iECePT- -4 0.50 0.05
i\/26 - ,5LECTC9, L.. RAM5$COOP -4 0.35 0.04

Sf-=. -.. A SCO ..- 4LZ -.9-35- 9-A-Q
I -e .CEK-Y-*[ QEGA -4 0.08 . -o

*- - VALV.1EsrLEU0R,_N~j GER -4 045 0.06

IV .32 Z-VAYE5TRICTORK. .CVL. -4. 0.08 0.04
I v 33- -wptyEMTgICroP,.j.G.oNL~CK 04 .0a 0.04

~LV34 ~L~~TJD0I ~ -4 0.30 0.05

- .IV/5.9. V~~E Slu-ro0S BAKE W31OR -6 0O1( 0.11

I -ra VC,~~L~4 EQc.GF( FLAP~ Ž. G 1-51 0.20'

-~R -414WR 
FLA -8.L. 

-1.. ~ 4~E~.~2 . L2 0.2O

- -- . L~~Z.- .P. ~i.IWCARD FL.AP -8 j a __

- L.i.... -r .R.N4iHIlQ5PANqFLAP Ho 1.511 0.20
I. R ,L M.I 5P6NJ FLAF -G 1.51 A2-W

--- *AI~E.N-4 -. 0-5. _0. Ob

- ~ - (22- R~LEiTJW -4- 0.55O6(

I v raLg L, S La FR. ROMER -9-655 O..q

- - L .. II ICONTM.I~ _upp~jfwo . -4 0 5 O3..0.(oa
- .Wl?.- Lsccf0R.E&JWT 00 -rDOg4-I -41 0.35 ao.4

IV7-W~3. - o U0TL.L.WE)VTei..ALfF7A? +4 0.53 0.09
-~~ V 14A.. P. W,.......& T14ZU5- V-TVOZ~.- 0.55 0.06
- - - VI~.75.. -L. 4TW5THeYvEC. TOR~ 0.55 0.06.

I v 7re QTZ0LL.t4. PLL)& THPZAl -5 Z 0.-
I v -27 iez F 4EC0I .L, H?_j

M-frIiOL ~IQ &flJY iJVLL NG. STFEIlr -4 1I120 1.18
I ~ IM14O2 MOO1,H*RUIt ARMAMENT -to e.15 27.16

TOTANL/pNGE 3Z~ IZ
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TABLE -). 3> ý,IxsRn i-QA l"NI PMII si-d 3'\(I ý_H " I >

1{YD MASTER PWDRY RIAD
5Y0t EQUIPMEN4T COMPONENT TITLE DA51 WT. VOL.
NO. U5T NUMBER N___________ 10. (m(I N 3)

1 2 ImiAO3 1om j'(QgDA1LIC, .- FUEEL RECEPT -4. 1.20 1.18
- M1408.~ lMOTOR IYf0AUUCB BRA KE6 73.5

JIMHOa _1- _"9_F2GGEFL.AP -4 1.13 2.59
- IMH 10 ___ mbJLADING E2GE FLAP -4 1.73 2.59

1 IHII ~ jB-DARD FLAP-_ -8 4.0910O.3(
~T IHHIZ :LL•ýSfI, -8 L40 10.36

iIMH13 ,RtiMIDSPAN FLAP. - 1.7.3 2. 55
I~U-J4 =-- Lt-i M105PAN FIAP 1 .73 2.59

- _IMI-tIS AIL.ERPIL - 1.18
IMI LHAILERCN -4 1.20 1.18

_____ 11RH LOWER RUDDER -4. 1.20 1.18
IMHI18 ___ JLOWEfRRUDDER -4 1.20 1.18
WrH 19 RH_ I.UPPER RUDDER -4 1.20 1.18

IMH 0 ,"L.R~jOWE RUDDER -4 1 i. 1.18

IMH2SU THeJ T ROAT -8 8.15 2.7.16
-r~MOTOR, HYRAOULC, LHRUThlUZEV. -8 5.96 17-76

* *~t. L55~E~'J~.T0TAL/PkAc, -39.3ra %.&1
!5(TFMT0TNL7. 303
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htm POTE RT DRY FIi)
5rrEQUIPMEN~T COMPONENT TITLE- DM WT. VOL.

NJO. U5T NUMBER NQ________ 05) QWIN)

ZF 29 20)01 DISCONNECT- OtICK, PRE.SS. -12 3.6*0 1.50
A_ 1, zto2 DisCo! ECT-GtUICK35PCTION_ -16 1.90 3.50

_ZF01 FILER.TU4 ______ 14102 330

-.?FQZ -F1L1ER 4-PRE:5UýR-E -12 20.41 35.00
-- - FO.3 FLL;CXLR4!AMa9N - £ 3.23 9

2 2H01- HEAT EiCýA4 (fCR Z' -1.3 Z 0

ZM0 1 __TCRP 55R ___-4 0.51 0.03

2 -O - 2GI.L.GP\E 3N,2 PRE55URF-S1S *3AP U -4,

_2P0I -PUMP, t-YDRAULIC -10 26.00 46.20
7 202. PUMP. HYDRAULIC -i 0 Z6.00 461Zo

t 22,01 R ERVOIR, H-YDRAULIC FLUI -14____...ý. RfZ ACMLTOR, SYS'3 APU - 8

v -K.V(SY502 RETURN_ -14 0.42 0.63
z*,- 2V0Z - 41, =cToR CHECK, SU TQ.PD -10 0.19 0.40

9-vo4 -KYP 5ýR T R'N FLTE.R_ -14. 0.-30 1.1 1

2'O'5 ,CVACV,,RE5ERV0lR RETURN -14 -. 4Z .(
- )o~ -OEBOR REIEOjE5 J --14 0 .11 0 .85

-~- ZVLQ1 B. ~RE5fR\IIR . .0.07 0.04,
3!VK8 A5E RAIN ___ -G0.5 _oZ

-VQ - ,CAErK 1PUMP PRE5.5ULRE 1-16 .0.-Z 0.34
2-V I o icHEc.K Pump e 55EU RE -i0 CIE 0.34.

- 2VI I Ec PRE55URF CL. -(2 0.20 0.5?.
SAW8LEREUlEFP UR -lZ 1.31 I.?.O

K Z_ .- V zEý~-NaL.,EVACCUr-W)TOYR0 -4- 0.07 -
29Z5~ IVALVE , 5RUTOELJ AU MOTOR 0.43 02.04

MTPTL/ PAG E 9.55 ZDQ53
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HYD MASTER 'PORTky l
5Y5T E.WIPMENT COMPONENT "nTLE DMRi W T. VOL.
NO. USTNUMBER____________ NO. 05) (1w 3)
2 29 ZVZG VALVF- DUMP, e.PU M¶OTOR -4 0.23 0.05

+ ZVZ7 I 'CHECK, EPUJ MOTOR - 8 0.18 0. 19
--- ýU .VZ C H.,SS* 0EGA -4- 0.08 00o4

--- iL?.ý1 - LCTQRJN05 E G EAR -.4 0.55 0.06

- WAY Re 57R ICT. N.G. CYL. UP I=-4 0.08 0.04
__243__ _jWA'w'RE5TRICTOR M.G. CVI.. -4 0.08 0.04

2V133 12 AYRE5TRICT N.CiCYLDNH -4 0.0 0.04
ZM1. .1 ETQR, NOSE GEAR DOOR -4 0.30 -0.05

--ZV-3-- ,Z9. tETRC .-DOO R LOC-K' -4 0. 0 8' 0.041

eV3- zA'( Rf-STRICTOR Rr M E4-CL. -4 0.08 0.04
-- - - cowTROL, R.14. CANARD CYt. -4 0.65 0.06

2v3 CONJM~L L.14. CAt*RI CYL. -4 0.65 0.06

- _, . ZVAL __. 025Y5T' t IMACN GEAR -6

- - j?4-Z *MERGENCYf0UMIAAIiN GEAR -4 O..a3 0.05
~V143 ZARETCJR14. MAIN CR.CY - 6 0.09 0.09
2.V.44 ?W~AY RESTRICj R14.MAIN GR. CYL -6 0.09 0.09

2:V 46- _,WAYRE5-TRICT. R.kI.K1GADWL :-4- 0.08 0O.04
-- 7f - - -- -

2____________________ _____________________________I _______ ____RI _______ ______D~ X -4 0 0 00

v 47 - IWPMt'RI2STRlCT L.H. MA ONLCK -4A 0.08 Q.04
ZV 48 ZWAY RZESTRICTJ 1J4.M-CaUPLOCK -A. 0.081 0.0

-v - v49 1 WAY RE5TRICTI L K M~iN G4ZCYL -6 0.09 0.n9
2v 50 - .I Y RE5TRLCT.,LL4MAIN GR.CYL - r 0.0o9 0.09

- - - V51 -- -,ELECTOR, MAIN GEAR COOR -6 o.71 0.08
?SZv I M.G j~D! DOOR -4 0.Z3 0.05
?-\j 5~3 ZWAYf RE5TRICT. U. M.G% DOOR -4 OL06 0,04

-V 54 ___- - 1 WAY RETRICr, R. KG. DORIC -4 .08 0.04
2 - V55 .- MWA RE5TR I CT. Ri~ .. DOK% OR t -4- 0-08 0.0
2\156 Zv*YRE5TRICcTLkraM. LOU -4 0.08 0-04
ZV57_J_,_ZWAYRE5VTlt, LHrL.rM(0OP, 1-4. 0.08 0).04

2. 9 V55 VALVE ',WAVR-E5ýfIT(AhL.. OOOR 1 -4- 0.08 0.04
TOTAL/P4GE- L6.33 8
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TABLE 37. NtASTER E:QUIMENT-\ iAST (PAGE 0 01:~ PAGE IS)

HYD. MASTER DYRA
SY5T EQUIPMENT COMPONENT TITLE AW.VL
NO. LST NULMBER__
2- 292V53 VALVE, Sý1UTOFFBRAKE MOTOR. - 0.71 0.11

.2 vroo VALVE, C0N7TL, R14LDING9DR FLAP -6 1.51 .2
?v~~~ULH LADING EGE FLAP -6 1.51 0.20

% .ZN6 I eARD FAp -3 .8? 024

- V6L - ~R*4O& -4o 0.51 0.20
__ 29___ .0-LH l(S.OWERRVE 46 0.51 0206
2 v -r ___ 9 AILEPRONDER- 0.5 0.6N

-_ 2V -! ___ -.- LW UPPR-RUDDE -4 0.53 0.0r,

Zv13__ ~R9 EXTERNAL FLAPS -4 0.3ff 0.
_ 2V 74 - ~ ~ UTVECTOR -:4 0.55 0.06

2V75 .LN TI4RU5T VECTOR - 4 0.55 0.06
- -2V7(a f .l~i PLUJGTHROAT -8 Z.4I U.7

_ __ 2tlI -~ j~~PF P -8 4.02 0.34

2 2MHoIZ gO .HYD 5y5rN6OfAPUFA -8 4.0 (0.36

2 M NHOS _ RAKED5PN~A -6 1.7.3 2.59

a _ MH I4 LH4' LAD5INGE~ FLAP -6 1.3 25.59

2M fZM7 -H INIOWER.RQOP -84 .20 t.18

S292HI R11 OORAY.ii ALWE.RRUDE -4 1.20 1.18

¶OTI\L/PP.GE I45.87151.2ZZ
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'fABLF 37. nEXSTER EQU1PIM';NT 1.1-ST (PAGEI 7F 019 PAGES)

WYtMA5TER ~t U I
5YST EouipmENT COMPONENT TITLEF li WT. VOL.
NO. UST NWUM8 NO.________ 0* NS

2.92HHMN9 MoloRNYO R14 UPPER RUDDER -4 i.2.0 1.18

-~Z.MMO ILH UPPER RUDDER -4 1.20 i.ia8

ZL ki25 RHIII~ PLUGJ THR -a S. 15 Z7.16
2.Z92MH26 MOMhR IiJY jT HR-UT REVERSER -8 5.98 1-L76

0 TO-TXL LE5S3 RESeRvoilt TOTAL/AE 16.53 47.Z
AOMO AC.CURULATOIL 51Y5TEM'TOTAL IG&26,304.01
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l:\BIl,] 37 . ML.\SItLR I:.QI1INI .,N:•I I, ISI R\AL;l! S O1 9 P\I;I S)

S M.ASTER PORT DRY RJtp
5 EQUIPMENT COMPONENT TITLE IH WT. VOL.

NO. U5T NUMBER NO. LU_ (INS)
3 293 DOI DISCONNECT-, QUICKPRES.URE -10 2.61 1.04

I . v0Z D.IONNECT-QUICK 5UCJTI0N -(2 1.25 Z.09

I_3F01 FILTVERB ,TLRN F-_TER -190 O.5 03._0
rcaV04 .OVT£RJ •R REU__,R-____ -0 I5.9 09.60

3M01 ,__TRAN5 cERý,j-E55UR - 4 0.51 0.03

-.... 3P0_ I Pump, HYCDRAUQCE - 0 00 0.0

- -3 R01 RESERVOIR, HY01RAULIC FLUID -10

_3N.0 VALVCHECK, RETURN -10 0.30 0.40
3 VOz_ ... R. _ TCHKECK-lUCTION.D. _.-12 0.Z3 0.35

3V03 BYPASSIREURNFlaEP -I c -AA
3 st04AR R EUE ERV0iR -10 0.90 0.70

- \V05 - BLEED, RESERV0LR -4 0.07 0.04
__- V- JCHECKCAE DRA!N -6 0.O5 0.04

-3-VQ7 CH PUPPESR -10 0Z22 0.34
\18 -- -- &1C4F KAPE5U G.D. -10 0.t 0.34

3V09 _ LR4E__ERýE55U RE. -10 1-07 0.96

3 3V6. ,cONTRML:P4H INBO&D FLAP -a8 i.8z- 0.2_
- V3V6 . .LH |Nb.AP, R -8 _.B... 0.-24
.3 v64 -RH MIDSPPaN FL.AP -6 1.5 O.1zo
_ _.__ - - MI__05PAN_•P _ -G 1.51 020

3 - .VH68 -RHLOWERRUDDER -4 0.55 0.06
A .3 V7_O RH UPPER PLEUDDER -4 0.55 0.0E

3 - V-5 vI Vi._ c,_ LLH UPPER RUDDER -4 0.55 0.06

TOTAL/PKWG IE 16a
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TABLE 37. MASTER EQUIPMEMT LIST (PAGE 9 OF 9 PAGLS)

Hy t4A$TeR DRY FLID
5YT. EQUIPMENT COMPONEN'T TITLEF 14 WT. VOL.
NO. U5T NUMB5E No.______ _ 00.

5293MHU1 MOTORjHYD.RH INBOARD FLAP -8 4.09 i0.36
A 5m~lt jHYD.WHItBOAR0FLP -8 4.0s io.3G

- A11 -41ý"0WPA RAA1~LLP -e 1-73 2.59
- - - aN ELL.. -6 . .5

-~~~RDE 1 MI~- ~- .20 1.18
--,HDiRQwE RU ~ -4 t o1.2 I(e

3 MIA19 r (D. RIAUPPER RUDDER -4 1.2o 1.18
3i a2.3±fAK20-MOTORIHD.~L~l-UPPERRUDoO.IZR -4. i.0 .1.18

* -rOTPAL LE53RSS lsi ' TOTAL7PAGzF- 1(&4 .3a.4Z
TY5T IENTOTAL L81.18I1?j.7.
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(g) A fluid volume equivalent to that resulting from the effects of fluid
compression, line and actuator expansion, and external seal deflection.
This computation assumed that subjecting all of the fluid in actuators,
components, tubing and fittings to 8000 PSI (instead of a mean pressure
of 6000 PSI on the pressure side and a mean pressure of 2000 PSI on the
return side which would be more realistic) and ignoring the structural
expansion of tubing, fittings,components, actuators and seals still
gave a reasonable but conservative value for this requirement. There-
fore, the volumes subject to high pressure were:

System #1 System #2 System #3

1010.14 IN3  1023.35 IN3  307.24 IN3

Using 2.06 x 10.5 PSI as the bulk modulus of MIL-H-83282 at 250OF
(see Figure 8 of AIR 1362), the change in volume which must be
accomodated in the reservoir became:

Pressurized Vol. (IN3) x Pressure (PSI)
&Vol = Bulk Mbdulus (PSI)

= 1010.14 IN3 x 8000 PSI For System #1
2.06 x l0o PSI

= 39.23 IN3

1023.35 IN3 x 8000 PSI
2.06 x i0 PSI For System #2

= 39.74 IN3

307,24 IN3 x 8000 PSI
2.06 x 10S P For System #3

= 11.93 IN3

(h) A fluid volume equivalent to system fluid thermal expansion resulting
from 70°F to the maximum operating temperature. (250°F bulk fluid
temperature) the fluid volume affected for each system was as follows:
(see Item f above)

System #1 System #2 System #3

1175.78 IN3 1244.22 IN3 349.43 IN3

The fluid thermal exparsion then became:

AVol (IN3) = coeff. of thermal expansion (IN 3/IN 3/F)
x heated vol. (IN 3) x Temp (OF)
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= (.00046) (1175.78) (180) for system #1

= 97.35 IN3

- (.00045) (1244.22) (180) for system #2

= 103.02 IN3

= (.00046) (349.43) (180) for system #3

= 28.93 IN3

Based on the above figures the fluid volume capability of each
reservoir, without venting fluid overboard then became:

SYSTEM #1 SYSTEM #2 SYSTEM #3

SUMP VOLU1ME (a) 23.00 IN3 20.00 IN3 10.00 IN3

ACTUATOR VOL. CHANGES (b) 32.72 IN3  46.54 IN3  -

ACCUMULATOR VOLUME (c) ---------- 38.00 IN3  -

FUSE VOLUME (d)

3 33ThERMAL CONTRACTION VOL. (e) 53.93 IN 57.07 IN 15.55 IN3

LLAKAGE ALLOWKNIE (f) 55,99 IN3 59.25. IN3 16.64 IN3

COMPRESSION VOLUME (g) 39.23 IN3 39.74 IN3 11.93 IN3

VOLUME IN RESERVOIR FOR FLUID 3 3
WEIGi-T COMPUTATION PURPOSES 204.87 IN 260.61 IN 54.12 IN3

Th1ERMAL EXPANSION VOL. 97.35 IN 3  103.02 IN 3  28.93 IN 3

FLUID VOLUME CAPACITY OF RES. 302.22 IN3 363.63 IN3 83.05 IN 3

TF2E!EVOIR ,T:'Glrf (SF FIGlE 53) 18.25 LB 1S.25 LB 6.15 LB

4.2.1.13 Hydraulic System Weight Summary - A summary of the elements makine up
the hydraulic system's weight for Aircraft II is shown in Table 38. This
sumnarization included all power generation, distribution, and utilization
elements between the power take off at the AMAD and the various powei output
interfaces points which were common to both Aircraft I and Aircraft I!. The
total hydraulic system weight is shoim in Table 38 as 1197.55 lbs. This
compared to the 1362 lbs originally predicted based on a parametric weight
analysis (see paragraph 4.2 and Table 28). The 164.45 lb weight reduction
of this defined system, versus the parametric evaluation, appeared reasonable.
The parametric analysis assumed the use of hydraulic linear actuators and the
various bell cranks and levers typically associated with such a system. The
defined system used power hinges as the final output device and the weight they
represented (approx. 428 Ib) was not included as part of the hydraulic system
weight. Since hydraulic motors of similar power capabilities, are
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significantly lighter than hydraulic linear actuators, the fact that the
weight shown in Table 38 was less than the parametrically projected weight
seemed very much in line.

4.2.2 Aircraft II Electrical System General Description - The primary elec-
trical power system for Aircraft II, as shown schematically in figure 54,
consisted of two primary AC generators, two transformer-rectifiers, an
emergency AC/DC generator and power distribution (bus) system. External elec-
trical power could be applied to the bus system on the ground and a battery
provided electrical power to part of the bus system during an engine start with-
out external power.

Two 120/208-volt, 400 Hz generators were the primary source of electrical power.
Each generator was powered by separate, engine-driven, remotely-mounted
gearboxes. The two generators were connected for split bus, non-synchronized
operation. This meant that with both generators operating, each generator
supplied power independently to certain aircraft busses. If one generator
failed, it dropped off the line; and, at the same time, power from the
remaining generator was provided to the busses of the failed (or turned off)
generator. Current protection was provided to prevent a fault in one generator
system from shutting down both generators; and either generator was capable
of supplying power to the entire system. Each generator was activated auto
matically when its control switch was in the ON position, and the generator

was connected to its Wsseswhen voltage and frequencywcrc within prescribed
limits (approximately 50% engine rpm). A protection system within the
generator control unit protected against damage due to undervoltage, overvoltage,
over- and underfrequency, feeder faults, and generator locked rotor. If a
fault or malfunction occurred, the generator control unit removed the affected
generator from its busses. Except for an underfrequency condition, the control
switch of the affected generator must be cycled to bring the generator back
on the line after the fault or out-of-tolerance condition cleared. If the
generator dropped off the line due to underfrequency and the prescribed
frequency was restored, the generatorwould come back on the line automatically.
A generator might be removed from its bussesat any time by placing the generator
control switch to OFF.

The electrical power generation and distribution system (EPGDS) was designed
to provide electrical power to using subsystems of the aircraft during conditions
of normal and emergency operation. Subsystems included avionics/instruments,
environmental control systems, fuel, hydraulics, landing gear, lighting,
propulsion and weapons delivery. The system was specifically designed to the
following requirements:

(1) No single failure of the electrical bus will cause loss of the
aircraft.
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C9 GLC. - GEN. LINE CONTACTOR

GCL) -GEN. CONTROL VNiT
GEN- GENERATORS~~FC - FLIGHT CONTROL (Tvn\ t

P5 PoWER 'IPPLIES\' r
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, ,1 zy - Ey.-T. POWER CONNECTOR

Figure 54. Aircraft II Electrical Power Generation System Schematic
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(2) Electrical power characteristics for electrical using equipment are
equal to, or better than, MIL-STD-704.

(3) Design and installation of the electrical system conforms to the
requirements of specification MIL-E-25499 as specified.

(4) Triplex redundancy provides assurance of an uninterrupted power supply
for the three fly-by-wire (FBIW) ccmputer channels of the flight
control system.

4.2.2.1 DC Electrical Power - Two 25-ampere, upregulated, static transformer-
rectifier (TR) units were provided to supply the DC power requirement of
approximately 19 amneres. Normally, each TR unit would deliver 50% of the total
DC load, at a nominal operating voltage of 27.5 volts to its bus. In the
event one transformer-rectifier failed, the other transformer-rectifier would
power the entire DC system. The outputs of the TR's were connected in paral-
lel; however, protection was provided through the use of circuit protectors
and rectifier elements in the feeders. The circuit protectors eliminated the
possibility of a battery bus fault resulting in the loss of both TR units.
The rectifier elements protected against a failure in one TR unit affecting
the other. No cockpit warning of single transformer-rectifier failure was
provided.

With thC AC power input between 195 and 210 volts, line-to-line, the two TR
units conformed to the requirements of MIL-P-26517. At this input, the
unregulated output was within the limits of 25.1 to 29.0 volts. During
normal operation, with each unit sharing the total load, the output voltage
might vary between Z5.6 and 27.5 volts. Internal radio noise filtering
of the TR unit met all provisions of MIL-I-26600 and MIL-I-6181D. A
variable-speed, constant-volume blower permited normal in-flight cooling by
forced air.

4.2.2.2 Emergency Generator - Emergency electrical power was provided by an all
altitude APU/'EPU driven A/DC generator that was sized to provide sufficient
power to ensure return of the aircraft to its base in the event of loss of
primary AC power. The emergency electrical system was separate from the
primary electrical system. If either or both main generators were inoperative
or both transformer-rectifiers failed, or some combination of faults occurred.
the emergency generator was activated and attached to the essential AC/DC busses.

The emergency generator was an air-cooled, brushless, single-bearing machine
with a nominal speed range of 12,000 rpm. It was blast-cooled throughout
the entire flight profile and over a pressure altitude range from sea level to
60,000 feet. Cooling air was provided by the environmental control system
either normally or through the Ram Air Scoops provided (see Figure 10). The
system was designed to operate for a minimum of five minutes without cooling
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air to ensure availability of electrical power in the event of a temporary
loss of the cooling system.

The generator control unit provided the necessary functions for voltage regula-
tion and control of the emergency power system. A static-type voltage regulator
was incorporated in the control unit to provide steady-state and transient
control of the output voltage at the essential AC and DC busses within the limits
of specification MIL-STD-704. Power for buildup and operation of the system
was provided by a PMG integral with the generator.

To cornnect the generator to the essential busses, the control unit provided two
1-ampere, 28-volt DC outputs for closing power traLsfer relays. Since the
emergency power system was a "last-ditch" source of electrical power, the
system protection was kept to a minimum. The control unit had an under-
voltage sensing function that disconnected the emergency generator from the
load bus, after any phase voltage fell below 70 volts, to protect utilizing
equipment from damaging exposure to the decaying voltage. Emergency power
reset was accomplished by deexciting and subsequently reexciting the
generator.

In flight, activation of the APU/EPU was automatic when loss of primary
power was sensed and the APU/EPU control switch was in the ALTO position.
An ON switch position was provided to activate the APU/EPU, excite the
generator, and attach it to the essential buses even when primary power was
available. When the emergency generator contactor is picked up, th.- main DC
bus was isolated from the essential DC bus by deenergizing the bus-tie-
contactor. The APU/EPU system would provide rated speed and power within
approximately three seconds fiorn the time when it has been activated.

Annunciators and a control switch were provided for the emergency generator
system. The switch was a standard three-position switch, guarded in the
AXJPJ (normal) position, and had the following control functions:

"OVERRIDE" - Overrides undervoltage trip protection function.
Pilot option not recommended due to potential for damage to power
utilizing equipment.

"AIJIO" (Normal) - Normal switch position for all ground and flight
modes. When APU/EPU is driving generator at normal speed, the
generator shall be automaticall.y excited and connected to
essential hisses. APU/EPU ELEC advisory legend (green) illuminates
when emergency generator connected to essential bus. EMERG GEN
FAIL warning legend (red) is displayed when the APU/EPU is on and
the emergency generator has tripped off line.
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'OFF" (Reset) - Provided for emergency generator to be deenergized
and idsconnected from the essential busses via the essential bus
contactors. Permitted generator reset by momentarily positioning
switch to OFF and subsequently repositioning to AULO. EMERG GEN
OFF caution legend (yellow) illuminated.

4.2.2.2 External Power System - The aircraft-mounted external power system
consisted of a standard external power receptacle, external Dower contactor,
and power monitor unit to control application of external power to the aircraft.
The power monitor unit prevented actuation of the external power contactor if
phase rotation, voltage, or frequency of the external power system were not
within specified limits. Only three-phase, 115/200-volt, 400 Hz, AC power
was required from the ground power source to energize the aircraft bus system.
All DC power was supplied by conversion units mounted in the aircraft.

Control of the external electrical power was by means of an external power
switch located in the cockpit. The switch had ON and OFF positions. In the
ON position and with no generator power, the external power supplied the total
aircraft load. With either engine operating, the external power was auto-
matically disconnected and the total load was supplied by the operating
generator(s). With the switch in the OFF position, external power could not be
supplied to the aircraft busses. The OFF position also provided reset capa-
bilities in the event external power could rnot be applied to the air vehicle
due to improper voltage or frequency tolerance.

4.2.2.3 Battery System - A battery system was provided in the aircraft to
supply Power to functions required in support of ground-starting the APU/EPU
without the need for external electrical power. A secondary purpose was to
provide limited emergency capability in the event of loss of all electrical
power.

Normally, the DC start buswas supplied 24-volt DC power from the DC essential
bus via the transformer-rectifier units when ground or vehicle powerwas available.
A nickel-cadmium, 24-volt battery supplied power to the start bus when essential
bus powerwas not available. Use of 24-volt DC powei'was dedicated to safety
and special start functions, including fire detection and extinguishing,
because the use of AC power offers weight advantages. The battery was main-
tained in a charged state by its own dedicated battery charger and only
specific battery-utilizing systemswould be exposed to battery-charging
voltages. Load requirements of the DC start bus that determined the size
of the battery are sununarized as follows:

System D. Start Bus Loads (Watts)

Intercom 30

Communications 86
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No. 1 Digital Control Unit Logic 190

Multinode Display Unit No. 1 80

Display Electronic Unit No. 1 240

APU/EPU Control Unit 70

Aural Warning System 10

Cockpit Utility Lights 8

Total 714 Watts

The battery selected was a 24-volt, 3 ampere-hour battery that would provide
60 amperes for two minutes at 0OF and for 40 seconds at -20 0 F. A switch
located on the cockpit electrical power panel provided ON-OFF control of the
battery power. With the aircraft busses powered by external power on the air
vehicle generating system, and if the battery switch was ON, the battery
would be charged by the battery charger.

4.2.2.4 Electrical Load Analysis - The housekeeping loads, as shown in
Reference 8 provided the basis for determining the AC and DC electrical power
required for Aircraft II during various operating modes. These loads pro-
vided the design criteria for sizing and selecting the electrical power
generator, control and distribution equipment for the aircraft. The maximum
demand for primary AC power was on the order of 50 KVA and occurred during
the combat portion of the mission. Since the majority of the electrical
loads were of the continuously operating type (1S minutes or longer), and
the peak 5 sec. load was 74 KVA (70.5 KW x .095 pf). The two primary generator
ratings were determined to be 40/50 KVA each.

4.2.2.5 Energency Generator - The emergency loads of the AC/DC load
analysis represented the loads supplied by the APU/EPU-driven generator
via the essential busses. The emergency generator was sized at 7 KVA based
on the emergency contiuous housekeeping load shown on page A-2 of Appendix E.
Of this .75 KVA was assumed to require DC power.

4.2.2.6 Fly-By-Wire Power Supply - To supply power for the fly-by-wire
(FBW) flight control system, three flight control power supply (FCPS) units
were provided. Each FCPS unit was isolated from the others by diodes and
was dedicated to one of the three flight control computer channels. During
normal operating modes of the electr.cal power system, each FCPS unit re-
ceived 28 volts DC from two of the three DCbusses (main, essential, and
the battery bus), then passed it on to the three flight control channels.
To ensure that there were no voltage transients or interruptions as a result
of switching operations normal to aircraft power systems, each FCPS unit
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also contained a 24-volt, 1.4 ampere-hour battery which was connected to its
input DC power bus. The FCPS batteries were continually charged by the
circuitry in the control unit, but were not sized to provide an emergency
source of power for a sustained period of time.

4.2.2.7 Primary AC Generators - As determined by the load analysis of

Reference 8 (pages A-i and A-2 with ECS loads deleted. See Paragraph 4.2.2.4),
the generating system of Aircraft II was rated at 40/50 KVA of 115/200 volt,
three-phase, 400 Hz power. Based largely upon weight, maintainability, and
availability, two variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) generators were
selected for tradeoff evaluation: (1) the DC-link generating sytem; and
(2) the cyclo-converter generating system.

The primary advantage of both systems was that they elinunatea tfe constant
speed mechanical/hydraulic drive of the conventional integrated drive generator
(!DG) system, and coupled the engine gearbox directly to the VSCF generator.

With variations in engine speed, the frequency of the generator output was
converted to a constant output frequency of 400 Hz by means of an electronic
converter. By replacing the mechanical/hydraulic constant speed drive (CSD)
with a sold-state power converter, it was felt that the reliability, main-
tainability, and life cycle cost of the generating system would be significantly
improved (see Reference 14 and 23).

The basic difference between the DC-link approach and the cycloconverter was
tMe type of electronic switch used in the converter and the type of input
to the converter. in the case of the cycloconverter, the input was a multi-
phase, varying frequency waveform. The DC-link system, as the name implies,
used a DC voltage as the converter input. The electronic switch in the cyclo-
converter was an SCR, while transistors were used in DC-link systems as the
switch elements. Table 39 compares the different types of typical 3C/4- KVA
generating systems with respect to weight, efficiency, and operating tempera-
tures.

Table 39

Aircraft Generating System Comparisons

IDG/CSD Cycloconverter DC-Link

Input Oil Temp Limitation 150°F 80 0 C 120 0C

Efficiency (30/40 KVA) 66.4% 71.4% 76.3%

Weight (30/40 KVA) 79 lbs 77 lbs 82 lbs

For both VSCF systems, a high-speed gearbox and a narrow speed range were
desirable to minimize overall system weight. As the speed range decreased
(i.e. 1.8:1), for a fixed maximum upper speed, the generator weight decreased.
Reliable high-speed (27,500 rpm) gearboxes and/or speed increasers were with-
in the state-of-the-art and oeing flight-tested on the F-18 and F-SG aircraft.
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Temperature and type of cooling medium can have a direct impact on the choice of
the VSCF system. This criteria directly relates to the temperature capability
of the power switching components. The DC-link system power transistors can
operate at a higher temperature limitation (120 0 C) than the thyristors of the
cycloconverter system (80'C). TWo predominant cooling methods were employed
by the system suppliers: (1) spray-oil cooling by the DC-link system; and
(2) conduction-oil cooling by the cycloconverter system. Each of these
techniques had its advantages and limitations with regard to system weight,
cost, efficiency, and reliability. It also had some bearing on the aircraft
oil management system.

Both systems produced a quality of electrical power that met or exceeded the
requirements of MiL-STD-704. Technological advances in the area of electrical
generating systems have been largely directed toward the development of solid
rotor generators, using rare earth samarium cobalt magnets, and developing
a microprocessor to perform all the control circuit functions with fewer
electronic components. Implementation of most of the new hardware advances
improved VSCF size, weight, cost and failure rate very little. Only when
most of the control circuits are replaced by a microprocessor could significant
improvements be realized.

In spite of the lower weight and better part load efficiency of the cyclo-
converter approach and the fact that it was chosen for Aircraft I AC load
requiremenrts (see Paragraph 4.1.6), the DC Link approach was selected for
Aircraft II. This selection was made because of the higher temperature
tolerance of the DC Link approach considering the fact that the elaborate
evaporative cooling techniques necessary for Aircraft I would not be used
in Aircraft II (no inverters) and that fact that the cycloconverter's portion
of the total system output was only 25 KVA versus Aircraft II's output of
50 KVA.

4.2.2.8 Fly-By-Wire Control System Arrangement - The fly-by-wire system

in Aircraft HI was essentially identical to the signal system used in Air-

craft I. The Aircraft I arrangement is shown in Figure 37. Like the
Aircraft I arrangement, the Aircraft II system employed five microprocessors
in the wing and tail, three microprocessors in the nose, and two redundant
flight data computers remotely located from each other in the fuselage. Also,
like the Aircraft I system, Aircraft II used electro-optical signal interties
and the signal transmission lines (see Figure 35) connecting simpilar compo-
nents (i.e., motors, actuator clutches, etc.). In the case of Aircraft I, the
signal inputs to the actuator were typically fed through an inverter while the
comparable item in Aircraft II was a servo valve. In either instance, the
signal power and signal characteristics were considered essentially identical.
The only significant difference between the signal system used on Aircraft II
versus that used on Aircraft 1 was the fact that Aircraft II had only three
power supplies (see Figure 55), whereas Aircraft I had four (see Figure 37).
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In spite of this difference the impact on weight and reliability was negligible.
Eveh though Aircraft I had four power supplies, power supply #3 in Aircraft II
handled the same power demand as power supplies #2 and #3 in Aircraft I so the
power supply weight was considered essentially unchanged. With reference to
reliability, Table 40 shows the control and power supply interrelationship
on Aircraft II and illustrated that reliability was not impacted. As a typical
example, Table 40 illustrates that, if ai•y two power supplies failed to the e
wing functions, roll, pitch, and lift control would be maintained. Referring
to the table, if power supplies #2 and #3 failed, roll control would be main-
tained with the right hand outboard flap (OTE-R-i) supplemented by the roll
function of the left hand and right hand midspan trailing edge flaps (MSTE-LH
and MSTE-RH). In a similar manner the pitch and lift functions would be
maintained by the right and left hand inboard trailing edge surfaces (ITE-RH
and ITE-U-i) supplimented by the two midspan trailing edge surfaces. basea
on the above analysis, and considering that any differences resulting from the
fact that the two systems were supplied different types of power (i.e. 270
VDC for Aircraft I and 115/200 VAC for Aircraft I1) would appear as deltas
in the distribution system, the fly-by-wire system was eliminated as an item in
the trade study.

4.2.2.9 Aircraft II Wiring System - The weight of the Aircraft II wiring,
subject to traede, was determined li- a manner similar to that used for Aircraft I
as discussed in paragraph 4.1.9.2. The wiring weight,using this technique,
was found to be 23.0 Lb.

4.2.2.10 APU/EPU Sizing - The Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell had performed
extensive development work on all altitude APU/EPU and/or super integrated
power units (SIEPU). Therefore, Rocketdyne was asked to evaluate and size
an optimum APUiEPU. Four confizurations were evaluated, of which. the
unit shown in figure 55 was selected. This unit differed from, and/or
expanded upon, the unit shown in figure 45 in certain areas. The
significant differences between the two were the addition of two heat
exchangers and a fuel accumulator to the final selected configuration (figure
5S). The weight of the configuration shown in figure -5 was

determined as 399.0 Lb and its envelope was 42 in. X 36 in. X 20 in.

4.2.2.11 Aircraft II Electrical System Weight - The weight of the major
electrical componentE making up that portion of the electrical system subject
to trade are showm in. -able 41. In general these were the power generation
and distribution components shown in the schematic of figure 54 Table
41 shows that the total electrical system weight subject' to trade was
287 Lb.

4.2.2.12 Aircraft II Total System Weight Subject to Trade - Table 42 shows
the total Aircraft II weight subject to trade and lists it as 2,319 Lbs.
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Figure 53. Final APU/EPU Configuration
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TABLE 41. AIRCMAI 11 ELECTRIC-AL SYSTEM hWEIGHT

QJTtTy UNIT TOTAL.
EQ(JtPMC-:NT ITt 0D PER WEIGN1 VEIGH'T

PRIMARYf GE-NERNTOR/C.ONVERT ER (49SO KVA) J2 88.00 176.00
TRM~SFORMEiW RECTIRiER. (25N\MP) F 2 4.00 8.00
EMERG. GENE.RAT0RfCONVERTER(7K(VA-AC 1,30W1PO 1 18.00 18.00
BATTERFPY (.3AMP-HR,,24 VOLT) 110.50 10.50
I3ATTERY CH4ARGER (io AMP) 1 4.00 4.00
FCPS bkTTER1ES 3 4.50 Q-90
GMEýERAT0R LINE CONTACTOR (5P OT -50K\) -2 3.50 GA6O
GEN1ERATOR LINE~ CONTACTOR (3PDT--7KV/P) 0.72 0.72
EXTERNAL POWER C-OtTACTOR (5PDT-50oý\IA) 1 3.30 (6.C
¶3ATTERY CONTPXCTOR (3PDT- 3oAMP) 1 0.60 0.60
BU5r TIE CONTAC.TOR (1ý90r-&)AMP) 1B 0.60 0.601
AC C.RCUIT BREAVCý(Z51 KVA) 2 0.18 0.36
DC. CIRCUIT BREAKER (5O AMP) 5 0.Ie 0.60
EXTERNAL POW'ER CONNScXOR (50 KVA) 1 2.40 2.40
EXTERNAL POWER MONITOR (5OKV#4\) 1 2.04 2.04
COMPONENT SUIOT -. 2
WVIRING (FEEDER WIR..ES ONLY) - 50

KPOOR E-QUIPIAENT- TOTAL WVEIGNAT

S EE FIGaURE d
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TABLE 42. AIRCRAFT II TOTAL WEIGHT SUBJECT TO TRADE

IQUANTITY UNIT TOTAL
EQUIPMENT ITEM ( PER WEIGH-T EýIGHT

__.....___... .J (LB (La)

AMAD- AIRFRA- MTD. ACE550RY DRJ/E 110.0 2•0.0
ATS/M -- AIR TUR51NE 5TAR.T MOTOR Z 32.0 64.o
APU/EPt)-AU)(ILIARY/eAEPGENCYf POWER UNIT 1 3950 399.o
LC - LOAD CO.MP1PlE.550R 75.0 75.0
PNEUMATIC DUCTING AND FITTING5 - .
PNEUMATIC CHECK VALVE (i /A" PORT) 0.3 0.3
PNEUMATIC CHECK( VALVE (IY"81 PORT) Z 0. 0.4
PNEUMATIC- 30LENOI . •u.v" VAVE .
PNEUMATIC GROUND CONNECTION I 0.8 0.8
APU/EPU START VALVE 0.3 0.3
PMIG - PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR I 0.7 0'-7
SUPPORT5 AND MI5C. -W.

ELEC.TRICAL SY57"TEM (.5SE TABLE 9/ -- '870.
VAYDRFNULIC 5YSTEMA (SEE TA6LE 39 191.6

TOTAL WE'(GHT Z319.0

(D SE.FIGUE -4'4
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S.0 TRADE STUDY RESULTS

S.1 Weight Trade - The weight summary for the two primary aircraft configura-
tions stu-died are shown in table 43. It can be seen in the table that the
gross takeoff weight of Aircraft I (the all electric version) was 1245 lbs.
heavier than that of Aircraft II (the more conventional hydraulic-electrical
configuration). From tables 27 and 42 it can be seen that the
difference in the basic system weights subject to trade was 498 lbs. From
this it is apparent that the growth factor for this type of airplane was
2.5.

5.2 Reliability and Maintainability Trades - The Reliability and Maintain-
ability(R&M) trade was primarily oriented toward identifying the differences
affecting the operating and support costs between the Aircraft I and II
configurations. Only those major equipment items impacted by the actuation
concept were identified for the R&M trades. The basic approach for the RGM
trade was as follows:

1. A list of major components affected by the configuration
differences was identified including actuators, electric
power and generation system, and hydraulic power system.

2. For each component identified, R&M parameters based on
projecting current operating data to that expected in
the 1990+ time frame were estimated. Current operating
data for the components used included the following
sources:

a) F-15 Ai' 66-1 Maintenance data for the period Ccto-
ber 1978 through September 1979 summarized by the
Rockwell International Maintenance Analysis Model (RWI').

b) B-IB Aircraft - "Reliability and Maintainability Allo-
cations, Assessments, and Analysis," Rockwell Interna-
tional Report, NA-81-745-l, dated 2 April 1982.

c) A-7 Aircraft - "Design Development and Evaluation of
Lightweight Hydraulic System Hardware - Phase I,
NADC-77108-30, North American Aircraft Division,
Rockwell International Corporation, Contract N 62269-
78-C-0363, 30 January 1981.

d) Nonelectronic Reliability Notebook, Revision to Sec-

tion 2, RADS-TR-69-458.

3. Estimates were made for:

a) Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance (1TBCM including inherent
failures, induced failures, and no defects resulting
from a suspected failure.

b) Mean-Time-Between-Removal (MrBR) to reflect demands on
the supply system and the intermediate level mainte-
nance shops.
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IABI.I! -. ~ II iIT S A/CUL\R

•/c • I/cU• ...

ALL ELECT YD: ELECT
STRUCTURE GROUPS 1 ( ',)

WING GROUP _1_ 19 25
TAIL GROUP - HORIZONTAL E7 _ ZI _

VERTICAL _____ __ __..

BODY GROUP 387Z 37 3
ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP -MAIN _____ 49

- AUXILIARY ,_A7I "
-EARRE•TING - 1 __

ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP ,4
AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM ,=2 45 ?..__

PROPULSION GROUP '46 O) (456)
ENGINE (AS INSTALLED) .29in
ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES 20O Z
EXHAUST SYSTEM
COOLING & DRAIN PROVISIONS 3___3_

ENGINE QgNTROL_5 41
STARTING SYSTEM 154. 6•
FUEL, SYSTI"EM |E 0 /7• 0|
FAN (AS INSTAL&ED)
HOT GAS DUCT _SYSTEM

EQU~IPMENT GROUPS (7040 (Mo09
F LIGHT CONTROLS GROUP 1 !655 1049
AUXILIARY POWER PL.ANT GROUP _ ,___,_ 4,_
INSTRUMENTS GROUP 170 170 _ -
HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP - -_9

ELECTRICAL GROUP I, - 1
AVIONICS GROUP 90
ARMAMENT GROUP -ROO_

FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT GROUP 5__
AIR CONDITIONING GROUP ,_____
ANTI-ICING GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP
LOAD & HANDLING GROUP
DRAG CHUTE ASSY _ _.

TOTAL WEIGHT EMPTY _______ 18'(6.,__
CRE W 1400
FUEL - UNUSABLE . ... I I
FUEL- USABLE I II3kJ.1.. -I._,

OIL - ENGINE _ 0 19Is-
PASSENGERS./ CARGO
ARMAMENT _-

AA Lk9 IS I Lfa -1

MI551LE LAUNCWERS 155 1 ..-
PhYLOAD ,4330 4-30 %
PAYLOAD FAMIRING: _ 5( 5__-

EQUIPMENTLIQUID 141TROGE 52 51J "J-
PAVeg SHliELO EF-)P.P'D!A,: r%7 - I --. 1

TOTAL USEFUL LOAD 0690) -"395)/
TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT 2Z298

_FLIGHT DESIGN GROSS WEIG__HT ___

LANDING DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT. 1___
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c) Mean-Time-to-Repair C.TR) to reflect the average on aircraft
time to repair.

d) On aircraft Maintenance--Man-flours-Per Flight Hlour (IBi/ft) to
reflect an average maintenance man-hours per flight hour used
to maintain the aircraft.

The above parameters were estimated for each listed component and for all
the components are shown in tables 44 and 45.

Comparison of the reliability/maintainability results shown by the totals
for the two aircraft configurations shows that the hydraulic Aircraft II has
11.68% improvement in the NrBM, and 18.4% improvement in the ,tI/FHf over the
electric Aircraft I. The MNTR values are practically the same for both con-
figurations. Evaluation of the MTBR's indicates that there are approximately
five (5) times as many repairs through defective or suspected replacement on
the electrical aircraft.

4. Mission Completion Success Probability (MCSP) - Aircraft I and
KircraTt7II system designs provide practically the same degree of
redundancy for the actuation systems. Therefore, relative trends
in the MCSP for the affected aircraft configurations can be
established on the basis of comparison of total failure or mainte-
nance rates estimated for all the components listed respectively for
each type of aircraft.

Based on the data in Tables 44 and 45, the MCSP of the Hydraulic
Aircraft II is somewhat higher than the MCSP of the electric Aircraft I.

The unreliability estimate of the electrical Aircraft I based only on the

failure/maintenance rate count of the identified components is 11.68% higher
than the unreliability of the 8000 psig Hydraulic Aircraft IT.

5. Design Reliability-Maintainability Comments - The following sum-
marizes some of the design features of the two proposed aircraft
configurations:

a) The 8000 psid hydraulic power generation and distribution system
used smaller size components and tubing than the 3000 psig
system. This feature considerably improved accessibility, and
reduced maintenance times and costs as compared to the 3000 psig
system.

b) Use of smaller size tubing permitted use of coiled tubing to
the exclusion of swivel joints which reduced leakage and, hence
maintenance costs, and improved the reliability as compared to
the 3000 psi system.

c) In the year 1990 + on-aircraft maintenance of the electrical-
mechanical drive components will be limited primarily to remove/
replace activities. This would reduce flight line and increase
internediate level man-hour requirements.
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TABLE 44 RELIABILITY-MAINTAINABILIITY DAT-X

AIRCRAFT I (ELILTRIC) (SiLLET I OF 2)

MDR Wpml• IffBR M77R NHl-I PER
a1PONm- ()wlA' I TY PER 106 HRS. HRS. HRS. FL-HR.

HODURS

INBOARD FLAP ACT. 6 250.0 4000 4400 3.5 0.00153

MIDSPAN FLAP ACT. 6 250.0 4000 4400 3.5 0.00153

AILERON ACT. 4 331.0 3021 3300 3.5 0.00184

UPPER RUDDER ACT. 6 331 3021 3300 3.5 0.00184

LOWER RUDDER ACT. 6 331 3021 3300 3.5 0.00184

LEAD. EDGE FLAP ACT 12 331 3021 3300 3.75 0.00184

CANARD ACT. 4 120 8333 9166 3.5 0.00073

-US4T %TOR VANE 120 8333 9166 3.0 0.00073

EZG. EXT. FLAP ACT. 4 120 8333 9166 3.2 0.00073

ENtG. PLUG THR. ACT. 2 240 4167 4584 3.2 0.00147

E4G. THRUST REV. ACT. 2 186 5556 6110 3.7 0,00110

W)SE L. G. AC'. 1 120 8"33 9166 3.2 0,00073

MAIN L. G. A.7-t 2 120 8333 9166 3.7 0.00073

NCSF GEAR STEER. 1 148.5 6734 7407 3.2 0.00091

M. G. BRAKES 2 148.5. 6734 7407 3.5 0.00091

ECS RH RAXIAIR 1 120 8333 9166 3.5 0.00073

ECS Ui RAMAIR 1 120 8333 9166 3.5 0.00073

ECS EXCH. DOOR E. B. 1 120 8333 9166 3.2 0.00073
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*1
TABLE 44 RELIABILITY-MAINTAINABILITY DATA

AIRCRAFT I (ELECTRIC) SHEET 2 OF 2)

MDR mrm MTBR HFITR NM! PER

PER 106 HRS. HRS. HRS. FL-HR

________ ' HOURS _ _

ARPMAENT-ACT 1 90.9 11,000 12,100 3.7 0.00056

REFUEL RECEPT. •.JOR 1 90.9 11,000 12,100 3.25 0.00056

GENERATOR-270VDC 4 489.7 2040 3250 3.25 0.00300

DRAIN+FILL CON VERT. 2 40.0 S0,000 55,000 3.0 0.00012

TRANSF-RECTIF. 4 II.5 86,956 250,000 3.0 0.00070

CYCLOCGOERrER 4 40.0 25,000 27,5Q0 3.0 0.00024

GENERATOR-COJTROL 4 89.94 11,119 125,000 3.0 0.00oss

BATTERY-270VDC 1 348.8 2867 8768 3.0 0.00213

APU MOTOR 1 148.5 6734 7407 3.25 0.00091

APU GENERATOR 2 326.4 3063 9370 3.25 0.00200

APU TRANS-RECT. 2 11.5 86,956 250,000 3.0 0.00006

APU CYCLO•ONV. 2 20.0 50,000 55,000 3.0 0.00012

INVTRT. (START) 2 20.0 50,000 150,000 2.5 0.00011

REVERSIBLE SCR 2 12.54 79,745 87,720 2.0 0.00007

START RELAYS 10 6.27 159,490 175,439 2.5 0.00003

TOTAL 10S 21,155 47.27 63.38 3.25 0.11681
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TABLE 45 RELIABILITY-AIMTAINABILITY DATA
AIRCRAFT II (HYDRAULIC) (SHEET 1 OF 2)

IMR MT1B ?TBR vrITR 14-I PERI

PER 106
CCOMPONENT QUANT. tMURS HRS. FHRS. HRS. FL-HR

INB. FLAP ACT 6 289.6 3452 23014 3.75 0.00153

MIDSPAN FLAP ACT 6 257.4 3884 25893 3.75 0.00136

AILERON ACT 4 231.7 4315 28767 3.75 0.00122

UPPER RUDDER ACT 6 231.7 4315 28767 3.75 0.00122

LOWER RUDDER ACT 6 231.7 4315 28767 3.75 0.00122

L. E. FLAP ACT. 12 231.7 4315 28767 3.75 0.00122

CANARD ACT. 4 148.3 6743 53944 3.5 0.00078

T. V. VANE ACT. 2 148.3 6743 53944 3.5 0.00078

MN. EXT. FLAP ACT 4 185.3 5394 43152 3.5 0.00098

ENG. PLUG THR. ACT 2 331.1 3020 20,133 3.5 0.00175

ENG. THRPUST REV. 2 231.7 4315 28767 3.0 0.00122

NOSE L. G. ACT 1 170.9 5850 46800 3.75 0.00090

MAIN L. G. ACT 2 206.6 4838 38704 3.00 0.00109

NOSE GEAR STEER 1 231.6 4316 28773 3.5 0.00122

MAIN GEAR BRAKES 2 257.4 3884 25893 3.5 0.00136

ECS RH RAMAIR 1 74.1 13486 107,888 3.50 0.00039

ECS Li RAMAIR 1 74.1 13486 107,888 3.50 0.00039

ECS EXC-i. DR ACT. 1 148.3 6743 53,944 3.75 0.00078
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TABLE 45 RELIABILITY-MAINTAINABILITY DATA
AIRCRAFT I1 (HYDRAULIC) (SHEET 2 OF 2)

MDR ?1MM4 Mf"BR Mfl'R IVH PER
PER 106

COMPONENT QUANT. LOURS HRS. HRS. HRS. FL.-HR

AMAk-ENT-ACT 1 231.7 4315 28767 3.0 0.00122

REFUEL RECEP. W1% 1 115.2 8680 37200 3.5 0.00061

PRIM. Pr1lP 4 356.2 2807 12,047 3.5 0.00188

APU P14'P 1 296.9 3368 14455 3.5 0.0017

PRIMARY RESERV. 2 30.9 32,320 300,000 3.0 0.00016

BPIERG. RESERV. 1 30.9 32,320 300,000 3.0 0.00016

ACCLUJIATOR 1 83.3 12,000 120,000 3.5 0.00044

BRAKE RESERV. 2 30.9 32,300 300,000 3.5 0.00016

GENERATOR 40 KVA 2 489.7 2042 6250 3.25 0.00259

GENERATOR 10 KVA 1 326.4 3063 9370 3.25 0.00172

TRANSF/RECTIF. 2 11.5 86956 250,000 3.0 0.00006

1N\'ERTER 1 20.0 50000 150,0)0 2.5 0.00011

VOLT. REGIlJL. 1 89.3 11,200 33600 2.0 0.00047

BATTERY 2 348.8 2867 8760 2.0 0.00184

POWER CONTAC. 12 9.5 105,241 210,000 2.0 0.00005

TOTAL - 18.942.9 52.7 303.08 3.31 0.09866
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d) Fly-by-wire signal transmission in conjunction with power-
by-wire required exceptionally high electrical power reliability
for future airborne all-electrical power systems.

e) To meet the failure and reliability requirement of the 8000 psig
hydraulic Aircraft II, the electric Aircraft I had to provide at
least 3 completely independent dedicated power systems to match
redundancy in Aircraft II.

f) The actuators of Table 45 (all-electric) included the
reliability impacts of their inverters which largely accounted
for their deficient reliability with respect to the actuators
of Table 5.3 (hydraulic-electric).

5.3 Life Cycle Costs - Life cycle cost estimates were developed for each
of the- "Airplanesw •[efined. 1the baseline aircraft (Aircraft II) was an
electric-hydraulic powered aircraft, and the alternate configuration was
an "all electric" approach (Aircraft I).

5.3.1 Methodology - The estimates were developed utilizing the Integrated
Aircraft Lite Cycle Cost Model II (IALCCM II). IALCM4 II was a computer
program developed by Rockwell in support of previous advanced tactical fighter
studies which estimated RDT&E, Production, and Operations and Support Cost.
This model provided preliminary cost data during conceptual and preliminary
de-ign states.

5.3.2 Ground Rules - The ground rules for developing the cost cstimatcs
were as ollows:_

1. Number of flight test aircraft (10)

2. Number of production aircraft (500)

3. Number of aircraft in the field (432)

4. O&S cost for field aircraft

a. 10 year operational life

b. 5 year buildup

c. 24 aircraft per squadron

d. 25 flight hours/aircraft/month

e. Assumed fuel cost $1.26/U.S. dollars (1982 dollars)

5. LCC was submitted in constant 1982 U.S. dollars and 1995 dollars.
(The 1995 dollars were developed utilizing inflation factors from
the USAF Cost and Planning Factor Manual [AF Regulation 173-131).

5.3.3 Cost Sunmmaries - Cost data were developed for each of the two
configurations. LCC summaries are provided in tables 46 and 47 in 1982
dollars, and table 48 and 49 in 1995 dollars.
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APPENDIX A

AIRPLXNrE ACTUATION TRADE STUDY

This appendix includes the initial work done by AiResearCh 
under the

direction of S. Rowe, as part of their effort in accordance 
with service

agreement L9FIMO11Z3l-4O5 to define the size, weight, 
and performance char-

acteristics of the inboard flap actuator. With further refinements, this

led to the final definition of the "hingeline installation"' 
shown in Figure

25 as well as the applicable entries in Tables 18 through 20.
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ALL ELECTRIC AIRPINNE STUDY

Appendix A
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APPENDIX B

AIRPLANE ACTUATION TRADE STUDY

This appendix includes the initial work done by AiResearch, under the
direction of S. Rowe, as part of their effort under service agreement L9FM-
11231-405 to define the fumctional characteristics of the inverters and control-
lers needed for implementing the "all electric" (Aircraft I) approach to the
tradq study.
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Appendix B

ALL - - .AI ýLA.,E ST-:Y

p-;ýzSS ;Eý:-RT FCR T:-E VC;,TH C- SE;T7Vcz=:

ArVA-.CED E'ECTRC. -=C"AN i CAL ACTLATICr, SYSTSE;E

0. PREFACE

Tnis cocument is sbtur..t'rec in conjunc-tionF with Service Acree'ent L9FV-I•2-
405, all EiecTric Airplane Stuc'y. The data sutmitteC herein is presentec -C
facilitate ccm;letion of the subject study. This cccurnent, in Occitlcr to
previously ,nransfiTTec Cata, shall serve as a procress repcrt for tVe ,rcnr co
Sepremler 19E3.

I. INTRCLUCT I ON

Electromechanical actuation systems (EMAS) are finding increased potential

for use in aircraft flight control systems (FCS) (I, 2, 3, 41. Most covancee
EMAS util ize brushlesS dc permanent magnet (CC-PMl) motors. Digital servo control
by means of microprocessors is. practical for many actuaticn systems. Systems of
this type have a unique conficuraticn and peculiar cesicn reQuirements.

Near term technology (1990) will proviCe aoi÷Tional acvances in ERAS,
altmouch the previous statements will remain unalterec. In anticipation of
this, an advanced EMAS is presented in the following sections.

2. OESCRIPTION

A biock diagram of a position servc systern is shown in Figure B-i. The
principal ccmponents are The control ler, inverter, and actuator. Interfaces
cetween the components are shown, also. The function of each comconen't is
briefly described below:

* Controller - The functions of the controller, generally, are (a) close
the inner and outer servo respcnse loops, (b) provice a motor cur-ent
ccmmand to the inverter, and (c) provide an interface with the FCS.

CONITROL POWER

TO0 FCS
COP;TXOLLEt INIVEFTER A~CTUATOR : *.ý ESPOrS-z

FROm FC5

ACTUATOR FEEDBACK

Figure B-1. Position Servo Block Diagram and Component Definition
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Accitiordl 4uncticrs (fault ýe-ecticr, tui!T-in-tes7, aca3-:ve=
control) may te inclucec ir tre ccnTrclier fcr a ;arT-iciýr
app:icaticn.

9 inverter - The functions of Tre inverter'are to prý,ice (a) mctcr
commuteticn, (t) motor torque/sceed control, (c) mo-cr crrert
limiting, and (d) motor crive electronics (power trarsis÷:rs,
snubber circuitry, etc.) cOClinc. Acain, acciTional fUnCTiOnS
may be ;ncluoeC.

* Actuator - The actuator serves a sincle fLnction, to ccrvert
electrical power to a mechanical resoonse as a untiorcn Cc the
servo ccmmanc. The configuration of -ne actuator iil .e tcal ly
aepencent upon the FCS requirements; but cenerally consists cf
moTOrs and mechanical drives as a minimum. Each of The above
are addressed in more detail in the following sections.

3. CONTROLLER

A more detailed block ciacram of a ceneral actuation system is shown in
Figure B-2. This block diagram is representative of advanced (1990) technology.

The cc.troller consists of blocks I t-rouch 6. Block I cenerates the speec
command of the servo motor; block 2 generates The current command of te motor;
block 3 allows the servo control laws to be altered during operation; and blocK
4 provides a monitor function for the FCS. Blocks 5 and 6 orovice compensation
for the rate and position feedback loops.

Each block may be digital or analog. Ho-wever, to implement the above con-
trol scheme, digital appears to be the most viable. This is due to the avail-
ability of high speed microprocessors; and the large number of ciscrete compo-
nents required by an equivalent analog system.

Interface with the FCS and EMAS components may te electrical or optical.

4. INVERTER

The inverter consists of blocks 7 through 10 in Figure B-2. Block 7 gene-
rates a pulse train as a function motor current error; block 8 contains commu-
tation and current control switching logic, and power switch ariver electronics;
blocK 9 contains the power switches (Transistors) required for motor cc-TmutaTicn,
torque/speed control, and current limiting; and block 10 senses fro~or current

and provioes feedback compensation in the current loop. Each of Trese functions
will be explained more fully.

The mechanization of the above loops have been examined previously (5), apc
will remain analog for the far term. This Is due TO the frequency response
recuirements of the current limit loop. A digital system would require a micro-
processor with a calculation rate in the gigahertz range. This is consicered
very unlikely during the near term.
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I'n-ar~a e 'r.. ce & C • isl -t z e -r Cal• =.

aý-:ears Tc ze rcs- cesr:le C.e 'C r arzIcc czr'r:I cý -,e ý-.rrer,

Tre -rincipal furc-i:r =f -- e rc-cr irverte- asse-:t v ;s !C C eý-- ca 'V
ccrrflutate and ccntrci mtccr rota-ion cver it- er-ire szeec rance. . :or-
inverter asser-lv tIcck ciacrzrr is srcwn in Figure B-3.

The transistor inverter converts the 27C vdc s(urce ýcwer r-c %a-':e-Kie r-e-
quency 3-i:ase curreri accliec directly to the motcr winflinCs. Figure B-4 shows
the tasic Three phase rctor drive wavetcrnso The sCquer:e in -'.cn -7e T-S-r-
tors s it-c is conveyec t, The swvitcn nLurer, SI TrrL SC.

The inverter assembly may also enccnpass an in;ut fi ter for ccnc.cTec :10.
6uppression anG enercy storage; current sensinc for teecoec4 -c -ae inerne,
current control; Cri',e locic for transistor control; m-c~r pcs:-.'!cn 5'slc f• r
feeCback to the saitch logic; anc although not shown, Iccic ;cw level cc.er
supplies for corTrol-ane protection functions.

4,2 CPERATION

Tre. ccnversicn of cc power into ac pocwer is acýcmrpishec ty six SwiT:h C'r-
cuits as indicated in Figure B-4. Each switch (SI thru S6) consists of a transis-
tor and voltage limiting or snubber circuits (P!, Cl, anc CR1) as sto.n in Ficure
B-5. Internal to the trantibLur is a parallel free whccl diode that provides a path
for the motor laCginC reactive Current flow. Each transistor switch can conouct
up to a 120 electrical decree interval. During this interval the trarssitcrs are
modulated (on-to-off) to control the current flow to the motor, thus Cesicna-ec
transistors operate in a chopping mode to affectively pulse-.iClh-fcculaTe tse
ac output voltage amplitude. This technicue inserts notches into t'e -0u r u[
waveform That cause a reduction in the fundamental current amplituce wiarZLI
causing an objectionable increase in the hicher orcer harmonics.

The inverter is ccintrollet such that the ac current is synchrcnizec witn
the rotation or phase via motor rotor position sensors. The control Iccic uses
motor position sensor information to force synchronization between the i nverter
current and motor phase rotation. In this manner, the correct relaticnshi;
beti-een motor cenerated EMF (electromotive force) and appl iea current from the
inverter is continuously maintained.

Figure B-6, Figure B-7, and Figure B-8 illustrate the switching and waveforms
involved. Figure B-6 shows the two types of switching, conducting and chopping.
Conaucting switching is usea for basic commutation; chopping is uzec for current
control. Figure B-7 shows the different voltage waveforms and resulting current
waveform which exist in the inverter end motor. Figure 8 combines the result
of these wa',eforms over 360 electrical aegrees of machine rotateron.
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'OR

C2,TROLL E1•

Figure B-3. Inverter Assembly Block Diagram

0010

IC LOS.

Figure B-4. Basic Motor Drive Waveform
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Y OR.IN

:4k

TO ,ATE\ I

LOGIC, II I
TRANS I STOR

SOUR~CE

ZIRCUIT

OUTPJT

Figure B-5. InvurLer Switch Schematic

0

CONOUCTING

SI S3 S5

V 1 S3 S-
CHOPPING

S -S6 S2

Figure B-6. Inverter Switching
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MOTOR BACK E.MF

SOURCE VOLTAGE

SWITCH VOLTAGE, CONDUCTING

SWITCH VOLTAGE, CHOIN'FJ1l(il L-l

MOTOR CURRENT

Figure B-7. Inverter/motor Waveform

APPLIED VOLTAGE

Figure 5-8. Back EMF and Current Relationship
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The s2c:Dez wcveo-. iS -. e res_!. of i pulse-*:- -c- 3o

tr a rear 3;nstenrT vmle, ms s-z-m in Figure B-7 and Figure B-3.

Each of ine s.it:Hi.; wnve1or-.s (conaucr;nc arc rv::) e res7- e - es

to particular se's of switche5 aes i-i;ied in Figure B-6); or rotated among all
tna switc•eS, fcr Improve .- er-.l •elance.

4.3 7H-E.MA:' MA)JASEVEN7

Power inverters reGuire cooling dve to losses Jevelc.eý ýuring Trsisz-2r
$•itcninC, anr concucticn. Figure B-9 illustrates three types of cooling applicable
iýo scli: - in,,erTars.

COOLING AIR
-- LIQUICo

COOLING AIR

0= 0

I l l l l -- -- LICUI• .. IU O -

00

0 0 0

A. HEAT SINK WITH S.EVAPORATIVE COOLING CcVAPORATIVE COOLING

FORC!D CONVECTION WITH FORCED CONVECTION WITH CGNOUCTJE
COOLING

Figure B-9. Inverter Cooling Techniques

Evaporative cooling of electronic devices has grown increasinIly popular in
recent years as currenlt density ratings of devices have increased 751. In com-
parison witn ccnventional air-ccoling, t.e advantages tha- evacoraTive cooling

offers are significant. They include:

(a) Fewer electronic components - The iriproved ccol ing increases the
loac-handling capability of a device, hence reducinc the number of
the devices required.

(b) Decreased weignt and size - Evaporative cooling reduces the cooling
system size and weight which normally forns the bulk of The elec-
tronic package.
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c) -i~e re. a!I itv - a ect•r!c ce,:-es are ;-nersec i- dieitec-
, ant are no- Sus ce -iSl r' Z '" -,n inc a- r esuIrT-

le's. Tre co! Hic sste- a S isrere'tfl n-rr neliane rer The-e
is no forzez-air involves.

(c) Less -ai-arennce - Peni3ci: eainterance onera-icns, s9 c0 as dus-
Cieaninc, are nýt reQuired for eieczani" components an e ne- s5:rs.

(e) Less noise - Noise :evels will be very low or e.on-existent.

4.4 PC-Er TANSISTCRS

2:wer Transist.:rs have trac'i:rýl iv oee- t-e princijal liritig f+ctsr H
the aiDl ication o' trushiess CC-2M motors, where siznit icnt Current leveis •ere
required:. Transis-ors are currently avai!aole which have ve-y hich current
ratings- Out do not have all the desirable characteristics a designer would
like.

Power FET's (field effect transistors) offer potential for the recuired nizn
in current ratings, in the near future (7. Existing jesiraole fea-tres of power
FET's include short Switching times, low switching losses, and excellent lcea
snaring.

T-I summarizes probaole cnaricteristics of the near Term device.

7-! Near Term FET Characteristics

FET current rating 50 amp

FET a7-stale resistance (RoC) at maximum ;unction
temperature of 150C 0.10 ohm

FET diode forward voitage drop (VCR) at 50 Ado 1.5 vdc

FET current rise (tr) and fall (tf) time for
50 amp-Cc changes 50 nsec

FET thermal resistance from junction to case 0.42"C/watt

FET gate to source capacitance loco pF

Lead induc-ance frcm the FET assembly to a
voltage source 0.3 H

Maximum allowable FET drain to source voltage caused
by switching 320 volts

5. SUtIARY

A general description of a near term £1AS has been presented. (onstruc-
tion, operation, and technology assumptions have been stated.
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APPENDIX C

AIRPLANE ACTUATION TRADE STUDY

This appendix includes the work done by AiResearch, under the direction
of S. Rowe, as part of their effort under service agreement L9FP-11231-405 to
finalize the definition of the controllers and inverters needed for implement-
ing the "all-electric" (Aircraft I) approach to the trade study. Work included
4n this appendix also further refines the weight and envelope data for the
inboard flap actuator as well as those for the other major flight control actu-
ation functions. These latter data were used directly in the preparation of
Figures 25 through 31.
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Al! Electric Airplane Study
Service Agreement L9FM-11231-405

Progress Report for the Period Octooer 1980 - January 1981:
Advanced Electromechanical Actuation Systems

PREFACE

This document is submitted in conjunction with Service Agreement
L9FM-11231-405, All Electric Airplane Study. The data submitted herein is pre-
sented to facilitate completion of the subject study. This document, in addition
to previously submitted data, shall serve as a progress report for the period of
October 1980- January 1981.

:NTRCDUCT ION

Several objectives of the statement-of-work have been completed during this
reporting period. Specific accomplishments are:

* Identification of actuation system performance requirements

* Preliminary design of candidate actuntors, and candidate selection

"* Inverter analysis and design

"* Controller concept selection and sizing

Each of the above are addressed in fol :owing sections.

REQU I REMENTS

Performance requirements for the actuation systems were defined by the
customer during 1980 13). Subsequent d;scussions between AiResearch and the
customer modified the flight control system (FCS) actuation system performance
requirements to less stringent, but wholly satisfactory criteria.

A summary of FCS actuation system performance may be found in Appendix A.

ACTUATORS

Actuator performance and other design requirements were examined (I]. Using
these data, preliminary designs for FCS candidate actuation Systems were gener-
ated using the following approach:

* Motors were sized based on duty cycle, and steady-state and dynamic
performance requirements

* Mechanical drives (output reduction) were sized based on peak load
and life requirements
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0 Gearheads (intermediate reduction) were sized based on cear-ratio and
load requirements

* Actuator dimensions and weights were calculated using the preceding

data

Assumptions used to establish actuator configurations were:

"* All motors are a brushless direct current-permanent magnet (DC-PM)
conf iguration

"* Motor magnets have an energy produc' (8H) of 22 X 106 Gauss-Oersted

* All reduction is simple planetary, compound planetary, or bal screw

Candidate designs may be found in Appendix B. A final selection was made
after consulting the customer. Selections are indicated in the appendix.

I NVERTERS

Inverter sizing is usual ly determined by the type of cooiing employed.
Natural radiation and convection (heatsink) techniques are a first choice 'due
to their simplicity and Iow cost. However, size and weight become unacceptable
at higher power levels (5-6 kw inverter rating) and alternate cooling schemes
must be investigated.

Inverter current requirements for each of the actuation system motors were
determined, and may be found ir Appendix C. The inverter configuration previously
Submitted was assumed, and is discussed in Reference (11. Devices were selected
based on current requirements, resultinc in two power field effect transistors
(FET) with ratings of 25 and 50 amps. FJ, characteristics and rationale are pre-
sented in Reference lI) (the 50 amp device represents 1990 state-of-the-art).

Cooling requirements were determined next, by calculating inverter losses
as a function of duty cycle for each actuation system. Cooling techniques were
evaluated, and the following conclusions reached:

* All systems requirinS a 25 amp or smaller inverter may be cooled by
natural radiation and convection

* All other systems requiring more than 25 amps required alternate
tedhniques, and evaporative cooling was selected

Evaporative cooled inverters suitable for the required application had been
previously sized int a similar study 121. Inverter configuration Is depicted In
Figure C-1. Existing inverter dimensions were scaled to take into account appli-
cable boundry conditions, and are tabulated In Table C-1. Note that forced con-
vection with surface finning was assumed for Inverter cooling.

!t may be possible to eliminate any external cooling requirement by
Increasing Inverter fin area and coolant mass. This will require as a minimum,

* simulation of inverter transient thermal response.
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HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE

FET/$NUBBER BOARD•

FET DRIVER BOARD

POW.ER SUPPLY/AMPL I FIER

FLUID LEVEL 11JDICATOR

POWER ELECTRONICS

CO NN1ECTOR

DRIVE ELECTRONICIS

Figure C-I. Evaporative Cooled Inverter (No Fins)

Table C-1

Evaporative Cooled Inverter Data*

Actuation Current

System Rating Diameter Length Weight

Inboard Flap 150 amp 7.2 in 18.7 in 38.0 lb

Midspan Flap 50 5.0 10.4 12.5

*Finned surface with forced convection, 130'F, 50 cfm, 2 in-H 2 0 P

Subsequently, the remaining Inverters were sized using individual heatsinks
for FET cooling. Figure C-2 shows the heatsink used, and Figure C-3 Illustrates
Inverter configuration. A common design was used for all remaining actuation sys-
tems in light of the small size of the 25 amp inverter. Table C-2 summarizes Inver-
ter characteristics.

A sunmary of the thermal analysis for the each inverter configuration may
be found in Append'xD to this appendix.
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I A li E. 83503

12 jJ0)

Figure C-2. Heatsink Configuration

POWER SUPPLY+
FEY DRIVER CARD9-

FET/SNUBSER

CONNECTOR

Figure C-3. Natural Radiation/Convection Cooled Inverter (Typical)
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Table C-2

Natural Radiation/Convection Cooled Inverter

Actuation Current
System Rating Length Width Depth Weight

Aileron, 25 amp II In 7 In 3 In 10 lb
Canard,
Leading Edge Flap,
Upper/Lower Rudder

CONTROLLER

A controller was configured for multiple actuator control, using the concopt
of Reference Ill. Up to six inverters and motors, and four actuators may be
interfaced with the unit. This approach allowed the use of a common controller
for all 1.70 vdc servos. Controller characterics are sumnmarized in Table C-3.

Figure C-4 is a block diagram of the controller. The unit is full DMX (digital
multiplexed). All Interfaces are shown as optical, although if transmission
distances are short, electrical interfaces may be desirable. A feasible scheme
would be optical for the FCS, motor, and actuator interfaces; and an electrical
interface for the inverters.

Table C-3

CONTROLLER SUMMARY

Dimensions 4 x 4 x 8 in.

Weight 5 lb

Cooling Air

Interface Optical/Electrical Bus, Power

Function Supports up to 6 inverters,
6 motors, and 4 actuators

Two way buses are used for the FCS and Inverter Interface only, all other
buses are one way. This was chosen since only feedback data is necessary from.
the motors and actuators.

I29,
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Controller interface is shown in Figure C-5. Note that all motor and actuator
data flow to the controller. Motor data is required by the inverter for comnuta-
tion (rotor position), so any necessary data are passed on to the inverter by
an optical-optical or optical-electrical coupling, as required. Figure C-5 indicates
that any actuation system data may be made directly available to the inv Irter,
as necessary. Table C-4 summarizes FCS-cnntroller interface.

Current limi~t control and ccmmutation logic were assumed to be integral
with the inverter. A multiplexed interface (optical or electrical) would also
be required at the Inverter.

Control of The clutches and brakes of the various acTuation systems was
assumed to be performed at the controller. Discrete wiring was also assumed for
clutch/brake power. The devices are controlled by solid state relays located
in (or near) the controller. Figures C-4 and C-5 illustrate interface and operation.

PROJECTED PROGRESS

During the next reporting period a detailed design of one FCS actuator will
be performed. The customer will be consulted prior to the start of the detailed
design, for actuation system selection and envelope specification

REFERENCES

1. Rowe--AiResearch Report No. 80-17351(1), All Electric Airolane Study,
Progress Report for the Month of September

2. Rowe--AiResearch Report No. 80-17284, Electromechanical Airplane Actuation
Trade Study
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Table C-4

Controller Interface Requirements

Aircraft-Control ler

0 1-2 way or 2-1 way data bus

* 270 vdc

Controller-Inverter

• 1-2 way or 2-1 way data bus

0 270 vdc

I nverter-Motor

0 3-phase wiring

Control er-Motor

* 1-way data bus*

Control ler-Actuator

* 1-way data bus

* Discrete wiring (1 per clutch/brake)

* 270 vdc

*May be possible to reduce to 1 bus per actuator
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Appendix A

Actuation System Requirements
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Actuation Preliminary Designs
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Inverter Current Requirements
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Inverter Loss Summary
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Natural Radiation and Convection AnalySiS
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Evaporative Cooling Analysis
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Appendix D-3

Evaporative Cooling Analysis

Evaporative Cooled Inverter Analysis

As a baseline configuration, a 50-amp inverter with a 50-percent motor speed
and current duty cycle ws used for analysis [11. At this current rating, the
inverter bridge consists of six electronic circuit packages, each with a FET in
a TO-3 can that dissipates approximately 50 watts. The cooling requirement is to
maintain the FET junction temperature below 150"C; preferably below 125'C.

R-113 (trichlorotrifluoroethane) was selected as the coolant. It has been
used successfully for evaporative cooling of power semiconductors for traction
motor choppers. The boiling heat transfer coefficients for R-113 were derived
from recent AIResearch heat transfer test results for a thyristor/busbar assembly
Immersed in R-11 (trichlorofluoranethane) 121.

A cylindrical configuration was used for the inverter. The six electronic
circuit packages would be contained in a right circular cylinder which is fil led
approximately by 90-percent in volume with R-113. The cylindrical container
serves as the R-113 condenser. When boiling occurs, a vapor zone above the liquid
is generated and condensation takes place on the metal surface of the container
and the vapor returns the liquid state. As such, the container/condenser should
be designed to meet both inverter packaging and heat transfer requirements. The

R-113 temperature selected for the baseline condition was 93.3"C (200°F). The
corresponding vapor pressure is 54.7 psla.

Forced air cooling of the inverter assembly was selected due to simplicity.
F-i shows a Schematic of the forced convection cooling approach. AiResearch
plate-fin matrices are placed over the hollow cylindrical inverter and 130°F air
is blown through the fin passages keeping the inside metal surface relatively
cool for R-113 condensation. Also shown in F-1 is the effect of air volumetric
flow on the overall size of the inverter and on the resultant pressure drop across
the plate-fin matrices. With a fixed air flow, the plate fin configuration
(l2R-O.3-O.5(0)-0.006(al)l* Indicated high heat transfer capability while keep-
ing the pressure drop within acceptable range. To acquire a low fan energy con-
sumption, the pressure drop which is a square function of the air flow should be
kept at a minimum. The design air flow of 50 cfm exhibits this characteristic
depicting a pressure drop of 2 inches of H2 0. An incremental reduction of the
air flow wil I significantly increase the inverter size as projected in F-I. An
increase in air flow results in a substantial increase in the pressure drop.

A diameter of 5 inches (over fins) was chosen for the 50-amp inverter. The
data of Figure C-6 reflects this choice. A length of 8 inches for the heat exchanger
provided the required surface area. Table C-5 provides a sunrnary of pertinent data.

Dimensions for alternate ratios of length to dianeter may be calculated by
maintaining a constant heat exchanger surface area. Also, the unit may be scaled
for larger current ratings by holding the dissipated watt-inch-lconstant, and
mauintaining boundry conditions.

*AiResearch heat exchanger designation.
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Figure C-6. Effect of Air Flow on Inverter Size
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Table C-5

50-Amp inverter Heat Exchanger Summary

S ODiameter 5.0 In

* Length 8.0 In

* Configuration Aluminum, radial fins

0 Coolant Data

Type R-113

Temperature 200*F

Pressure 54.66 psla at 200°F

Density 97.45 lb-ft- 3 at 80 0 F

Volume 90 percent fill

0 Cooli Ing

Type Air

Temperature 130=F

Flow 50 z:fro

References

I. Rowe - AIResearch Report No. 80-17284, Electromechanical Airglane Actuation
Trade Study

2. Kim - AIResearOh Document No. 09303-46685-DII, "Pole Face - to - R-11
Thermal Resistance - Evaporative .Cooling of Power Semiconductors for
Rall Vehicle Choppers"
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APPENDIX D

AI[•PLANE ACTIAl'ION T.ADE STUDY

This appendix includes the work done by AiResearch, under the direction
of S. Rowe as part of their effort, in accordance with service agreement

L9FM-11231-405, to provide a detailed design of the inboard flap actuation
system. This detailed design was undertaken to give a higher level of
confidence in the projected weights, envelopes and life cycle cost figures
used for the other 6 flight control actuators. The data generated in this
appendix also provided a basis for the motor weights shown in Figure 38.
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ALL ELECTRIC AIRPLANE STUOY
SERVICE AGREEMENT L9FM-11231-405

PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PERIOD FEBRUARY - MARCH 1981:
ADVANCED ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION SYSTEMS

PREFACE

This document i! .ubmltted In conjunct.on with Servico Agreement

L9FM-I1231-405, All L actric Airplane Study. The data submitted herein is
presented to facilitate completion of the subject study. This document, in
addition to prevlously submitted data, shal I serve as a progress report for
February - March 1981.

I NTROOUT ION

Specific tasks completed during this reporting per;od were:

. Inboard flap actuation system detailed design

0 Motor performance trades based on 1990 technology projections

* Study overview and summary

Each of the above is addressed in this progress report.

This submittal satisfies The statement-of-work (SOW) data requirements,

and completes the subject study.

DETAI LED DESIGN

Detailed design of the inboard flap actuation system was performed in

accordance with the SOW 1:I. The inboard flap was selected by mutual agreement
between the customer and AiResearch.

The completed design is described in the following drawings;

Drawing No. Title

2022824 System Outline, Flight Control

2022794 Gearbox Outline, Flight Control

2022796 Gearbox Outline, Flight Control

2022798 Power Drive Unit Outline

Performance data for the system is tabulated in Table D-1. System weights are

shown in Table D-2, including the required motor inverters and a system controller.
Addi t ional system and component data may be found on the drawings.
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Table D-1

Inboard Flap Performance

Stroke +300
-45.

Rate 100 deg-sec-I
Load 453 X 103 in-lb
Bandwidth (+I*) > 30 rad-sec"I (at 0 dB)
Static Stiffness 58 X 106 in-lb

Table D-2

Inboard Flap Weight Summary

Controller: I X 5 lb = 5 lb
Inverter : 3 X 38 a 114
Actuator ; I X 100 = 100
Position Feedback: I X I I

220 lb

A brief desý.rlptlon of the actuation system and Its components is given
below.

Actuation System Description (2022824)

The inboard flap actuation system was designed to satisfy the operating
and performance requirements determined by the customer and AiResearch 121.
Th; actuation system consists of the following components:

Item Balloon No. Qty Description

1- 1 Controller

2 - 3 Inverter

3 1 1 Power Drive Unit

4 2 1 Torque Tube

5 3 1 Reduction Gearbox

6 4 1 Torque Tube

7 5 1 Hlngeline Gearbox

8 - I Position Feedback Assembly

Items 1 and 2 have been addressed In previous reports 11, 2, 31. Item 8
was assumed to be a module containing three RVDTs and reduction gearing, but
was not addressed in detail.
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Operation of the actuation system is typical of 270 vdc systems (see Figure 0-1

and drawing No. 2022824). The control ler commands the inverters as a function

of servo position and motor speed feedback. Each inverter In turn controls the

current to its respective motor in the power drive unit (PDU) by means of a

current feedback loop. Motor response is torque summed in the PDU, and is out-

put through a torque tube at motor speed (1:1 ratio). This torque tube then
drives a reduction gearbox (88:1 ratio) and makes a 90* turn, so that the reduc-
tion gearbox output lies on the hingeline gearbox centerline. The hingeline
gearbox (15:1 ratio) then positions the Inboard flap. Feedback loops are pro-
vided at the reduction gearbox (actuator position), POU (motor speed and rotor
position), and inverters (motor current).

Actuation system components are described in the following paragraphs.

Power Drive Unit (2022798)

Each POU consists of three brushless direct current-permanent magnet
(DC-PM) servomotors, each powered from a 270 vdc source via inverters. Motor
torque is output through clutches (which can decouple a failed motor from the
actuator drive) to a tnrque summing gear train. POU output Is at 90* to the
motor axes due Tc actuation system installation. All gearing Is supported on

ball bearing assemblies. Due to motor-/gearing speeds t rax speed is 22 Krpm),
oil siing lubrication is used in the PDU gear housing.

Additional data on motor design may be found in drawing 2022798, and in a
later section of this report. Additional data on the PDU gearing Is presented
in the drawing, also.

Reduction Gearbox (2022796)

The reduction gearbox provides speed reduction between POU and the hinge-
line gearbox. It consists of compound planetary gearing supported on roller
bearing assemblies; and a bevel gear at the input supported on ball bearing
assemblies. Position feedback for the actuation system Is provided by an
output shaft which drives a redundant RVDT feedback module.

See drawing 2022796 for additional information.

HInqeline Gearbox (2022794)

The hingeline gearbox coiiprises fourteen Identical stages ("slices") of
compound planetary gearing operating in mechanical parallel. The load is
distributed uniformly (approximately) alcng the length of the gearbox. An
Input shaft, which runs the full length of the gearbox, is supported on ball
bearing assemblies and engages planets at each slice. The planets then drive
each output slice, positioning the inboard flap.

Drawing 2022794 provides additional data on the hlngeline gearbox.
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Comments and Recommendations

The design presented in this report for the inboard flap meets or exceeds
the operating and design requirements agreed upon by the customer and AiResearch.
This has incurred a penalty in terms of System weight, however.

Referring to Table 0-1, it is noted that the maximum operating load (stall) of
the actuation system is 453 X 103 in.-Ib, while the maximum load seen by the
inboard flap is 216 X 103 in.-lb 141. This results from the design stall torque
of the three torque sunrmed motors. The drive of the actuation system, includ-
ing the hingeline gearbox, was designed to acconmodate this stalled condition.
If an acceptable assumption is that the maximum drive load Is 216 X I03 in.-lb
under any circumstance, then system weight could be reduced. For example, the
hingeline gearbox weight would drop fromt 50 lb to approximately 25 lb if this
assumptic-n were enforced.

it is recommended that the customer evaluate the feasibility of this
design assumption.

MOTOR PERFORA&NCE TRADES

Motor performance trades using assumed 1990 technology were performed
early in the study. Oata resulting from this effort iz- cresented in Appendix A.

All motors used in actuation systems sized or designed during the study
we'e selected in accordance with the criteria of Appendix A.

STUDY CVERVIEd AND SUMMARY

This section presents an overview of the work accomplished during the
study, in chronological order; and a summary of stLdy findings.

Overview

The study SOW III was reviewed during September 1980 and work initiated
during that same month. Trades with particular emphasis placea on actuation
system configuration and control were performed and used to establish the
approach to be utilized [31.

From October 1980 through January 1981 the customer's design requirements
were evaluated [41; and preliminary designs for specific actuation system and
related components were completed 12, 51.

February through March 1981 saw the selection of the inboard flap actua-
tion system for in-depth analaysis, and completicn of its detailed design (5].
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Summ~ar

Conclusions drawn from the study program are presented 
below'.

1. Motor designs investigated provided low weight designs with excel lent

dynamic response capability. For the environment and duty cycle 
con-

sidered, active cooling was found to be unnecessary.

2. Inverter designs are driven by thermal 
considerations. For the

device characteristics and duty cycle assumed, evaporative c-ooling

appears to be a likely choice for high current units (25 amps or

more); while 1low current units (25 amps or less) were adequately

cooled by means of conventional heat sinking.

3. Actuationl system control is best 
accom~plished by a microprocesso~r

based controller for surface position, motor speed, 
and rotor position.

Due to required calculation rates, 
use of digital control for the

current locp is impractical and will remain analog.

4. Available envelopes for the actuation systems played an important

role in establishing actuation system configurations. In most cases,

PD1.1 driving hingeline rotary gearboxes 
were found to be most suit-

able.

5. Actuation system weight in most cases 
can be reduced by sizing the

mechanicail drives for maximum design loads, as opposed to simultaneous

motor stall. The acceptability of this approach would require review

by the customer.
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APPENDIX A

MOTOR SIZING, ANALYSIS

AND COMPFUTER PROGRAMS
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APPENDIX A-I

MOTOR SIZING AND ANALYSIS

Motor selection Is probably the most critical phase of EM actuation system
design. The motor selection will determine actuator performance, influence
actuator configuration, and dictate actuation system control. Design constraints
placed on the motor will affect the actuation system design, also.

For primary flight control servo applications, brushless DC-PM (direct
current-permanent imagnet) motors appear to be the most likely motor candidate
(1, 21. A 270 to 300 vdc power source Is probable, due to the availobility of
400 Hz 3-phase ac power and past experience with high voltage dc actuation
systems 11, 3. 41. Servo control would be accomplished by means of a transis-
torized inverter, with control logic for Inverter switching (commutation),
current limiting, and control law implementation. Figure D-2 illustrates this
type of machine.

For other servo applications, induction motors and brush DC-PM motors
are likely candidates. Advancements of these types of motors were believed
to be of less importance than the brushless DC-PM motor for high performance
servo applications and thus not considered for trade studies.

A.1 ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions defining technology advancements and motor configuration were
made, and used as a starting point for motor trades. The assumptions developed
were believed to be realistic and reasonable, for the time frame involved.
Assumptions with rationale are provided below.

A.1.I. Magnets

Determination of magnet energy product and characteristics are significant
tasks in motor design. Materials with energy products as high as 30 x 106
gauss-oersted have been deweloped, and materials with energy products of 23-26
x 106 gauss-oersted are readily available 15, 6, 161. However, most magnets
are presently supplied in the 16-22 x 106 gduss-oersted range. While increased
energy product Is generally desirable for motor design, other factors must be
considered in material selection.

Coercive force (H) must be sufficiently large In magnitude to allow full
utilization of the material's flux density (B). Insufficient coercive force
could allow demagnetization due to motor currents beyond design limits (short
circuit, current limit overshoot, etc.). Additionally, elevated operating
temperatures decrease magnet energy product, and susceptibility to demagniti-
zation increases. These effects are illustrated by the 8-H plots shown in
Figure D-3.

Increased magnet energy product (23-30 x 106 gauss-oersted) is also
associated with increased cost. this Is due primarily to the need for sig--
nIfIcant fractions of the less coevmon rare earths and limited source metals
(semar!um, praseodymium, and cobalt). Increased demand for these materials
would affect cost and availability in the future 1171.
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The number of manufacturers producing high-energy product magnets is

quite limited. Most deal in the 16-22 x 106 gauss-oersted range. This factor
would tend to restrict future supplies, also.

Recent trends In rare eqrth-per'manent magnet development emphasize reduced
cost and Improved supply rather than Increased energy product 1171. In light
of the aforementioned factors, the probability of using very high energy pro-

duct magnets appears to be unlikely. Rather, use of new magnet materials
with more desirable characteristics in the 20-24 x 106 gauss-oersted range
appears likely for the near term.

For these reasons an energy product of 22 x 106 gauss-oersted was used as
a reasonable compromise. This energy product represents a balance between 8,
H, cost, and availability for rare earth-permanent magnets during the near term.

it should be noted for the operating temperatures anticipated (250*F
ambient) that any difference in performance between machines using 22 x 106

and existing 30 x 106 gauss-oersted materials would be negligible due to the
degraded performance of the highest energy product materials at elevated
temperature.

A.I.2 Motor Speed

A maximum motor no-load speed of 25 Krpm was assumed as a design con-
straint, for reasons explained later. Running motors at the highest speed
possible is desirable since this reduces motor size and weight for a fixed
output power.

The following relations define motor power, speeo, and torque:

wm Tin em (A-1)

Tm = Ktlm (A-2)

4m a Ke-lVm (A-3)

where

wee Wm motor power

Tm - motor torque

= motor speed

im a motor current

Vm - motor voltage drop

Kt a torque constant

Ke = voltage constant
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Increasing motor speed will decrease motor copper loss* due to winding
changes, allowing reduced machine dimensions. Thermal effects are usually
a constraint in motor dimensions.

Motor speed cannot be increased Indefinitely, however, due to motor and
actuator design constraints. Hoop stress in the rotor magnet sleeve due to
centrifugal loads must be considered, as well as rotor surface velocity. In
electrical machines, stator hysteresis losses and eddy currents can become
excessive as frequency increases. Inverter switching frequency and switching
losses may increase. Additional drive reduction is required at high speeds,
for a fixed output speed, and gearing is usually velocity limited to 30 Krpm.

Thus, an upper limit of 25 Krpm was used as a reasonable compromise,
based on design constraints and past experience.

A.1.3 Dynamic Response

Since the motors were meant for use in primary flight control servos,
frequency response was a prime consideration as a performance parameter.Most EM actuation systems are acceleration limited, thus determining the

maximum possible bandwidth.**

Bandwidth (no-lobC) for a single motor servoactuator, assuming acceleration
saturation, may be calculated from

(A-4)
ýA K
Tm~p.

'" = Jef f (A-5)

Tr KtIM (A-6)i + I
eff m (A-7)

where

W a bandwidth

1m = motor acceleration

Tm a motor torque

Im = motor current

Winding resistance losses; see paragraph A.1.4.

""This is true for operation as a linear system; i.e., up to acceleration
saturation. Bandwidth for the system In the nonlinear (saturated) recion
may be acceptable depending upon the frequency response specification.
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Jm a motor inertia

J1 a load inertia

Jeff a effective inertia, reflected to motor

Kt a torque constent

A a actuator position ccAnmanc amplitude

G a actuator gear ratio

n 3 gearing etficiency

Equations (A-4) through (A-7) Illustrate that there are numerous possibleSsolutions for motor and actuator parameters (Im, Kr, Jm, GP) given w, A, and
J1. A'tempts have been made to develop analytical procedures for "optimum"
motor design basec on bandwidth requirements; but they failed to address other! nc-or and actuator constraints [1, 7, 8, 91.

In order to develop a family of motors which would provide adequate

bandwidth for the various actuation systems under consideration, the fo!lowing
criteria were employed:

TaM 50 msec (A-8)

stall

= I (A-9)
d 2r

where

frated 4motor speed at rated power

1 stall a motor acceleration at stalt torque

Tm a motor time constant

d - motor rotor diameter

I a motor rotor length

r a motor rotor radius

Figure D-4 Illustrates motor dimensional parameters; Figure 0-5 illustrates
pertormance parameters.
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STATOR

ROTOR

Figure D-4. BrushlesS DC-PM Motor Detail

A. UNREGULATED
NO-LOAD SPEED

A
8: REGULATED

Co- D NO-LOAD SPEED

C: 25% (CONTINUOUS)
"25% POWER POINT

D: 100% (RATED)
E POWER POINT

TORQUE -- E: STALL TORQUE

(CURRENT LIMIT)

Figure D-5. Motor Performance Points
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TM is the time required for the motor to accelerate from Point E to Point D
of Figure D-5. The motor accelerates under constant torque with no-load, which
is accomplished via current limit control in the Inverter. This parameter Is a
measure of the motor's dynamic response; it should not be confused with the
time constant which reflects the time required for a motor to reach 63.2 percent
of commanded speed for a step command) ;.e.,

Qm (t) 1 i - eXp (-t/T)l (A-i)

= t Jm (A-iC)
KtKe

where R is the motor winding resistance, t is time, and Vm is a step voltage
applied across the motor. The above time constant results from a linear analysis
assuming voltage control of the motor, and does not assume constant torque
(constant current) operation i10i.*

Equation (A-9) is a dimensional constraint owed to manufacturing diffi-
culties and dynamic stability. Generally, if the rotor l/d ratio exceeds 3:1,
windinq the mrotor stator becomes difficult due to motor configuration (see
Figure D-6); dynanic stability of the rotor becomes a concern due to bending
modes. Also a large I./d ratio favors lower values of Tm, since this produces
a lower rotor inertia than a small I/d.

Utilizing the two constraints, tm and I/d, allowed a family of motors to
be designed wiiThout regard to detail actuator performance characteristics.
Since the motors were expected to satisfy or exceed dynamic response require-
ments for most actuator applications, motor characteristics could be paramet-
rically taculated for trend analysis. Also, motors could be selected by use
of parameters other than dynamic response, greatly simplifying the design
process.

A.1.4 Tnermal Considerations

The performance of any motor Is limited by duty cycle. Losses de.elope-i
by the motor as a function of load and speed must be considered during motor
design (and during motor selection), or overheating of the windings may occur.

The two most significant losses which must be accounted for are rbsistance
(copper) losses, and hysteresis and eddy current (iron) losses. Reletions for
these losses are 1l11:

*The analysis used (equations A-JO arid A-l1) develops the motor mechanical
time constant for the case of negligible ihductance and viscous Icsses.
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Figure 0-6. Stator Cross Section

Wcu I R(-2

2 %e (A-1 3)

where ;,,u copper loss

Wr=iron loss

Imamotor current

wm=motor (coommutatlofl) frequency

R a winding resistance

1Kec a eddy current loss coefficient

Kh-hysteresis loss coefficient

Iron losses are usually controllable by judicious machine construction and

material selection; copper losses may be difficult 'to ccntroi depending upon

stator resistance and duty cycle. In order to maintair manageable steady-state
and transient temperatures, a maximum current density of 18,000 amp per square

ln,,h of conductor was chosen. The selection of this value was based upon anal-

ysis of the specification duty cycle (see paragraph A.2).
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A.I.5 Other Assumptions

Other assumptions for motor design Included a six-pole rotor configuration,
with radially oriented magnets. Additional constraints and assumptions were
made, consistant with experience.

Table D-3 summarizes the principal design assumptions and constraints.

TABLE D-3

MOTOR DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

Magnets: BH - 22 X 106 gauss-oersted

No-Load Speed: 4max S<25 Krpm

Time Constant: Tm S-50 msec

Rotor Dimensions: I/d 3

Stator Currant Density: 18 Kamp-in- 2

Rotor Configuraeion: 6 pole, radial magnet orientation

A.2 DESIGN INVESTIGATION

A family of motors using the criteria of Table D-3 was designed by use of
a computer program developed at AiResearch 1121. A brief description of the
program is given in Appendix A-2.

Motors were designed as a function of peak (ratea) power, over a range of
horsepower. Key motor data are tabulated In Table 0-4. Some of the data were
used to calcu ate oarameters of interest and plotted, also. These data are
shown in Figur-es 0-7 and D-8.

Since motor dynamic response was a key parameter in selecting motor design
constraints, a more detailed Investigation of Tm and its relation to other motor
parameters was conducted. Two general cases were excmined: (1) motor charac-
teristics as a function of li/d for fixed rated speed and Tm; and (2) motor
characteristics as a function of Im for fixed Qdm and I/d.

Four values of I/d were investigated for the first case. A rated load
speed of 20 Krpm was used. Data for this case are tabulated and plotted In
Table 0-5 and Figure C-9, respectively.

In the second case, three values of Tm were run, assuming a motor power
of 60 hp. This power rating was used since Tm can cause extreme variations in
motor size and weight for larger machines. Data for this case are presented
in Table D-6 and Figure r,-iO.
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A

A.3 THERMAL INVESTIGATION

A preliminary thermal analysis of one motor was performed as part of
Task 3. The object of the analys!k was to determine motor cooling techniques
to assure that critical motor elements (i.e., permanent magnet, copper windings,
etc.), remained within material temperature limits. A summary of the analytical
results completed is presented below.

The motor selected for analysis was the 20 hp motor presented in Paraaraph
A-2. This motor was selected because it5 thermal flux density was representa-
tive of most of the motors generated. The motor was operated under the follow-
ing duty cycle:

(a) A steady-slate condition at 10% speed and 25% load.

(b) A two-minute transient condition immediately after case 1 at 100%
speed and 50% load.

(c) A short time (less than I second) transient-state condition immedi-
ately after case 2 at 100% speed and 100% load.

The provisions above were used as a baseline condition for the thermal analysis,
and were determined to be representative of the aircraft requirements.

There were two motor cooling techniques investigated in the analysis. The
first implemented fins on the housing to increase the natural convection and
radiation heat transfer to the surroundings (no forced air in the motor). The
fins would be cast on the 1/8 inch thick aluminum stator housing, spaced 0.25-
inch apart with a 0.04-inch fin thickness and a 0.5-inch fin height. Figure
0-11 shows this finned housing configuration. A schematic diagram of the second
cooling technique appears in Figure D-12. Cooling air is forced through the
rotor to keep the Sa-Co (samarium-cobalt) permanent magnets at an acceptable
temperature level. Figure 0-13 shows a drawing of the rotor cooling flow pas-
sages: (1) rotor-stator gap-flow, (2) 6-32/32-inch hole-flow, and (3) rotor
web shaft fiow. This cooling scheme did not use fins on the housing. The
motor thermal nodal network is also shown ;n Figure D-13. The first of each
set of numbers represents the air inlet half of the motor, while the numbers
in parenthesis represent the air outlet half. The Si-Co permanent magnets
(nodes 1 & 6) are contained by a sleeve (nodes 43 and 44). The stator stack
windings are represented by nodes 11-12 and 26-27 while the end-turn and end-
section windings are nodes 13-14, 28-29 and 15, 30, respectively.

The motor nodal model was prepared by means of the AiResearch Stator
Arma4ure, and LIM Thermal Model Generation Computer Program H0061 (Appendix A-2).
The program connects each of the motor nodes by a conduction and convection
resistance array such that the motor thermal model may be combined with the
rest of the system. The complete model is then analyzed by the AiResearch
Thermal Analyzer Computer Program H0910 (Appendix A-2).The latter program is
capable of simulating conduction, convection and radiation calculations and
other heat transfer mechanisms.
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The losses of the 20 hp motor for the duty cycle are shown in Table D-7.
and were obtained from the motor design program 1121. All entries in the table
are in watts and copper losses are based on 300*F temperature. The actual
copper losses used in the analysis, however, varied as function temperature
depending upon the resistance characteristics of copper.

TABLE D-7

MOTOR LOSS SUMMARY

Motor I
Speed Back Pole

Condition (rpm) Copper Tooth Iron Head Windage Total

10% speed 1800 63.72 8.92 8.16 3.51 0.02 84.33

25% load

100% speed 18000 252.4C i35.50 120.0 44.66 5.26 557.82

50% load

100% speed 18000 1021.30 127.80 113.20 I 115.56 5.26 1383.12
100% loadI

Notes: All losses are in watts

Copper losses are given at 300°F

The results of the thermal analysis for critical motor elements are tabu-

lated in Table D-8. Entries under cooling scheme A anrl 8 utilized the finned
housing configuration where motor cooling was achieved by natural convection
and radiation to a 1300F and 250'F ambient, respectively. Cooling schemes C
and 0, on the other hand used forced air through the rotor to cool the motor
with an air inlet of 130*F and 250"F, respectively, both with 250OF ambient.
As noted in the table, temperatures under Al, 81, Cl, and 01 depict steady
state temperature predictions with 10 percent speed and 25 percent duty load
under the respective cool ing scheme. Entries under A2, 82, C2, and 02 are
temperatures at the end of the two-minute transient state condition with 100
percent speed and 50 percent load, immediately after the steady state run.
Likewise, temperatures under A3, 83, C3 and 03 are the transient response at
indicated elapsed time with 100 percent speed and 100 percent load, immediately
after the two-minute transient run.

Although the ambient temperature was specified to be close to 250'F, cool-
Ing scheme A with 130"F ambient was also analyzed to show the cooling effective-
ness of the finned housing configuration. The time-temperature response of a
complete cycle under cooling schemes 8 and C is shown In Figure 0-14. The
250"F ambient and 130"F inlet temperature for forced cool ing were used as a

baseline condition that was specified. The volumetric flow rate in cooling
schemes C and D was -10 cfm with a 130*1F Inlet temperature. This corresponds
to a maximum pressure differential of 0.70-in H2 0 from the Inlet to the outlet
of the air stream shown in Figure D-12.
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A.4 CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions concerning motor design, performance, and selection were
drawn during Task 3. These conclusions are presented in the following paragraphs.
The reader should note that these conclusions are valid for the design criteria
used.

A.4.1 Motor Time Constant

A given motor time constant limits allowable motor rated power or speed.

First, Figura 9-9 Indicates that if I/d is a design constraint, then there
is a maximum power which can be achieved for a givtn rated speed and time con-
stant. As an example, Figure A-8 indicates that for

41M 20 .(rpm

I/d = 3

Tm =50 msec

then

4~max 3- •0 h p

r Second, Figure D-10 illustrates that as tinme constant decreases, the motor

rated load speed must decrease. For example (Figure D-10), if

S60 hp

"•m=50 nsec

l/d = 3

than

7 Krpm
S.reason for these effects is that motor inertia determine

.eration; and motor rated speed effectively deter•iiies Tm for somde
:.leration. Although many Individual, associate high motor speeds
-- sponse, the above Indicate that the opposite may generally hold

truLi. example, given two motors, the motor with the greater accelera-tion wi. ,iot necessarily have the fastest response when coupled to a load
through a reduction drive which provides a fixed no-load speed.

A.4.2 Motor Power Rate

Motor power rate Is a near linear function of rated power or time con-tant.

Figure D-9 shows pewer rate as a function of rated power. For the design
criteria used, power ra'a is an exceptionally linear function of rated power.
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Note that rotor length-to-diameter ratio varies with motor power also; but this
variation may be interpreted as the necessary roror geometry to satisfy the
fixed constraints. In this case, power rate may be construed as a direct,
linear function of rated power.

By referring to Figure D-lO, one sees that power rate is a nearly linear
function of time constant; actually, for the presented data, a possible empir-
ical form for power rate may be

" (T = a i;n (A-14)
M

n 0

where

W= motor power rate

im = motor time constant

a, n = empirical coefficients

However, approximating power rate as a linear function of time constant over a
limited range aopears to be reasonable. This conclusion holds ior the design
criteria of the figure: constant rotor length-to-diameter ratio and power.

Power rate is sometimes used as a parameter to select motors for servo
applications f1, 2, 7, 8, 91. it is a convenient parameter for comparing
various motors, and indicates the ability of a motor to accelerate a load as
well as itself. Motor acceleration indicates only the ability of a motor To
accelerate itself, and is useful primarily for no-load dynamic performance
anal ysis.

A cursory derivation of motor power rate may be useful to the reader*:

S= T m (A-15)

where

= motor rated power

Tm = motor rated torque

Gm = motor rated speed

now

w~~d 'd + +T 6~! d m m m

*Other deviations of power rate are presented in the lIterature 17, 91
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For the case of constant torque applicable for our definition of Tm

Tm = 0

so

2
Tm * M = Tm T~M M• Tm (A-17)

Tm T m T

The above is defined as motor power rate.

A.4.3 Motor Weight

The importance of properly selecting a motor for minimum weight Is empha-
sized by the data of Paragraph A.2.

Figure D-8 shows that motor weight increases in direct proDortion to
motor power. By referring to Table D-4 one sees, however, that nearly all
of the motors are in the same rated speed range (the 25 and 30 hp motors are
exceptions).

Examining Table D-6 provides a totally different trend: three different
weights for the same rated power and different time constants. For this case,
motor weight increases as rateu speed declines and as motor time constant
declines. This is a penalty associated with increasing dynamic response.

This comparison emphasizes the need to utilize a motor with a time constant
(power rate) no smr'ller (larger) than necessary to satisfy actuator dynamic
performance requirements.

A.4.4 Motor Thermal Response

All cooling schemes investigated were acceptable for the duty cycle and
assumptions utilized. Thus, no motor cooling would be required for any of the
FCS actuation systems.

All temperature entries tabulated in Table D-8 are acceptable temperature
levels for the different critical motor elements. To indicate the magnitude
of temperature response during the 100-percent speed and 100-percent load
condition, the elapsed times noted in the table are longer than the required
operation time of less than I second. Temperature reponse at these conditions
and at this short time Interval run very close to that at the end of the two-
minute transient condition with 100-percent speed and 50-percent duty load.

It should be noted that if higher conductor current densities and current
limits had been used, it is likely that motor cooling (such as cooling scheme C)
would have been required for some of the FCS applications. Thus, the assumptions
developed in Paragraph A.1.4 have greatly simplified the actuation system
design process.
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APPENDIX A-2

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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COMPUTER PROGRAM BIGNAG

The Garrett Corporation has developed a computer program to facilitate
the design and evaluation of certain types of permanent magnet machines
interfacing with converters or with conventional linear systems. This pro-
gram is called BIGMAG. Generally, only a few basic inputs have to be
specified by the user. BIGMAG then synthesizes a baseline design suitable
for optimization studies.

ELECrROMAGNETICS AND LOSSES

Classic salient-pole, two-reaction, aralysis of synchronous machines has
been adapted to meet the special cases of tangentially magnetized and radially
magenetized permanent-magnet (PP) rotors. The magnetic circuit is represented
by an equivalent circuit in which the iron and leakage paths and the magnet
and stator MMF's are represented by lumped parameters. Nonlinearity of the
Iron reluctances vs flux density is taken into account by a look-up routine
using B-H data tables for a variety of magnetic and PM materials. Special
routines account for configuration effects (i.e., tapered teeth, shaped magnets).
The flux leakage paths are estimated by special methods evolved from comput-
erized flux plots, by classic field analysis of elemental situations, or by
other methods found in the literature.

Losses calculated include: iron losses, pole head and damper head
losses, stray load loss, copper and hysteresis losses, and windage losses.

STRUCTUPAL ANALYSIS

The structural analysis predicts damper hoop stress, average compressive
stress of the magnet, pole root stress, and stress in the non-magnetic hub
which supports the poles and magnets. All geometric deliils are taken into
account and a table of stress concentration factors and i look-up routine
are included.

THERMAL ANALYSIS

Thermal analysis is limited to determining a credible stator copper
current density to attain a specified final copper termperat~re with a given
fluid, fluid pressure drop, and duty cycle. (Conversely, temperature will
be determined if current density is specified.) In addition, certain ele-
mental thermal data are given such as watts/lb in tooth and core Iron; watts/sq.
In. pole head and damper losses; and watts/sq. in. stator iron loss distri-
buted over the outer periphery of the stack.

WEIGHT ANALYSIS

The weight of the basic electromagnetic parts is calculated. In calcula-
ting rotor weight, vent holes in the poles and under the magnets are taken
Into account. Also, the weight of the nonmagnetic hub supporting the poles
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is included. To account for shaft extensions, bearings, end frames, stator
frame, terminals, and fittings, a weight target equal to 20 percent of the
electromagnetic weight is used to estimate total weight.

RECT IF I ER/CONVERTER/I NVERTER ANALYS I S

in addition to linear three phase systems (such as a linear load imped-
ance or power supply connected to the machine), thyristor converters and
transistor inverters may be modeled.
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STATOR, ARIATURE, AND LIM THERMAL MODEL GENERATION
CO#-MPUTER PROGRAM (H0061)

A computer program has been developed which prepares a thermal model of
an ac motor or generator stator, a dc motor armature, an ac generator field
winding, or a linear induction motor. The program constructs a thermal model
in the format of the AiResearch H0910 or H0298 thermal analyzer computer pro-
grams. This thermal model may then be comoined with the thermal model of the
rest of the system to form a complete motor, alternator, generator, turbo-
alternator, or flywheel/motor/alternator.

The input and options to the geometry program are available in the output
of the AiResearch motor, generator, and linear motor design and performance
programs. Where possible the nomenclature and variable names have been pre-
served to provide easy and accurate model construction. The program has
options provided to construct the thermal model of the following:

* One stack and end turn element model

* One half stack and end turn element model

* Two halt stack ano end turn element models connected in the center

Options are also providecr to consider a constanT width slot with rectangular
windings or a constant width tooth with round wirA windings. Cool ing holes
may be considereo in -he back iron arranged in either a square or triangular
spaced pattern. The end turns may be considered with separate insulation sur-
face elements for forced convection cool ing through the end turns or with only
the copper windings elements including conduction heat transfer between the
windings and from the end turns into the stack.

THERMAL MODEL

The thermal model of the stack is constructed with winding elements in

the upper and lower half of the slots. Each stack winding is connected to
corresponding end turn elements and corresponding elements in the tooth by
conduction. The stack winding elements are also connected to adjacent stack
winding elements, the top stick element, the center stick element, and the
back iron element at the base of the slot. The end turn winding elements are
connected to corresponding end section elements and to adjacent end turn
winding elements. Separate insulation surface elements may be generated for
each end turn and end section winding element which are connected to a fluid
stream element by forced convection and to the winding element by conduction.
The end section winding elements are connected to both the upper and lower half
end turn elements by conduction. The tooth elements are connected to adjacent
tooth elements with the top of the tooth connected to the top stick, the
center of the tooth connected to the center stick and The bottom of the tooth
connected to the back iron element at the base of the tooth by conduction.
The top of the tooth and the top stick are connected to the air gap by forced
convection of a rotating cylinder in a static housing.
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The back Iron is divided into NBAK pairs -f elements plus NROW elements
with cooling holes punched in them. Each of tne NOAK pairs of elements
includes elements under the slot and under the tooth. These elements are con-
nected to each other by conduction ahd the WROW elements are connected by
forced convection to fluid stream elements in the holes. The other elements
of the back iron are connected to element NOUT by conduction.

The initial temperature, heat dissipation, density, volume, specific
heut, and thermal conductivity are computed and assigned to each element in
the model. The total winding copper losses are divided in proportion to
lencth and number of conductors between the stack, end turn, and end section
wincing elements. The surface losses are applied to the top of the tooth
and the tooth losses are distributed equally to each tooth element adjacent
to a stack winding element. The back Iron losses are proportioned according
to volume in the NtAK elements and the remaining back iron losses are
distributed equally over the NOW elements.

As the thernal model is generated the program checks for consistency of
the input data by calculating the area available in the slot for the copper
conductors and comparing it with the input value of conductor cross-sectional
area. When these areas match, the thermal model generated can be punched out
by setting TAPE = 1.0.
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H09 10

STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYZER
PROGRAM WITH COMPRESSIBLE AND INC04PRESSIBLE

PRESSURE DROP AND FILM AND TRANSPIRATION
COOLING

PRkjGP AM CAPAF I L I T I ES

Transient Heat Transfer Calculations

Transient heat transfer calcualtions are developed by an explicit finite
difference technique using any element shape with three-dimensional conduction,
convectlon, or radiation heat transfer.

Steady State Heat Transfer Calculations

Steady-state heat transfer calculations are based on a modified Gauss-
Seidel solution to the simultaneous equations in the therma; model. This
modified technique involves "accelerated'" step substitution with monotonic
deceleration until successive substitutions erp convergent. A method of
"lumpiny'" areas of the problem which are slow to converge is also used to
acceleratc the calculation procedure. This procedure also provides for any
element shape with three-dimensional conduction, convection, or radiation
heat transfer.

Conduction Heat Transfer Calculations

Conduction heat transfer is input to the program by specifying the ele-
ment numbers connected by conduction , the cross-sectional area for conduction
between the elements, and the conduction length from the center of each element
to the interface between them. A mechanical joint thermal contact resistance
may also be specified between the elements if they are mechanically separated
at the interface. The program obtains the thermal conductivity of each
element from a table in which it may be specified as a constant value or as a
function of temperature.

Convection Heat Transfer Calculations

Convection heat transfer is input to the program by specifying a solid
element number connected to a fluid element number by convection, the cross
sectional area for convection from the solid element, and the conduction
length from the center of the solid element to the convection surface. This
program performs the important and often overlooked task of combining conduc-
tion heat transfer from the center of the solid element to the surface with
convection from the solid surface to the fluid.

The convection heat transfer coefficient may be Input to the program by
nine different methods. In the first four methods, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient may be Input as a constant, as a function of time in a table, as a
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functio~n of The surface to fluid temperature difference in a table, and as a
function of the "film" temperature in a table. In method five, the program
calculates the natural convection heat transfer coefficient for both open and
enclosed static spaces and enclosed rotating spaces. In method six the program
calculates convection heat transfer coefficients for high speed laminar or
turbulent flow over external surface- :ncluding the effects of the "recovery"
temperature in The boundary layer. ,, method seven the program calculates
convection heat transfer coefficients on a free or enclosed rotating disc
including the calculation of frictional "windage" heat generation. In method
eight the program calculates jet impingement heat transfer coefficients for
impingement from a rc of holes onto a concave surface. In method nine the
proýram calcualtes convection heat transfer coefficients for flow in a duct,
Including the heat transfer "fin effectiveness" of extended surfaces within the
duct. This method utilizes tables of Colburn J-factors input as a function
of Reynolas number to The program. These tables may be generated for fluid
flow in round ducts, square ducts, rectangular ducts, triangual ructs, annular
spaces, dimpied tubes, and curved ducts. They may also be generated for fluid
flow in tube banks, plate-tin surfaces, pin-fin surfaces, screen matrix surfaces,
crossed rod matrix surfaces, and corrugated ceramic surfaces. Entrance
effects on heat transfer may be applied using the appropriate multiplying
factor at each location. Four techniques for evaluation of the influence of
temperature-aependent fluid properties are available in the program. The
appropriate fluid peoperties may be input in Tabular form as a function of
temperature.

Radiation Heat "_ransfer Calculations

Radiation heat transfer is input to the program by specifying a solid
element number cornected to a represenTative surrounding element number by
radiation, the cross sectional area for radiation from the solid element, and
the conduction length from the center of the solid element to the radiation
surface. This section also includes the important conbination of conduction
to the radiating surface with radiation fromn the surface. The emissivity
view factor for radiation may be estimated by methods g'ven in 'Radiation
Heat Transfer" by Sparrow and Cess or by a computer program such as CONFAC II.

Initial Temperature. Boundary Conditions, Heat Input, Thermal Capacitance,
and Thermal Conductivity Specification

The initial temperature, boundarý conditions, heat input thermal capa-
citance, and thermal conductivity may be specified for each individual ele-
ment or for blocks of elements which are identical. In transient heat transfer
calculation, the initial temperature, the heat Input, the density, the volume,
the specific heat, and the thermal conductivity of each element is specified.
For elements with negligible thermal capacitance the density, volume, and
specific heaT may be left blank to increase the calculation time step. For
steady state calculations, the Initial temperature, the heat input, and the
thermal conductivity of each element is specified. The boundary condition
elements are specified by having a negative value for the density times the
volume. This element is then maintained at a constant temperature or, may be
specified as a temperature versus time funct.on from an input table. Any
element in the network may be specified as a boundary condition (constant
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Appendix D

temperature) element and any number of elements may be connected to it by
conduction, convection, or radiation. The heat input for each element may
be input as zero, as a constant value, as a function of time In a table, as
a function of its own temperature or another specified element temperature,
specified from the frictional "windage" heat generation calculations, or cal-
culated from the ball and roller bearing heat generation calculation computer
program which can be supplied. The specific heat and thermal conductivity of
each element may be specified as a constant cr as a function of temperature
in tables.

Fluid Stream Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop Calculations

Fluid stream elements may be input with heat transfer to them by conduc-
tion, convection, or radiation. Fluid stream heat transfer calculations have
provisions for preventing the outlet fluid temperature from "overshooting" the
surrounding surface temperatures, a thermodynamic Impossibil ity. The steady
state fluid stream calculations are based on thermal capacity rate calculations,
while transient fluic stream calculations may be based on the thermal capacitance
of each element moving in the fluid stream fo simulate "lag" condit;ons. The
energy input of rotational flow may also be added to the fluid stream.

Both steady state compressible and incompressible fluid stream pressure
drops may be calculated by the program. The pressure drop calculations include
the effects of heat addition, area change, fluid friction, rotational 4low,
ant flow addition or removal. Total head losses due to valves, bends, sharp
contractions or expansions, and orifices may be included at the inlet and exit
to each fluid stream.

A complete fluid stream network may be simulated with streams branching
from previous streams and mixing to form new streams or even returning to a
previous stream in the network. The fluid flow rate may be input as a constant,
as a function of time, from a table, or as a function of specified element
temperature.

Film Cool ing and Transpiration Cooling Calculations

Film cooling calculations have been included in a table of the film
effectiveness as a function of the film cooling parameter (x/ms). Local film
temperatures on a film cooled surface are calculated by the program from
specified element temperatures for the "free stream" and for the film coolant
discharge point. Local film temperatures are calculated at specified distances
downstream from the point of film injection. The table of film effectivenss
as a function of the film cooling parameter (x/ms). may be selected from twelve
correlations presented in the transpiration and film cooling effectiveness
computer program which can be supplied. The appropriate corre!at;on should be
selected for the method of film injection used.

Transpirat.on cool ing calculations may be included by using the Stanton
number reduction factor for transpiration cooling from the transpiration and
film coolIng effectiveness computer program or from papers on transpiration
cool ing. The thermal analyzer program accounts for the effect of cooling air
discharge temperature from the transpiration cooled wall on the Stanton number
reduction factor.
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PROGRAM OUTPUT

1. Each element temperature, heat input, and thermal conductivity for steady
state calculations is printed out. Each element temperature, heat input, weight,
specific heat, and thermal conductivity for each specified printing time period
in transient heat transfer calculations is printed out.

2. The fluid stream inlet temperature and the outlet temperature, the fluid
stream flow rate, the fluid density, and the internal .*luid heat generation
for each section of each fluid strea•m is printed out.

3. The "free stream" te'iperature, the film discharge temperature, and the
effective film temperati ± at each location specitied is printed out.

4. The printing of the thermal resistance values for conducTion, the thermal
resistance values and neat transfer coefficients for convection, and the ther-
mal resistance values and effective heat transfer coefficients for radiatior
may be included or deletec as specified.

5. The fluid stream pressure drop calculations and printout may be deleted
if specified. When included, the total and static pressures, the Reynolds
number, the friction factor, and the Mach number for compressible flow is
printed for each element in each fluid stream.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

1. Bot, passive and active electronic cooling system analysis and design
with or witlout heaters or cool ing flow rontrollers.

2. Thermal analysis and design calculations for ambient cooled, forced air
cooled, gas cooled, or liquid cooled ac or Cc motors, generators, and alter-
nators.

3. Thermdl analysis and design calculations for pumps, fans, and compressors
including the bearina temperatures and the analysis of the motors for turbines

driving them.

4. Thermal analysis and design calculations of gas turbine engines including
the axial flow and radial flow compressors and turbines, -he combustor, the
bearings and seals, the anti-icing system, the lubrication cooling system, The
fuel supply system, aaM the accessory area cooling system. Also the thermal
ana;ysis of cooled and uncooled tu.-bine blades.

5. Transient and steady state thermal analysis of heat exchangers including
air-oil coolers, fuel-oil coolers, recuperators, rotary regenerators, cryogenic
heat exzhangers, pool boiling heat exchangers, condensers, periodic flow regen-
orators, and heat exchangers w;th more than two fluid streams. The calculations
may include the effects of axial conduction, fluid bypassing, perfectly mixed
or unmixed fluids, variation of fluid properties through the heat exchanger,
condensation of moisture from the air or "wet" heat transfer, and the effect
of the variation of fluid to wall temperature difference on local heat transfer
coefficients for boiling and condensing.
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